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PART  V 
site and artefact catalogues of the 
Pontinia and Norba surveys

Site descriptions and maps
each site description is accompanied by a map. This map 
displays the site as a grey dot (if its extent could not be 
extablished) or a grey polygon (reflecting its extent) and 
if present, architectural remains as black lines. The survey 
units are displayed as well as the uncorrected artefact den-
sities (as dots, each dot representing one collected sherd). 
The Carta Tecnica Regionale is displayed for topographic 
reference. The site descriptions consist of: 
 • site-identifiers (a five-digit site PRP ID and, where 
applicable, identifiers used during the survey and pre-
vious investigations).
 • Where available, a toponym as mentioned on the CtR 
and/or pre-Bonifica maps.
 • site coordinates (eD zone 33n).
 • a description of the location of the site, present-day 
land use, visibility conditions and survey method. For a 
general explanation of the survey and sampling strategy, 
the reader is referred to the discussion in chapter 2.2.
 • estimates of the size of and maximum artefact density 
on the site.
 • a description of the type of samples collected and the 
number of fragments that has been included in the 
catalogue.
 • a description of the finds collected during the survey.
 • Where applicable, a description of the finds collected 
during previous studies.
 • Remarks.
 • Where applicable, references to previous publications.
1 I have not included the data of the surveys in the coastal land-
scape, as these have already been published as attema et al. 
2007/2008 and attema, de haas & tol 2009/2010.
2 The complete database of the Pontinia, norba and nettuno sur-
veys will be made available through the digital archive of Dans 
(http://www.edna.nl/datasetsearch.html) in the near future.
Artefact descriptions
each site description is followed by a description of the 
diagnostic artefacts, presented per functional group in the 
following sequence: 
1) Architecture, including tiles, cover tiles, bricks and 
architectonic terracottas; 
2) Cooking wares, including most impasto and coarse 
wares; storage, including dolium; 
3) Table wares, including black gloss, terra sigillata, 
african red slip wares, and miscellaneous fine/depu-
rated wares;  
4) Transport amphorae; 
5) Miscellaneous, including loom weights, terracotta frag-
ments, oil lamps, glass and metal objects
The description of the individual artefacts follow the for-
mat established within the PRP3 and consists of:
 • a reference number that relates the description to the 
corresponding artefact drawing in the plates and a 
unique artefact number that consist of the survey code, 
the collection unit number, the bag number, and an 
individual sherd number.4
 • The fragment type (base, body, neck, rim, handle, etc.) 
and, where this could be established, the vessel shape 
the fragments stems from (jar, dolium, amphora, etc.).5
 • a description of the ware. since fabric analyses were 
not part of the artefact studies, this ware classification 
is rather general and based on a visual analysis. The 
wares discerned are:
 ♦ Impasto: handmade coarse pottery, mainly dated to 
the Iron age and archaic period 
 ♦ Coarse ware: wheel-turned pottery or mould-made 
items (tile, terracotta’s, loom weights) with inclu-
sions visible to the naked eye. a note on the colour 
and dominant inclusions may be added.
3 see attema, de haas & la Rosa 2003/2004; attema et al. 
2007/2008; De haas, attema & Pape 2007/2008.
4 For example, P’07 1753/02-15 was collected during the Pontinia 
survey in 2007 from unit 1753 in bag 2 from that unit; it is the 
fifteenth sherd from this bag that was numbered.
5 In the terminology I follow the most important typologies, 
although these in some cases use different terms for similar 
types.
Introduction
This catalogue presents all information obtained during the gridded surveys and targeted site (re)visits of the Pontinia and 
norba surveys relating to sites.1 For off-site contexts, diagnostic artefacts are included as well.2 site-entries consist of two 
components, site descriptions and diagnostic artefact descriptions.
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 ♦ Depurated ware: wheel-turned pottery or mould-
made items (tile, terracottas, loom weights, oil 
lamps) with hardly any or without inclusions visible 
to the naked eye. This ware is often represented by 
very thin fragments with powdery fabrics, although 
amphora sherds may also be classified as depurat-
ed. This ware probably includes some fragments of 
black gloss, terra sigillata or african red slip ware of 
which the slip or gloss has been eroded.
 ♦ Black gloss: wheel-turned fine pottery or mould-
made items (oil lamps) of Republican date with 
a brown to black slip. In some cases the slip is so 
divergent that it is described as brown-slipped ware.
 ♦ terra sigillata: wheel-turned fine pottery with a red 
slip. This class is generally of Italian origin, dating 
from approximately 30 to the mid 2nd century aD.6
 ♦ african red slip ware (aRsW): a class of very com-
mon kitchen and fine ware, produced in northern 
africa from the end of the 1st century aD onwards.7
 • a description of the profile of the artefact. The shape of 
the base, body, neck, rim and lip are described, for han-
dles the shape of the section as well. The terminology 
used in these descriptions derives from the satricum 
publications, but has been adjusted where necessary.8 
If present, surface features such as handle attachments, 
decorations, grooves or ridges are described as well.
 • a munssell colour-value is noted for each artefact’s 
interior and exterior surface.9 Where a fresh fracture is 
present, core-colour is given as well; for terra sigillata 
and black gloss, the slip-colour is described separately 
from the clay colour.
 • For every artefact measurements are given. If only 
measurements and no abbreviations are given, these 
figures indicate maximum width and maximum depth 
in position. The following abbreviations are used: s = 
length x width of a handle in section; D = diameter of a 
rim, base or sometimes wall, measured on the outside 
of the vessel; h = height of a rim, base or entire sherd 
in position; t = thickness of a rim or wall; W = width of 
the rim of a tile.
 • any information not mentioned under the previous 
headings.
 • References for parallels and a date are given. most dates 
derive from commonly used published typologies, but 
for some artefacts individual parallels from excavated 
contexts are provided. The most important sources that 
have been used are:
6 CFTS 1990. I note that hardly any non-Italian terra sigillata was 
recovered during the surveys, and almost all fragments date to 
the late 1st century BC or the early 1st century aD.
7 hayes 1972.
8 maaskant kleibrink 1987: 137. These descriptions were used to 
describe Iron age and archaic shapes only.
9 munsell 1975.
 ♦ For the Impasto and cooking wares, I use Carafa’s 
typology of late Iron age and archaic pottery and 
the ceramic typologies of satricum.10 
 ♦ For the post-archaic and Republican cooking and 
other coarse wares, the primary typology is that 
of the coarse wares from satricum. many late 
Republican and (early) Imperial artefacts can be 
found in olcese’s typology.11 Particular pieces, how-
ever, find parallels in excavated contexts like the 
villas at Posto and san Rocco, at sutri and at Cosa.12 
 ♦ For the black gloss pottery, some dates derive from 
morel’s classical typology13, although the chron-
ology of the so-called atelier des petites estampilles 
(Gruppo dei Piccoli Stampigli) has recently been 
revised.14 very common bowls, either with upright 
(morel series 2913/2914) or somewhat incurving 
(morel series 2783/2784) rims are commonly asso-
ciated with GPs, but also found in later contexts. 
unless a clear association with stamped vessels can 
be made I have used a broad date range for these 
shapes (3rd and 2nd centuries). Where a GPs asso-
ciation is clear, fragments are assigned to the 3rd 
century.15 In a number of cases the fabrics of black 
gloss fragments could be ascribed to the so-called 
Campana a production (2nd and 1st centuries).16
 ♦ Dates for the terra sigillata derive from CFTS 1990.
 ♦ In dating African red slip ware – both cooking and 
table wares – hayes’ typology is used, taking into 
account Bonifay’s revisions for a number of forms.17
 ♦ Dates for transport amphorae are mostly according 
to the university of southampton amphora Project 
(USAP) online database, but for african ampho-
rae Bonifay’s typology has been used.18 Locally 
10 Carafa 1995; Bouma 1996; attema et al. 2001/2002.
11 olcese 2003. It should be noted that her olla type 2 (which she 
dates to the 4th and 3rd centuries) corresponds to Bouma’s jar 
type Ivc. I have followed the somewhat wider date range pro-
posed by Bouma, spanning the 5th to 3rd centuries. although 
similar jars occur in 6th century contexts as well, the commonly 
occurring fabrics seem to be of later date, and most of the survey 
material should indeed be ascribed to the 4th and 3rd centuries.
12 aylwin Cotton 1979; aylwin Cotton & métraux 1985; Duncan 
1964 and 1965; Dyson 1976. For parallels from the Capitolium 
Fill at Cosa, the revised dating of this context (273-170) is used 
(scott 2008: 3).
13 morel 1981; an additional source is Bernardini 1986.
14 stanco 2004 and 2009; Ferrandes 2007. although most of the 
GPs fragments in this catalogue pertain to stanco’s phases 3 and 
4 (dated between 280 and 240), I generally attribute them to the 
3rd century..
15 I thank Roman Roth for his helpful comments on this issue.
16 I thank enrico stanco for his comments on these fabrics.
17 hayes 1972; Bonifay 2004.
18 USAP 2005; Bonifay 2004. For Italian Dressel 2-4 amphorae the 
restricted date range is used, since most import/export took 
place within this period (see also Peacock & Williams 1991: 106).
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produced amphorae are dated according to GIa’s 
research at Le Grottacce.19
The drawings of a selection of the diagnostic artefacts are 
presented in a series of plates.20
19 attema, de haas & nijboer 2003; De haas, attema & Pape 
2007/2008; Both the local type and Graeco-Italic sherds with 
the typical  fabrics of this site have been assigned to the 2nd to 
early 1st century.
20 The drawings are by default scale 1:2, but large dolium and tile 
fragments are either 1:3 or 1:4.
Architecture
1) P’06 1114/01-2 
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
triangular profile with flattened external angle and rounded  
internal angle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 6.2 x 6.1; hrim 5.6; tplate 2.4
very eroded; may be from same tile as 1114/01-3
2) P’06 1114/01-3 
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
triangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded  
internal angle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 5.6 x 9.1; hrim 5.9; tplate 2.6
very eroded, from same tile as 1114/01-2
3) P’06 1117/01-1 
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale augite)
Rectangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded  
internal angle
ext 7.5yR 8/4 pink; core 5yR 8/4 pink
6.3 x 10.2; hrim 5.6; tplate 1.9
4) P’06 1117/01-3
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale augite)
Rectangular rim with bevelled external angle, rounded  
internal angle
ext 2.5y 8/4 pale yellow; core 5yR 8/4 pink
L x W 8.1 x 4.6; hrim 6.5; tplate 2.5
5) P’06 1117/02-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale augite)
Rectangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded  
internal angle
10yR 8/3 very pale brown; 5yR 7/4 pink
L x W 6.8 x 8.9; hrim 6.0; tplate 2.3
6) P’06 1117/02-6
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
Rectangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded  
internal angle
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 10yR 6/3 pale brown; core 10yR 8/3 
very pale brown
L x W 3.8 x 5.1; h 7.9; tplate 2.7
badly mixed clay
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Site 12301 (Pont’06-1) 
toponym: Lestra della vecchia Dispenza
Coordinates: 333110; 4587408
Location and method: The site is situated on the southern edge 
of the survey transect, on the marine 
terraces. It was reported to us by the 
land owners, and after repeated visits 
(unit 1117) it was covered during the 
gridded survey (units 1113-1116). Part 
of the area was ploughed but very dusty, 
part was a harrowed vineyard, the entire 
area had low visibility circumstances. 
after the gridded survey, the site was 
revisited in 2008 (unit 1839)
size; max. artefact density: 0.14 ha; 1,700/ha 
samples: 4 standard samples (1113/01; 
1114/01; 1115/01; 1116/01); 3 grab 
samples (1117/01; 1117/02; 1117/03); 
1 diagnostic sample (1839/01): 20 
catalogued artefacts
Finds: Impasto (plain and red augite); 
tile; amphora; dolium; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; terra sigillata?; glass 
flask; an iron nail; grinding stone 
fragments
Remarks: The presence of refittable tiles suggests 
the presence of tombe a cappuccina 
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7) P’06 1117/03 TILE 1
Plate fragment of a tile 
Depurated ware (pale-pink)
Flat plate with (irregular) rectangular edge
5yR 8/3 pink to 5yR 7/4 pink; core 7.5 yR 6/4 light brown
L x W 18.1 x 25.3; tplate 2.9
2 fragments, badly mixed whitish and pinkish clay similar to Le 
Grottacce fabrics; late Republican?
8) P’06 1117/03 TILE 2
Rim and plate of a tile
Coarse ware (orange-pink)
Flat plate, triangular rim profile with flattened external angle and 
rounded internal angle, slightly hollowed out
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
L x W 27.7 x 33.8; hrim 6.4; tplate 2.5-2.9
4 fragments
9) P’06 1117/03 TILE 3
Rim and plate of a tile
Depurated ware (orange with some inclusions)
Flat plate, rounded rim profile with bevelled external angle and 
rounded internal angle
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 28.8 x 26.1; hrim 5.9; tplate 2.6-2.8
5 fragments
10) P’06 1117/03 TILE 4
Rim and plate of a tile (length completely preserved)
Depurated ware (pale-pink)
Flat plate, tapering rectangular rim profile with flattened external 
angle and rounded internal angle; external edge on one side 
hollowed out (to provide overlap with tile above)
5yR 7/4 pink; core 2.5yR 6/6 light red




Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip 
(‘almond rim’)
Int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey: ext 5yR 5/6 yellow with red
h 3.9; L x W 1.3 x 7.2; twall 0.4; trim 1.5; D 24
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
12) P’08 1839/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip 
(‘almond rim’)
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.1; L x W 1.8 x 3.0; twall 0.6; trim 1.4; D ca 16
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
13) P’06 1115/01-1 & P’06 1115/01-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside, flattened lip
ext 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; slip 10yR 6/1 (light) grey; int 7.5yR 7/6 
reddish yellow; core 2.5yR n4 dark grey
h 2.25; L x W 3.5 x 1.2; twall 0.4; trim 0.4; D ca 20
14) P’06 1117/02-2 
Base fragment
Coarse ware
Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L X W 4.5 x 4.0; tbase 0.5; twall 0.65; D 7
Storage wares
15) P’06 1117/01-2
Rim fragment of a situla
Depurated ware
spreading wall, outturning rim; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.5; L x W 7.5 x 4.3; twall 1.6; trim 1.7 D ca 48
16) P’06 1117/02-4
Rim fragment of a large basin
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.7; L x W 6.6 x 3.9; trim 1.9-2.8; D >40
olcese 2003: Bacini/mortaria type 5 (second half 4th – 3rd century)
Table wares
17) P’06 1117/02-3 
Rim fragment of a jug
Depurated ware (pale)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside; pointed lip. handle attached immediately below rim
ext/int 10yR 7/3 very pale brown
h 2.6; L x W 6.6 x 2.1; twall 0.35; trim 0.6; D 15




Depurated ware (pink, powdery)
vertical straight band handle flattened in section attached to neck 
or rim
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 4.8 x 3.6; s 2.4 x 0.8
not drawn, very eroded
Transport wares
19) P’08 1839/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pink, powdery)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; Flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 4.4; twall 0.6; trim 2.2; D 16
very eroded
Bonifay 2004: amphora type 17 (2nd century aD)
20) P’06 1114/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated band handle oval in section
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 6.2; section 2.7 x 4.4
not drawn, very eroded
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th – 1st century BC)
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Site 12302 (Pont’06-2)
Coordinates: 333551; 4587479
Location and method: The site is located in the southern part 
of the survey transect, south of the 
Fiume sisto, on the edge of the marine 
terraces. The site was reported to us by 
the land owners, but has been destroyed 
during the construction of a large water 
basin. some off-site artefacts in the unit 
(1719) next to this basin attest to the 
former existence of the site
Previous finds: tiles; coarse wares 
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Site 12303 (Pont’07-1)
toponym: Passo di san Donato
Coordinates: 333196; 4588076
Location and method: site 12303 is located in the southern 
part of the survey area just north of the 
Fiume sisto, on the edge of the marine 
terraces. The site was discovered in a 
ploughed area with medium visibility 
conditions during the gridded survey 
(units 1226/1227, with a halo in units 
1225/1228). The site was later revisited 
(unit 1838)
size; max. artefact density: 0.21 ha; 20,000/ha
samples: 10 standard samples (1225/01; 1225/02; 
1226/01; 1226/02; 1226/03; 1226/04; 
1226/05; 1227/01; 1227/02; 1228/01); 
1 diagnostic sample (1838/01); 93 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; opus spicatum 
brick; cement; amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss; terra 




Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (orange)
Rectangular profile with slightly rounded internal and external angle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
hrim 6.2; L x W 7.9 x 8.0; tplate 2.9
2) P’07 1226/03-4
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (orange)
Rectangular profile with angular external angle and rounded 
internal angle
2.5yR 8/4 pink
hrim 7.2; L x W 12 x 4.2; tplate ca 2.0
3) P’07 1226/03-5
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (orange)
triangular profile with flattened internal and external angle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
hrim 5.4; L x W 18.5 x 10; tplate 2.7
4) P’07 1226/05-41
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (orange, many inclusions on lower surface)
triangular profile with flattened external angle; flattened lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 6.2; L x W 13.0 X 5.8
5) P’07 1227/01-4
Rim fragment of a tile
Rectangular profile with angular internal and external angle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 10.6; L x W 4.7 x 5.9
Cooking wares
6) P’07 1226/04-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
Incurving wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.7; L x W 4.7 x 2.3; twall 0.7; trim 1.1; D 14
Dyson 1976: PD130 (110/100-40/30)
7) P’07 1226/02-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving upright rim thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside; convex lip (‘almond rim’)
7.5yR 5/3 brown
h 3.9; L x W 6.4 x 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 1.3; D 21
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
8) P’07 1226/05-15
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside with a groove; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.2; L x W 3.1 x 2.0; trim 0.7; D 16
olcese 2003: Olla type 3b (late Republican)
9) P’07 1226/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outturning rim concave on the inside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 1.9; L x W 1 x 3.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.3; D 17
olcese 2003: olla type 7 (late Republican – Flavian) ?
10) P’07 1226/05-23
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (with some augite inclusions?)
strongly outturning rim, inside concave; pointed lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.3; L x W 1.5 x 2.9; trim 0.7; D 13
olcese 2003: olla type 9 (1st – 2nd century aD)
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11) P’07 1226/02-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange with small augite inclusions)
outcurving rim thickened on the inside and outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 3.4; L x W 6.3 x 2.0; twall 0.6; trim 2.4; D 12
12) P’07 1226/05-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 2.5; L x W 1.9 x 3.2; trim 0.7; twall 0.4; D 15
13) P’07 1226/05-20
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Flaring wall; outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; 
convex lip
ext 5yR 4/1; int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; h 1.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.1; 
twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D 12
secondarily burnt
14) P’07 1226/01-3
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware
outturning horizontal rim thickened on the outside; pointed, 
grooved lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 0.7; L x W 5.8 x 2.5; trim 0.7; twall 0.5; D 18
olcese 2003: pentola type 3a (1st – first quarter 2nd century aD)?
15) P’07 1226/02-6
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; concave lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 1.6; L x W 4.0 x 2.2; twall 0.55; trim 0.8; D 18
olcese 2003: pentola type 3a (1st – first quarter 2nd century aD)?
16) P’07 1225/01-2
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware
outturning rim thickened on the outside with a groove on the 
inside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 1.1; L x W 1.9 x 2.0; trim 0.6; twall 0.4; D 26
olcese 2003: pentola type 6 (first half 1st century aD)
17) P’07 1226/05-1
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange with grey (sandwich) core)
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside, one groove on the 
inside; convex lip 
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5 yR 6/1 reddish grey
h 13; L x W 6.1 x 2.3; twall 0.35; trim 0.7; D 20
olcese 2003: pentola type 6 (first half 1st century aD)
18) P’07 1226/01-1
Rim fragment of a pentola or casserole
Coarse ware
outturning rim thickened on the outside, slightly concave on the 
inside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/8 light red
h 0.4; L x W 3.2 x 2.2; trim 0.6; D 18
19) P’07 1226/04-4
Rim fragment of a casserole?
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 2.9 x 1.9; trim 0.6; D 26
olcese 2003: casseruola type 1 (1st century BC – 1st century aD)
20) P’07 1226/05-4
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim; flattened, grooved lip 
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 1.8; L x W 4.9 x 1.1; twall 0.6; trim 0.6; D 28
heavily (possibly secondarily) burnt 
olcese 2003: tegame type 3 (late Republican – 1st century aD)
21) P’08 1838/01-3
Rim fragment of a plate
Coarse ware (pale hard)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
pointed lip
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 1.2; L x W 3.5 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 24
may be post-antique
22) P’07 1226/05-13
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened with one broad groove on the outside; 
convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.1; L x W 1.9 x 5.3; trim 0.8-1.1; D 37
Dyson 1976: fig. 36, PD 105 (110/100-40/30 BC)
23) P’07 1226/05-10
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown), possibly impasto
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 4/3 brown
h 1.5; L x W 1.8 x 0.8; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D ca. 14
not drawn
24) P’08 1838/01-1
Rim fragment, probably of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 0.5; L x W 2.4 x 1.2; trim 0.4; D 16
25) P’07 1226/04-7
Rim fragment of a lid or bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall; slightly outcurving rim thickened on both sides;  
convex lip
10R 6/8 light red
h 1.1; L x W 2.2 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 16
26) P’07 1226/01-6
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10R 5/4 weak red
h 1.4; L x W 4.1 x 1.9; trim 0.5; twall 0.4; D 26
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd- 1st century)?
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27) P’07 1227/01-1
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/1 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.8 x 3.4; trim 0.8; twall 0.5; D 25
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd- 1st century)
28) P’07 1226/05-14
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange with augite inclusions)
Flaring wall, outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.0 x 3.1; twall 0.5; D 16
olcese 2003: coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD) ?
29) P’07 1226/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
straight rim; pointed lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red




straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip with  
one groove
2.5yR 7/8 light red




straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5 yR 6/6 light red





outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; pointed lip
7.5yR 6/4 light brown




outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 5yR 
5/3 reddish brown




outcurving and overhanging rim, inside concave; convex to  
pointed lip
7.5yR 5/4 brown 




Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
int 5yR 5/1 grey; ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




outturning rim with internal angle and two slightly thickened bands 
and handle attachment on the outside; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 7/6 light red; int 7.5yR 8/4 pink





Flaring wall; straight rim with two grooves on the inside; convex lip
7.5yR reddish yellow






outturning rim, concave and thickened on the inside and outside; 
convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red; lip 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown 




outturning rim; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 2.9 x 2.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
40) P’07 1226/05-6
handle fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical 2-ribbed handle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 4.4; L x W 3.0 x 1.2
41) P’07 1226/04-9
handle fragment
Coarse ware (orange with many volcanic inclusions)
vertical 2-ribbed handle
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow




vertical 3-ribbed handle, inside concave
2.5yR 6/6 light red 




vertical handle, roughly oval in section with a groove on the inside
ext 2.5yR 7/6 light red; int 10R 6/8 light red




vertical elongated handle, round in section
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 6.1; L x W 1.8 x 1.7




Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flat base; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/1 light grey 





Flat base; flaring wall
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow





Cylindrical low base ring with tapering edge, outside convex;  
flaring wall
2.5y 6/1 grey
h 1.7; L x W 3.7 x 2.0; twall 0.4; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
49) P’07 1226/04-13
Base fragment
Coarse ware (orange with grey (sandwich) core)
Flat base with thickened edge, inside grooved
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 7/1 light-reddish grey





Flat base, inside convex; spreading wall
ext 2.5 yR 6/8 light red; core 7.5yR 5/2 brown





Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave; spreading wall
ext/int 2.5yR 6/6 light red; core 7.5yR 5/1 grey




Coarse ware (orange with augite inclusions)
Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/6 light red





Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/6 light red





Flat base with thickened edge; inside concave
2.5yR 7/8 light red





Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown





Raised flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
ext 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown; 
core 10R 6/8 light red; inner core 5yR 5/1 grey;
h 2.7; L x W 3.2 x 3.3; tbase 0.5; twall 0.5; D 4
Table wares
57) P’07 1226/04-6
Rim fragment of a bowl 
terra sigillata
Flaring wall; slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside, one 
groove on the inside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 2.5 yR 6/6 light red
h 2.0; L x W 2.2 x 2.2; twall 0.5; trim 0.5; D ?
CFTS 1990: form 8.3 (early augustean)?
58) P’07 1226/05-34
Rim fragment of a bowl
terra sigillata
Carenated wall, straight rim a groove and applied decoration of a 
little figure (deer?) on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red; int 2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 2.3; L x W 3.0 x 0.9; twall 0.4; tcarena: 0.9; trim 0.1; D 13
CFTS 1990: form 34 (late tiberian – Flavian)
59) P’07 1226/04-5 & P’07 1226/04-12
Rim fragment of a dish
terra sigillata
Flaring wall; outcurving rim with three grooves on the outside and 
one on the inside; convex lip
slip 2.5 yR 4/8 red; core 2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 4.0; L x W 4.0 x 6.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.4; D 15
CFTS 1990: form 3.1 (mid 1st – early 2nd century aD)
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60) P’08 1838/01-4
Rim fragment of a dish
terra sigillata
outturning rim with groove and applied ivy decoration on the 
inside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 0.9; L x W 2.7 x 2.2; trim 0.5; D ca 20
CFTS 1990: form 40 or 42  
(second half 1st – first half 2nd century aD)
61) P’07 1226/04-10
Rim fragment of a cup
terra sigillata
Flaring wall, slightly outcurving rim slightly thickened on the inside, 
with one broad and one narrow groove on the outside and (hardly 
visible) rouletted decoration on the outside, one groove on the 
inside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 2.0; L x W 2.0 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D ?
CFTS 1990: form 32.4 (early tiberian - 2nd half 1st century aD)
62) P’07 1226/05-38
Rim fragment of a platter
terra sigillata
Flaring wall; slightly outcurving rim with (floral?) relief decoration 
on the outside; convex lip 
slip 2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown; core 2.5 yR 7/4 light reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 2.3 x 1.4; twall 0.7; trim 0.4; D 16
CFTS 1990: form 20 or 21 (augustean – mid 1st century aD)
63) P’07 1226/05-28
Rim fragment, probably of a plate
terra sigillata
spreading wall; slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; 
convex lip 
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 2.5yR 7/4 light reddish brown 





slightly flaring wall with floral relief decoration on the outside
slip 2.5yR 4/6 red; core2.5yR 6/6 light red
L x W 3.2 x 2.6; twall 0.6; tdeco: 0.1
65) P’07 1226/04-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside with rouletted 
decoration; two grooves on the inside; convex lip
slip 10R 5/8 red; core 10R 6/8 light red
h 1.7; L x W 3.7 x 1.3; trim 0.7; tlip 0.4; D 15
hayes form 8a (80/90 - 2nd century aD)
66) P’07 1226/05-25
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
Flaring wall; straight rim slightly thickened on the outside;  
flattened lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red (int-ext)
h 3.2; L x W 1.9 x 3.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 21
hayes form 14a (end 2nd -start 3rd century aD)
67) P’07 1228/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
spreading wall; straight rim slightly thickened on both sides;  
convex lip
10R 5/6 red
h 3.0; L x W 1.9 x 1.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D ?
hayes form 14a (end 2nd -start 3rd century aD)
68) P’07 1226/01-7
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight wall, outturning and overhanging rim with groove on the 
inside; convex lip
7.5yR 6/3 light brown
h 1.7; L x W 3.1 x 0.9; trim 0.9; twall 0.4; D 21
hayes form 197 (late 2nd –3rd century aD)
69) P’07 1226/05-37
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; grooved lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.2; L x W 2.5 x 1.2; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D ca. 23
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
not drawn
70) P’07 1226/05-27
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
Flaring wall with grooves on the inside; straight rim slightly 
thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.3; L x W 2.3 x 5.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 22
hayes form 196 (2nd – mid 3rd century aD)
71) P’07 1226/05-26
Decorated wall fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
spreading wall, straight rim with two grooves, two slight ridges and 
one thick ridge with rouletted decoration on the outside;  
rounded lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.2; L x W 4.4 x 1.9; twall 0.4; tridge 0.9; D 19
not drawn
hayes form 8a (aD 80/90-2nd century aD)
72) P’07 1227/02-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Depurated ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with a groove; pointed lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.8; L x W 4.6 x 0.9; twall 0.7; D 12
73) P’07 1226/01-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Depurated ware (very soft)
straight rim thickened on the outside with a broad groove, slightly 
concave on the inside; concave lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 2.5 x 0.5; trim 0.3-0.4; D16 ?
Duncan 1965: form 7 (third quarter 1st century aD) 
74) P’07 1226/05-36
Rim and handle fragment of a jug
Depurated ware (pale orange)
outcurving rim with groove on the inside; flattened lip; vertical flat 
2-ribbed handle
7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.2; L x W 5.1 x 2.1; trim 0.6; D 9 shandle 0.7 x 2.3




straight rim thickened on the outside; slightly pointed lip
7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 7/8 light red





outcurving rim thickened on the outside with one broad groove, 
inside concave; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.1; L x W 2.8 x 0.8; trim 0.6
77) P’07 1226/03-3
handle fragment of a bicchiere
Depurated ware (orange/pink)
vertical 2-ribbed handle, slightly concave on the inside
7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 4.8; L x W 2.2 x 0.9
Atlante II: tav. LXXXIv, nr. 11 (late Flavian) ?
78) P’07 1226/05-17
handle fragment of a jug
Depurated ware (brown)
vertical 2-ribbed handle
7.5yR 6/4 light brown




Flat base with thickened edge, concave on the inside; flaring wall 
with wheel turning marks
7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.1; L x W 5.8 x 4.7; tbase 0.3; twall 0.3; D 4
80) P’07 1226/05-11
Base fragment
Depurated ware (pale with dark surface treatment)
Flat base with thickened edge; spreading wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; surface treatment 7.5yR 3/1 very dark grey




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside,  a ridge on the inside; 
convex lip 
2.5 yR 7/6 light red
h 2.6; L x W 4.1 x 2.9; trim 2.4; D 15
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - end 1st century aD) ?
82) P’07 1227/02-2
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/8 light red
h 3.2; L x W 4.8 x 2; trim 1.5; D 11
Dressel 7-11 (Peacock & Williams 1991: class 16) (30 BC – Flavian)
83) P’07 1226/05-36a
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the 
inside
2.5 yR 7/8 light red
h 3.9; L x W 4.1 x 5.7; tmax: 0.8; tmin: 0.5; D 17
84) P’07 1226/05-40
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (with augite inclusions)
vertical elongated handle, roughly oval in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 14.8; L x W 4.6 x 3.3
Campanian Dressel 1 (140/130 – end 1st century)
85) P’07 1227/02-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware 
vertical handle round in section, at one side flattened; part of a 
double-bar handle
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 5.5; L x W 2.4 x 2.2; 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - end 1st century aD)
not drawn
86) P’07 1227/02-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
vertical handle round section, at one side flattened; part of a double-
bar handle
10R 7/6 light red
h 7.9; L x W 2.3 X 2.2
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
not drawn
87) P’07 1226/05-35
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with large white inclusions)
vertical elongated double bare handle
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 12.2; shandle 3.8 x 1.8
Catalan Dressel 2-4 (late 1st century- end 2nd century aD)
88) P’07 1226/03-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical 2-ribbed handle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 7.3; L x W 4.7 x 2.0
Gauloise 4 (aD 50 – 3rd century aD)
89) P’07 1226/03-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical elongated handle, round in section but concave on one side
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 10.3; L x W 2.8 x 2.5
90) P’07 1226/05-22
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical elongated handle round in section; half of  
double-bar handle
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 5.9; L x W 2.5 x 2.2
not drawn
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91) P’07 1226/05-33
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section
10 yR 8/2 very pale brown
h 7.5; L x W 3.2 x 2.2
not drawn
92) P’08 1838/01-5
spike of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
solid, thickened spike with convex lower side
ext 10yR 8/3 very pale brown; core 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 14.2; L x W 9.0 x 7.8; D 5.5
africana 2(b?) (3rd century aD)
Miscellaneous
93) P’07 1226/05-bronze
Bronze fragment, possibly of a knife/razor
tapering point (possibly attached to grip), widening into what is 
possibly a blade
5G 7/2 pale green
h 4.1; L x W 2.2 x 0.07
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Site 12304 (Pont’07-2)
toponym: Bocca di Fiume
Coordinates: 335115; 4590123
Location and method: site 12304 is situated on the northern 
edge of the survey transect, just south 
of the via appia. It was found during 
the gridded survey on the edge of a 
ploughed field (units 1291/1292, with a 
slight halo in 1293) under good visibility 
conditions. 
size; max. artefact density: 0.15; 800/ha
samples: 3 standard samples (1291/01; 1292/01; 
1293/01); 3 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; amphora; 
coarse ware; depurated ware; black 
gloss; bronze object
Remarks: The core of the site may be located west 
of the surveyed field under the adjacent 
farm yard. however, the low artefact 
density and the presence of a black gloss 
miniature (and perhaps also the bronze 
fragment, although it is unclear whether 
it is Roman) may indicate that the site 





small lug-handle, semi-round in section
2.5yR 6/8 light red




Base fragment of a miniature
Black gloss
Flaring ring base with rounded edge; thickened on the outside, 
inside concave; groove on the outside
Glaze 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; 
h 1.1; L x W 3.1 x 3.1; hbase ring: 0.5; tbase 0.25; D 3
Miscellaneous
3) P’07 1292/01-bronze
Fragment of a bronze ornament
Bronze
5y 5/2 olive grey
h 7.0; L x W 5.0 X 0.6
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Site 12305 (Pont’07-3)
Coordinates: 335389; 4589825
Location and method: site 12305 is situated on the northern 
edge of the survey transect, just south 
of the via appia. It was found during the 
gridded survey in a ploughed field (units 
1318-1320, and 1323-1325, with a large 
halo in 1315-1317, 1321/1322 and 1326-
1328) under good to very good visibility 
conditions. additional artefacts were 
collected from a dump on the edge of 
the field (1329)
size; max. artefact density: 0.56 ha; 4,300/ha
samples: 16 standard sample (1315/01; 1316/01; 
1317/01; 1318/01; 1318/02; 1319/01; 
1319/02; 1320/01; 1321/01; 1322/01; 
1323/01; 1324/01; 1325/01; 1326/01; 
1327/01; 1328/01); 3 diagnostic samples 
(1318/03; 1319/03; 1320/02); 1 grab 
sample (1329/01); 69 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; opus spicatum 
brick; dolium (including red augite) 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware; 
black gloss; terra sigillata; iron nail; slag 
?
Remarks: During deep ploughing, part of a 1 
m thick floor foundation with a large 
piece of opus spicatum pavement was 
removed from the site. Considering 
this pavement and the size of the site, it 
must contain a considerable building
Architecture
1) P’07 1329/01-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale hard)
triangular profile with rounded external angle and hollowed out 
internal angle
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
L x W 13.1 x 8.8; hrim 6.6; tplate 2.0
Cooking wares
2) P’07 1318/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on both sides; convex lip 
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.2; L x W 2.7 x 2.1; trim 0.8; D 11
Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J264, 5th – 3rd century)
3) P’07 1320/02-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with a groove; pointed lip
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 2.3; L x W 1.1 x 2.6; trim 0.6; twall 0.5 D 15
Dyson 1976: fig. 13, 16Iv 27 (mid 2nd century) ?
4) P’07 1316/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip 
(‘almond rim’)
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.0; L x W 6.0 x 1.4; trim 1.3; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
5) P’07 1320/02-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip 
ext 5yR 5/2 brown; int 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 2.6; L x W 1.6 x 3.4; trim 1.4; D 19
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
6) P’07 1325/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 3/1 very dark grey; int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.2; L x W 5.3 x 1.9; trim 1.5; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
7) P’07 1318/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall; slightly incurving rim strongly thickened on the outside 
with a slight groove; convex lip; 
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.2; L x W 3.8 x 1.3; twall 0.3; trim 1.3; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 8 (late 1st century – 2nd century aD)
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8) P’07 1318/03-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
Flaring wall; slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside and 
overhanging with a groove; pointed to convex lip 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.7; L x W 3.3 x 1.7; twall 0.3; trim 1.0; D ca. 12
Duncan 1965: form 26 (third quarter 1st century aD)
9) P’07 1320/02-5
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware
outturning rim with internal angle, thickened on the outside and 
overhanging; convex lip
ext 2.5 y 7/1 light grey; int 2.5yR 7/8 light red
h 2.5; L x W 1.6 x 5.4; trim 0.8; twall 0.4; D 23
olcese 2003: pentola type 1a (augustean–trajanic)
10) P’07 1316/01-1
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (pink)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/4 pink
h 1.6; L x W 3.3 x 3.9; trim 1.0; D 24
olcese 2003: pentola type 4 (1st – mid 2nd century aD)
11) P’07 1318/02-1
Rim fragment of a casserole
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 7/6 light red; int 7.5yR 5/2 brown
h 4.5; L x W 1.2 x 4.9; twall 0.6; trim 1.1; D 45
12) P’07 1319/03-4
Rim fragment of an incensiere
Depurated ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with notched cord decoration; 
pointed lip
5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.3; L x W 2.6 x 5.5; D 23
olcese 2003: Incensiere type 1 (1st – 2nd century aD)
13) P’07 1319/03-5
Rim fragment of a large bowl?
Coarse ware (with augite inclusions)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; 
core 2.5yR 7/8 light red
h 2.2; L x W 1.0 x 3.3; trim 1.0; twall 0.4; D 29
14) P’07 1318/02-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.3; L x W 1.8 x 3.1; trim 0.6; twall 0.6; D 25
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
15) P‘07/1323/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 4/2 brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 1.9 x 4.0; trim 0.9; twall 0.6; D 21
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
16) P’07 1325/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 3/1 dark reddish grey; int 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown 
h 1.5; L x W 2.2 x 0.7; twall 0.35; trim 0.7; D 12
17) P’07 1318/03-5
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 6/8 light red; int 2.5yR 5/1 reddish grey
h 2.2; L x W 2.7 x 4.0; trim 0.75; twall 0.75; D 22
olcese 2003: coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD) ?
18) P’07 1319/03-10
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 0.9; L x W 2.1 x 3.3; twall 0.6; trim 0.8; D 10
olcese 2003: coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD) ?
19) P’07 1318/02-2
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10R 6/6 light red
h 1.1; L x W 2.4 x 2.3; twall 0.6; trim 0.4; D 19
20) P’07 1319/03-7
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (with augite inclusions)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10R 6/8 light red




outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 8/4 pink; (sandwich) core 5yR 6/1 grey 




straight rim slightly thickened on the inside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown




upright triangular rim with a slight groove on the outside;  
flattened lip 
2.5yR 7/6 light red




Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 1.6 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D ca. 12




Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
10R 6/6 light red




outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 2.5 yR 5/2 weak red; int 10R 7/8 light red




outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




straight rim thickened on the outside; bevelled lip
10R 6/6 light red




straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 6/2 pale red; int 10R 6/6 light red




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 6/3 brown light; int 2.5yR 6/6 light red




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/8 light red




slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




vertical elongated handle, round in section
10R 4/4 weak red




Coarse ware (red with white inclusions)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section with groove on the outside
10 R 6/8 light red





vertical elongated handle round in section; originally part of a 
double-bar handle
7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow





vertical rounded 2-ribbed handle
7.5yR 6/4 reddish yellow




Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
7.5yR 6/1 grey





Raised flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
ext 7.5yR 5/2 brown pinkish; int 7.5yR 6/2 grey; core 2.5yR 6/6 
light red





Flat base, inside slightly convex 
2.5y 8/2 pale yellow; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown





Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
ext 5yR 2.5/1 black; int/core 5yR 5/6 yellowish red 
h 2.6; L x W 4.0 x 3.7; tbase 0.5; twall 0.7; D 9
exterior burnt?
not drawn




Flat base, thickened and facetted on the outside
5yR 5/2 reddish grey





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
2.5yR 5/6 red





Flat base, inside concave
5yR 7/4 pink





Flat base, inside concave; spreading wall
ext 10R 6/6 light red; int 2.5yR 6/8 light red





Flaring base ring with thickened and pointed edge, inside convex
ext 2.5yR 7/6 light red; int 7.5yR 6/3 light brown
h 2.4; L x W 1.5 x 3.8; twall 0.6; D 11
not drawn
47) P’07 1318/03-3
Flange fragment of a clibane
Coarse ware (red-brown)
Incurving wall with a flange on the outside; broad groove and ridge 
on the inside of the flange
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 3.7; L x W 8.2 x 3.7; twall 0.9; tflange 1.0; D ?
olcese 2003: clibane type 3 (2nd century – augustean) 
48) P’07 1319/01-2
Flange fragment of a “flanged pan”
Coarse ware (red-brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex lip
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.2; L x W 4.5 x 2.5; trim 1.3; D ca. 53
Dyson 1976: fig. 28, PD4 (110/100-40/30 BC)
49) P’07 1319/03-1
Flange fragment?
Coarse ware (dark with augite inclusions)
slightly overhanging flange with two broad grooves on upside and 
slight groove on the lower side; pointed lip
2.5yR 4/3 reddish brown
h 1.4; L x W 3.7 x 2.5; tflange: 1.1 (max) D ca 25
Considering fabric may be archaic
50) P‘07/1318/02-6
knob of a lid
Coarse ware
Thickened knob with flat top; hole in concave inside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Rim fragment of a dolium (damaged)
Coarse ware (red augite)
overhanging rim; flattened lip
2.5 yR 5/6 red
h 7.3; L x W 12.3 x 7.2; D ca. 75 
Considering fabric may be archaic
52) P’07 1319/01-1
Lid fragment of a dolium?
Coarse ware (pink)
Flat fragment with slightly thickened, convex edge 
Core/int 5yR 7/4 pink; ext 5yR 6/1 grey




Rim fragment of a cup
terra sigillata
straight rim; convex lip
5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.5; L x W 2.5 x 2.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 19




Cylindrical base ring with rounded edge; inside concave,  
outside convex
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
outcurving, overhanging rim; grooved lip
2.5yR 7/8 light red
h 2.0; L x W 3.8 x 6.4; twall 1.1; trim 2.0; D 20
van der Werff type 1 (2nd - 1st century)
56) P’07 1319/01-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging 
with a groove; convex lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 4.8; L x W 10 x 2.7; trim 2.3; D 14
Dressel 1a (mid 2nd - mid 1st century)
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57) P’07 1325/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange/pink)
triangular rim; convex lip
5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.1; L x W 5.1 x 1.9; D ca. 14
Lip damaged, not drawn
58) P’07 1318/01-6
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 9.0; L x W 5.3 x 3.0
not drawn
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd- end 1st century)
59) P’07 1319/01-3
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; 5yR 6/1 (slightly) grey in core
h 8.7; L x W 6.5 x 3.3
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd – end 1st century)
not drawn
60) P’07 1324/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
vertical heavy elongated handle, oval in section
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 6.2; shandle 3.0 x 5.8
not drawn
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd - end 1st century)
61) P’07 1329/01-3
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical heavy elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 11.4; shandle 5.8 x 2.8
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd - 1st century)
not drawn
62) P’07 1324/01-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
vertical heavy elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 6.5; shandle 4.0 x 5.4
not drawn
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd - end 1st century) ?
63) P’07 1319/01-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
vertical handle round in section; part of a double-bar handle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.8; L x W 2.3 x 2.1
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
not drawn
64) P’07 1319/03-11
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
vertical handle round in section; part of a double-bar handle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.5; L x W 2.1 x 1.9
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
65) P’07 1318/03-1
spike fragment of an amphora 
Coarse ware
Thickened spike, lower side convex
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 5.5; L x W 7 x 6.9; Dspike: 7
66) P’07 1323/01-4
Base fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware
Flat base, inside concave
2.5yR 7/6 light red; core 7.5yR 6/2 pinkish grey





Fragment of a loom weight
Coarse ware (orange) 
Rectangular loom weight, rectangular in section, with groove on  
top side
ext/int 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/1 light grey




Pyramidal loom weight, square in section
5yR 8/4 pink; core 7.5yR 6/3 light brown




Flat irregular fragment with two vertical grooves on front side; 
upside bends towards the back
2.5yR 7/8 light red; (sandwich) core 7.5yR 5/1 grey 
h 7.6; L x W 6.0 x 2.2
may be fragment of an arula?
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Site 12306 (Pont’07-4)
Coordinates: 334700; 4589819
Location and method: The site is situated in the northern 
part of the survey transect adjacent 
to the migliara 45 road, just north of 
Fossa della Botte. It was found during 
the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under high visibility conditions 
(units 1389/1390, with a halo in units 
1387/1388, 1391 and possibly 1392-
1394) 
size; max. artefact density: 0.16 ha; 3,600/ha
samples: 5 standard samples (1387/01; 1388/01; 
1389/01; 1390/01; 1391/01); 29 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; dolium 
(red augite); amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss (including 
GPs)
Remarks: sites 12306 and 12307 are situated at a 




Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
10yR 2/1 black (heavily burnt)
h 2.4; L x W 1.2 x 2.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
2) P’07 1390/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale/pink)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, inside slightly facetted; 
convex lip
5yR 7/4 pink
h 1.6; L x W 5.2 x 1.9; twall 0.7; trim 1.0; D 11
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th – 3rd 
century)?
3) P’07 1387/01-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 3.7; L x W 2.6 x 5.1; trim 1.0; twall 0.7; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 1 (4th-3rd century)
4) P’07 1390/01-14
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex to 
flattened lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.4; L x W 2.5 x 1.8; trim 0.5; D 12
aylwin Cotton 1979: fig. 52, nos. 17-19 (end 2nd century – aD 160+)
5) P’07 1390/01-15
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
slightly incurving rim slightly thickened and facetted on the outside; 
pointed lip
7.5yR 5/1 grey
h 1.4; L x W 2.7 x 2.0; trim 0.7; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 3c (2nd – 1st century) ?
6) P’07 1390/01-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale)
outcurving rim thickened on both sides with broad, very shallow 
groove on the inside; convex lip
10yR 8/2 very pale brown
h 1.9; L x W 3.3 x 2.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 14
7) P’07 1389/01-2
Rim fragment of a large bowl?
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 3.3 x 4.3; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 23
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century - late Republican)?
8) P’07 1389/01-1
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 5/8 red; int 2.5yR 4/6 red
h 1.6; L x W 3.1 x 1.6; twall 0.7; trim 1.1; D 28
9) P’07 1390/01-16
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 1.1; L x W 2.6 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 12
similar to P’07 1390/01-19
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10) P’07 1390/01-19
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown; int 10R 2.5/1 reddish brown (probably 
secondarily burnt)
h 1.1; L x W 2.0 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 12
similar to P’07 1390/01-16; not drawn
11) P’07 1390/01-20
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
slightly outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside;  
flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1,1; L x W 1.9 x 0.7; trim 0.7; D ?
not drawn
12) P’07 1390/01-5
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; slightly 
pointed lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.5; L x W 4.2 x 2.7; twall 0.4; trim 1.0; D 14 ?
aylwin Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 58, nr. 19 (30 BC – 200+ aD)
13) P’07 1388/01-2
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (pale hard with smooth surface)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow






outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.2; L x W 2.7 x 1.3; twall 0.45; trim 0.8; D ca. 14




straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
ext 2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 3/1 dark reddish grey
h 1.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 15.6
16) P’07 1388/01-1
Wall fragment of a strainer ?
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall with traces of 4 round holes pierced trough wall before 
firing
2.5yR 6/8 light red





vertical elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 5/4: reddish brown





vertical elongated handle, round in section
2.5yR 5/6 red




Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
ext/int 2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown
h 2.7; L x W 4.1 x 4.3; tbase 0.5; twall 0.7; D 10





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext/int 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
2.5yR 5/6 red





Concave base with thickened edge, inside flat
5yR 4/3 reddish brown





Flat base with slightly thickened edge; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/6 light red





Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 5/2 reddish grey; core 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.3; L x W 2.9 x 2.9; tbase 0.7; D 6
not drawn
25) P’07 1390/01-3
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Round, slightly thickened knob, upside flattened
ext/int 2.5yR 4/1 dark reddish grey;
upside/core 2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown 
h 1.6; L x W 2.0 x 2.0
not drawn
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26) P’07 1390/01-8
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (red)
Round knob, upside flattened 
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 2.4; L x W 2.7 x 2.7
not drawn
27) P’07 1390/01-9
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (red)
Round knob, upside flattened
10R 5/6 red and 10R 4/1 dark reddish grey
h 3.0; L x W 3.7 x 2.6; twall 0.65; Dknob: 2.6
28) P’07 1390/01-18
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Round, thickened knob, upside slightly concave
ext 10R 4/4 weak red; int 10R 2.5/1 reddish brown
h 2.2; L x W 4.1 x 3.7
may also be a base fragment
Transport wares
29) P’07 1387/01-2
Rim fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware
triangular, slightly overhanging rim
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.7; L x W 3.0 x 5.5; trim 3.0; D 12
Graeco Italic (mid 4th – mid 2nd century)
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Site 12307 (Pont’07-5)
Coordinates: 334764; 4589819
Location and method: site 12307 is situated in the northern 
part of the survey transect, just north 
of the Fossa della Botte. It was found 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under high visibility conditions 
(unit 1395/1396, with a halo in units 
1397-1400, 1391 and possibly 1392-
1394)
size; max. artefact density: 0.25 ha; 7,100/ha
samples: 7 standard samples (1395/01; 1396/01; 
1396/02; 1397/01; 1398/01; 1399/01; 
1400/01); 62 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); cement; tile; 
dolium (red augite); amphora; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; black gloss 
(including GPs); iron nails; loom weight
Remarks: sites 12306 and 12307 are situated at a 




Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale/pink with augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
flattened lip
ext/int 7.5yR 8/3 pink; core 5yR 7/4 pink
hrim 5.3; L x W 9.3 x 10.2; tplate 1.9
Cooking wares
2) P’07 1398/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.8; L x W 1.7 x 3.0; trim 1.0; twall 0.5; D 16
Bouma 1996: jar type Ivb (for example J103) (5th- 3rd century)
3) P’07 1395/01-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 1.5; L x W 3.1 x 1.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J481, 
5th – 3rd century)
4) P’07 1396/02-12
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim slightly thickened and facetted on the outside; 
convex lip
ext 2.5yR 6/6 light red; int/lip 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 1.7; L x W 3.0 x 1.1; twall 0.45; trim 0.8; D 10
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
5) P’07 1396/02-21
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10R 5/6 red
h 1.8; L x W 2.5 x 1.7; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
6) P’07 1396/02-22
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 4/1 dark reddish grey; int 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.0; L x W 4.0 x 2.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
7) P’07 1399/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (light orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 2.5; L x W 1.3 x 4.2; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
8) P’07 1399/01-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown; burnt)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 2.5/1 black brown
h 2.7; L x W 1.7 x 4.2; trim 0.7; twall 0.4; D 17
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
9) P’07 1395/01-13
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
ext 5yR 4/6 yellowish red; int 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 3.6; L x W 6.0 x 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 1.4; D 19
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
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10) P’07 1396/02-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange-brown)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 2.5yR 5/1 
reddish grey
h 3.4; L x W 2.3 x 1.9; trim 1.4; D ?
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
11) P’07 1396/02-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip (‘almond rim’)
ext/int 2.5yR 6/6 light red; core 2.5yR 7/1 light reddish grey
h 3.3; L x W 4.0 x 2.4; trim 1.2; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
12) P’07 1399/01-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey-orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
2.5 yR 6/6 light red
h 2.4; L x W 1.0 x 3.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 11
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean) 
13) P’07 1399/01-8
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red-black)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 2.5/1 black
h 2.6; L x W 1.1 x 3.6; trim 1.1; twall 0.6; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
14) P’07 1400/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext/int 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 2.4; L x W 3.9 x 1.7; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D 19
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century- augustean)
15) P’07 1396/02-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 2.4; L x W 2.8 x 2.2; trim 0.8; D ca. 18
not drawn
16) P’07 1399/01-12
Rim fragment of a plate
Coarse ware (light red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 2.3; L x W 3.0 x 4.3; trim 1.3; twall 0.8; D 44
17) P’07 1395/01-10
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware
outturning rim thickened on the outside; lip facetted on the outside
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 3.7; L x W 2.9 x 1.6; twall 0.45; trim 0.8; D 26
18) P’07 1395/01-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 1.9; L x W 2.9 x 1.6; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D 15
Bouma 1996: bowl type X; similar bowls occur in black gloss ware 
(morel 1981: series 2233) (late 5th – 3rd century)
19) P’07 1399/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown/grey)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
7.5yR 5/2 brown
h 1.7; L x W 2.1 x 2.4; trim 0.6; twall 0.5; D 21
Bouma 1996: bowl type X; similar bowls occur in black gloss ware 
(morel 1981: series 2233) (late 5th – 3rd century)
20) P’07 1395/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with slight groove below rim; 
convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 4/3 brown; core 7.4yR 5/6 strong brown
h 1.9; L x W 2.6 x 1.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 20
Dyson 1976: fig. 46, 22II-38 (Caligulan-early Claudian)
21) P’07 1396/01-6
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (dark brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; flattened lip
ext 7.5yR 3/3 dark brown; int 2.5yR 2.5/1 black
h 1.8; L x W 3.1 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 16
22) P’07 1396/02-14
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey (burnt)
h 2.0; L x W 3.2 x 1.0; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 16
23) P’07 1396/02-15
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (red)
outcurving rim thickened on the inside; flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.4; L x W 3.0 x 2.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 12
24) P’07 1396/02-23
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 5/3 brown
h 1.9; L x W 3.2 x 1.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 14
25) P’07 1396/02-6
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red-brown)
Flaring wall, outcurving rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.7; L x W 3.2 x 2.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 18
26) P’07 1399/01-2
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (dark/orange)
outcurving rim; convex lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.4; L x W 2.5 x 4.1; trim 0.5; twall 0.4; D 9
olcese 2003: Coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD) ?
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27) P’07 1399/01-6
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 2.6 x 3.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D 19
olcese 2003: Coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD) ?
28) P’07 1396/02-16
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning horizontal rim, thickened on the outside and 
overhanging, inside concave; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 4/1 dark reddish grey (burnt); int/core 2.5yR 6/6 light red; 
h 1.0; L x W 3.0 x 1.8; twall 0.4; trim 1.0; D 18
olcese 2003: Coperchio type 4 (Claudian – late severian)
29) P’07 1395/01-3
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange-grey)
slightly outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int/lip: 5yR 5/3 reddish brown




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
2.5yR 4/6 red





straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown





straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
ext 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; int 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.8; L x W 1.2 x 2.7; twall 0.4; trim 1.2; D ?




outturning rim thickened and facetted on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.6; L x W 1.8 x 1.6; twall 0.6 trim 0.6; D 21
not drawn
34) P’07 1395/01-2
handle fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (orange with white/grey surface)
vertical short handle, oval in section
ext 5yR 5/2 reddish grey to 7.5yR 7/2 pinkish grey; core 5yR 6/8 
reddish yellow
h 3.2; shandle 1.7 x 1.1
35) P’07 1395/01-6
handle fragment of a jug
Coarse ware
vertical band handle with a broad central groove on the outside
ext 7.5yR 7/3 pink; core 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 5.0; shandle 2.4 x 1.1
36) P’07 1395/01-5
Base fragment
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with thickened edge, inside convex; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 5/6 yellowish red




Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with thickened edge, inside convex; flaring wall
ext 2.5yR 6/6 light red; int 7.5yR 5/2 brown





Flat base with thickened edge, inside flat; flaring wall
ext 7.5yR 5/3 brown; int 7.5yR 4/2 brown





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/8 light red





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall 
ext/int 10R 5/6 red; core 10R 5/1 reddish grey





Flat base with thickened edge
2.5yR 6/6 light red





Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 2.2; L x W 4.3 x 3.2; tbase 0.4; twall 0.35; D 6
not drawn




Flat base, inside concave
2.5yR 6/8 light red





Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.8; L x W 5.1 x 3.8; tbase 0.6; twall 0.6; D 6
not drawn
46) P’07 1396/01-4
Flange fragment of a clibane
Coarse ware (red/brown)
Incurving wall with tapering flange; flattened lip
ext/int 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 7.5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 3.2; L x W 3.9 x 2.7; twall 0.6; tflange: 2.7; D 20
olcese 2003: clibane type 2 (3rd – 1st century)
47) P’07 1395/01-12
knob of a lid
Coarse ware
Round, thickened knob with facetted (irregular) edge; upside flat
ext 2.5yR 5/8 red; int 2.5yR 2.5/1 black
h 2.8; L x W 3.1 x 2.7; twall 0.6; Dknob: 3.0
48) P’07 1396/02-5
knob fragment of a lid 
Coarse ware (red)
Round, broad knob with thickened and facetted edge;  
upside flattened
10R 5/6 red
h 2.2; L x W 4.2 x 3.1
not drawn
49) P’07 1396/02-18
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Round, thickened knob, upside flattened 
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.5; L x W 3.2 x 2.8; twall 0.6; D 2.8
50) P’07 1396/02-24
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (stone-red)
Round, thickened knob, upside flattened
10R 5/4 weak red
h 1.8; L x W 3.2 x 2.5
not drawn
51) P’07 1399/01-13
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (grey)
Round, thickened knob with facetted edge; upside flattened
5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.3; L x W 2.5 x 2.7; D 2.5
Table wares
52) P’07 1399/01-11
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
2.5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.2; L x W 1.2 x 2.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.5; D 12
morel 1981: bowl series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
53) P’07 1396/02-9
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
spreading wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
slip 10B 3/1 dark bluish grey; core 7.5yR 7/3 pink
h 1.5; L x W 2.8 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 12
morel 1981: form 2233k (second half 2nd century?)
54) P’07 1395/01-9
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; inside flat, outside convex; oval 
(damaged) stamp on the inside with palmette motive
Glaze 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black; ext/int 7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 1.8; hbase ring: 1.0; L x W 4.9 x 3.4; tbase 0.9; tbase ring: 1.7; 
twall 0.7; D 5.0
GPS (3rd century)
55) P’07 1396/02-1
Base fragment of an open vessel
Black gloss
Cylindrical base ring with rounded edge; outside convex,  
inside concave
slip 5PB 3/1 dark bluish grey; core 7.5yR 8/5 pink
h 1.8; L x W 2.7 x 1.4; hbase ring: 1.0; twall 0.7; tbase ring: 0.6; D 7
Black slip (worn) on all surfaces
not drawn
56) P’07 1396/02-17
Base fragment of an open vessel
Black gloss
Cylindrical base ring with tapering edge; inside concave,  
outside convex
slip 5PB 3/1 dark bluish grey; core 7.5yR 8/3 pink
h 1.7; L x W 4.2 x 1.4; hbase ring 1.2; tbase ring: 0.9; D 5




Concave base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
slip 10B 4/1 dark bluish grey; core 2.5yR 6/4 light reddish grey 
h 1.1; L x W 3.9 x 1.7; tbase 0.4; twall 0.4; D 5
Black slip on outer surface; not drawn
58) P’07 1400/01-3
knob of a lid
Depurated ware (pale)
Round knob; upside and edge damaged
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.9 x 2.4; twall 0.4; Dknob: 2.1
Damaged, not drawn
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59) P’07 1396/01-3
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
damaged lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.1; L x W 8.9 x 2.8; twall 0.6; trim 1.9; D15
Dressel 1a (mid 2nd – mid 1st century) ?
60) P’07 1396/01-7
Rim fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside; lip missing
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 3.1; L x W 6.1 x 1.6; twall 0.7; trim 1.3; D 14






small, thin bell with two ridges on the bottom and a cross-shaped 
relief on the front side; rusty marks of an iron clapper on  
the inside 
5G 5/1 greenish grey; rusty marks: 5yR 4/6 yellowish red
h 2.4; L x W 3.3 x 2.1; t 0.1-0.2
62) P’07 1400/01-4
Fragment of a loom weight 
Coarse ware (pale with much augite)
Rectangular loom weight; rectangular in section with horizontal 
pierced hole and groove on top
10yR 7/2 light grey
h 8.1; s 3.8 x 4.6
360 Fields, farms and colonists
Site 12308 (Pont’07-6)
Coordinates: 334890; 4589829
Location and method: site 12308 is situated in the northern 
part of survey transect east of the 
migliara 45 road. It was discovered 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under high to very high visibility 
conditions (units 1430/1431, with a 
halo in units 1290, 1296, 1429, 1432, 
1435/1436)
size; max. artefact density: 0.26 ha; 5,700/ha
samples: 9 standard samples (1290/01; 1296/01; 
1429/01; 1430/01; 1431/01; 1431/02; 
1432/01; 1435/01; 1436/01); 28 
catalogued artefacts  
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; dolium 
(including red augite); amphora; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; black gloss 
(including GPs); flat basalt stone
Architecture
1) P’07 1431/01-5
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pink)
Flaring rim with concave external angle and angular internal angle
2.5yR 5/6 red
L x W 11.1 x 7.7; hrim 6.7; tplate 2.7
2) P’07 1431/01-6
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale/orange)
triangular profile with straight external angle and rounded  
internal angle
5yR 5/6 yellowish red and 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 7.4 x 8.7; hrim 5.7; tplate 2.6
Cooking wares
3) P’07 1431/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 4/3 reddish brown
h 3.0; L x W 5.0 x 1.8; twall 0.6; trim 0.85; D 22
Worn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
4) P’07 1431/02-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 6/6 light red; int 2.yR 2.5/1 reddish black (heavily burnt)
h 2.1; L x W 2.4 x 1.4; twall 0.3; trim 0.7; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century) 
5) P’07 1431/02-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 2.3; L x W 5.0 x 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 1.0; D 20
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
6) P’07 1431/01-3
Rim fragment of jar
Coarse ware (pale)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
ext 5yR 3/1 very dark grey; int 7.5yR 5/6 strong brown; core 5yR 
5/6 yellowish red
h 3.7; L x W 8.0 x 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 1.4; D 23
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
7) P’07 1431/02-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip 
ext 7.5yR 5/1 grey; int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.5; L x W 4.2 x 1.4; trim 1.0; D 14
very eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
8) P’07 1432/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 2.0; L x W 1.9 x 1.2; trim 0.9; D ?
very eroded; not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
9) P’07 1431/02-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim, facetted on both sides; convex lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.2; L x W 3.5 x 1.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D ca. 16 ?
aylwin Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 60, no. 25 (30 BC – 200+ aD)
10) P’07 1431/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 4/1 dark reddish grey
h 2.5; L x W 2.1 x 1.4; twall 0.6; trim 0.7; D ?
not drawn
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11) P’07 1431/02-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
Int/core 7.5yR 5/4 brown; ext (burnt): 7.5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.9; L x W 3.8 x 1.8; trim 1.2; D ca. 20
Worn lip; not drawn
12) P’07 1432/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; core 7.5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.5; L x W 2.8 x 1.7; twall 0.5; trim 0.5; D ca. 23
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
13) P’07 1431/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, incurving rim thickened on the outside with ridge on 
the outside below rim; convex lip
5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 3.1; L x W 6.4 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 16
14) P’07 1431/02-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on both sides; convex to flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 5/1 grey
h 1.5; L x W 3.3 x 1.5; twall 0.45; trim 0.9
15) P’07 1430/01-2
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, outcurving rim slightly thickened on both sides;  
convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.2; L x W 3.1 x 2.8; twall 0.6; trim 0.75; D 24




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 5/6 strong brown





straight rim thickened on the outside; convex (slightly flattened) lip
10 yR 5/7 brown





Flat base, inside concave
5yR 5/6 yellowish red




Coarse ware (dark red with some augite)
slightly flaring flange slightly thickened on inside; convex lip
2.5yR 3/3 dark reddish brown
h 2.7; L x W 3.1 x 3.7; tflange 1.1; D ?
Considering fabric possibly archaic 
may also be a ring base? not drawn
20) P’07 1290/01-1
knob of a lid
Coarse ware
Round, thickened knob, flattened upside; hole inside
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 2.1; L x W 2.9 x 2.9; Whole: 0.4 D 3
21) P’07 1290/01-4
knob of a lid
Coarse ware
Circular, thickened knob; upside flattened
10R 6/6
h 2.7; L x W 3.2 x 3.2; twall 0.9; D 3.5
22) P’07 1430/01-1
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (red)
Round, thickened knob with facetted edge; upside flattened
10R 5/0 red and 10R 3/1 dark reddish grey
h 1.6; L x W 2.7 x 2.6
23) P‘07/1431/02-8
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
Round knob, thickened and facetted on the outside; flattened on top
2.5yR 6/6 light red




Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Incurving rim; convex lip
Glaze 2 gley n 2.5/- black; core 7.5yR 8/3 pink
h 3.0; L x W 5.3 x 3.1; twall 0.7; D 11
morel 1981: bowl series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
25) P’07 1290/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
5yR 8/2 pinkish white
h 1.8; L x W 1.9 x 2.9; trim 0.5; twall 0.6; D 11




Flaring base ring, edge damaged; outside convex; inside concave 
with circular stamp of small squares
Core 7/5yR 7/3 pink; glaze: 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black
h 1.5; L x W 3.9 x 3.3; tbase 0.7; twall 0.8; D 5
very damaged, not drawn
GPS (3rd century)
362 Fields, farms and colonists
Transport wares
27) P’07 1431/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange/red)
outcurving rim thickened and concave on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red; core 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.2; L x W 4.7 x 3.8; twall 0.6; trim 1.4; D 16
van der Werff type 2 (for example van der Werff 1977: 194, no. 8) 
(second half 2nd – 1st century) 
28) P’07 1432/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange/pink with black sand)
triangular rim; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.6; L x W 6.8 x 2.3; twall 0.7; trim 2.2; D 15
Dressel 1a (mid 2nd – mid 1st century) ?
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Site 12309 (Pont’07-7)
Coordinates: 334625; 4589659
Location and method: site 12309 is situated in the northern 
part of survey transect east of the 
migliara 45 road. It was discovered 
during the gridded survey in a fallow 
field with medium visibility (units 1450, 
1457/1458, with a halo in units 1449 and 
1459/1460)
size; max. artefact density: 0.28 ha; 1,300/ha 
samples: 6 standard samples (1450/01; 1457/01; 
1458/01; 1449/01; 1459/01; 1460/01); 6 
catalogued artefacts  
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; opus spicatum 
brick; dolium (including red augite); 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware
Cooking wares
1) P’07 1449/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 1.5 x 2.9; trim 0.8; tlip 0.5; D 19
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
2) P’07 1458/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
outturning rim, thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 6/2 pinkish grey
h 3.6; L x W 1.1 x 3.5; trim 0.9; twall 0.6; D 23
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
3) P’07 1460/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; (sandwich) core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 2.6; L x W 3.7 x 2.3; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D ca. 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
4) P’07 1450/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 2.6; L x W 2.5 x 1.6; twall 0.45; trim 1.1; D 20




Flat base with straight thickened edge; inside concave
5yR 5/8 yellowish red




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale-pink)
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 7/4 pink; core 10R 5/6 red
h 2.9; L x W 5.2 x 2.0; twall 0.7; trim 1.5; D 18
Dressel 1a (mid 2nd – mid 1st century) ?
364 Fields, farms and colonists
Site 12310 (Pont’07-8)
Coordinates: 334800; 4589299
Location and method: site 12310 is situated in the central part 
of the survey transect. It was found 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under high visibility conditions 
(units 1474/1481, with a halo in units 
1473, 1475, 1480 and 1482); additional 
material was collected from a nearby 
dump (unit 1483)
size; max. artefact density: 0.24 ha; 10,000/ha
samples: 8 standard samples (1473/01; 1474/01; 
1474/02; 1475/01; 1480/01; 1481/01; 
1481/02; 1482/01); 1 diagnostic sample 
(1483/01); 69 catalogued artefacts 
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; dolium; 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware; 




Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
flattened lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
hrim 5.3; L x W 8.6 x 13.4; tplate 2.4
2) P’07 1483/01-16
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
convex lip
7.5yR 8/4 pink
hrim 5.1; L x W 14.3 x 12.0; tplate 2.0
3) P’07 1483/01-17
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (brown)
Rectangular profile with straight external angle and hollowed out 
internal angle; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light brown
hrim 5.3; L x W 10.2 x 10.0; tplate 2.4
Cooking wares
4) P’07 1481/01-8
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (light brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the inside; pointed lip
7.5yR 6/4 light brown
h 1.6; L x W 1.3 x 3.0; trim 0.9; D 10
Bouma 1996: jar type Iva (for example J64) (450 - 3rd century)
5) P’07 1475/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (light brown/orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to flattened lip
2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 2.5; L x W 2.1 x 3.0; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 15
Bouma 1996: jar type Ivb or c (for example J 96, J584)  
(6th – 3rd century)
6) P’07 1474/02-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; int 7.5yR 4/2 brown and 5yR 5/6 
yellowish red
h 2.6; L x W 3.7 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.75; D 17
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
7) P’07 1474/02-12
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 4/1 dark reddish yellow; int 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.9; L x W 3.2 x 1.5; twall 0.45; trim 0.7; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J511, 
5th - 3rd century)
8) P’07 1481/01-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (light brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
7.5yR 6/4 light brown
h 1.4; L x W 1.8 x 2.4; trim 1.4; twall 0.6; D 13
stanco 2001: olle ovoide (p. 107/fig. 5) (first half 2nd century)
9) P’07 1474/02-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
pointed lip
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 1.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.3; twall 0.3; trim 0.7; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
10) P’07 1473/01-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim with internal angle; convex lip
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.3; L x W 3.7 x 1.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D 10
Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 60, nr. 25 (30 BC - aD 200+)
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11) P’07 1474/02-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the inside and outside and slightly 
overhanging; convex lip with one slight groove
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.0; L x W 3.2 x 1.7; twall 0.4; trim 1.2, D 24
Duncan 1965: form 26 (third quarter 1st century aD)
12) P’07 1474/01-3
Rim fragment of a small jar?
Coarse ware (grey)
outturning rim, thickened on the outside; convex to slightly 
flattened lip
2.5yR 4/2 weak red
h 1.6; L x W 3.4 x 1.7; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 10
13) P’07 1474/02-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
Incurving rim thickened on the inside and with slight groove on the 
outside; convex to flattened lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 3.1; L x W 3.5 x 1.7; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D 23
14) P’07 1483/01-4
Rim fragment of a large jar
Depurated ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside with groove below the rim; lip 
facetted on the inside
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 4.4; L x W 4.9 x 2.0; twall 0.7; trim 1.6; D 28
15) P’07 1481/02-10
Rim fragment of a jar or jug
Coarse ware (light pink)
outturning rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex lip
7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 1.6; L x W 2.3 x 4.2; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 9 or brocca type 2 (1st - 2nd century aD)
16) P’07 1474/01-1
Rim fragment of a teglia?
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 2.4; L x W 3.4 x 1.7; twall 0.55; trim 1.2; D 28
Bouma 1996: teglia type II (archaic-early 3rd century) ?
17) P’07 1474/01-2
Rim fragment of a teglia
Coarse ware (brown/red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; ext 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.6; L x W 3.6 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 1.15; D 28
Bouma 1996: teglia type II (for example t7) (archaic-early 3rd 
century)
18) P’07 1481/02-8
Rim fragment of a teglia
Coarse ware 
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to flattened lip
ext 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; int 7.5yR 5/2 brown
h 3.0; L x W 2.1 x 4.0; trim 1.6; twall 0.7; D 30
Bouma 1996: teglia type II (archaic-early 3rd century)
19) P’07 1475/01-2
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (light pink)
outturning rim thickened on the outside with one broad groove; 
convex to flattened lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 2.0 x 2.7; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 30
olcese pentola type 3a (1st – first quarter 2nd century aD)
20) P’07 1473/01-2
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext 7.5yR 7/4 pink; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.6; L x W 3.8 x 1.4; twall 0.65; trim 0.8; D ca 22
olcese 2003: tegame type 3 (late Republican – 1st century aD)
21) P’07 1474/01-6
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware (orange/pink)
Incurving wall; outturning rim, thickened and concave on the inside; 
flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 3.4 x 1.2; twall 0.55; trim 0.8 max; D 22
Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 55, nr. 9 (30 BC – aD 200+)
22) P’07 1481/02-11
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the inside; flattened lip
7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 2.0; L x W 1.9 x 1.9; twall 0.45; trim 0.6; D 14
Bouma 1996: bowl type X; similar bowls occur in black gloss ware 
(morel 1981: series 2233) (late 5th – 3rd century)
23) P’07 1481/02-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (light orange)
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 3.1; L x W 1.5 x 4.3; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 22
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
24) P’07 1474/02-13
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (pale)
overhanging rim; convex lip
7.5yR 7/4 pink




straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 
2.5yR 5/6 light red




Coarse ware (light brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside and inside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.5; L x W 0.9 x 3.6; trim 0.9; twall 0.5; D 8
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27) P’07 1474/02-8
handle fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section with raised edges on the 
outside, one of which is grooved
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow










Coarse ware (brown with augite)
vertical elongated handle oval in section
5yR 5/6 yellowish red





vertical rounded handle irregular in section with ridge on the 
outside and slightly raised edges
7.5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 4.5; shandle 4.3 x 1.8
31) P’07 1473/01-7
Base fragment
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
5yR 4/6 yellowish red





Flaring base ring with thickened edge facetted on the outside; inside 
flat, outside flat with groove; flaring wall
5yR reddish grey





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext 5yR 5/2 reddish grey; int 2.5yR 5/6 red





Flaring base ring with rounded edge
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (light orange)
Flat base with thickened edge, concave inside
ext 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; int 10R 6/6 light red




Flat base with thickened edge, concave inside
2.5yR 5/6 red





Raised flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
10R 5/6 red




Coarse ware (light orange)
Flat base with concave inside
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
2.5yR 6/8 light red






7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flaring base ring with rounded edge, inside convex, outside flat
ext 7.5yR 5/2 brown; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
5yR 5/8 yellowish red





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.6; L x W 7.5 x 5.0; tbase 0.4; twall 0.6; D 7
not drawn




Flaring wall with notched cord decoration and, above, incised 
decoration of 2 wavy lines 
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 6.3; L x W 6.7 x 1.5; twall 0.9; tcord 1.4
45) P’07 1473/01-4
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Irregular, thickened knob; upside flattened
7.5yR 4/6 strong brown




Rim fragment of a dolium
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 9.6; L x W 16.2 x 11.3; twall 3.4; trim 10.4; D >80
Table wares
47) P’07 1481/02-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
Glaze 10yR 2/1 black; core 10yR 8/2 very pale brown
h 2.4; L x W 1.3 x 3.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.5; D 18
morel 1981: bowl series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)? (Diameter 
larger than usual)
48) P’07 1481/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss (pink/black)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flat lip
Glaze 7.5yR 3/1 very dark grey; core 7.5yR 8/3 pink 
h 2.5; L x W 1.3 x 4.8; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 19
morel 1981: series 2615 (end 3rd- 2nd century)
49) P’07 1481/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Glaze 7.5yR 3/2 dark brown; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.1; L x W 3.1 x 2.0; twall 0.45; trim 0.6; D ca 16
morel 1981: series 2615 (end 3rd- 2nd century)
50) P’07 1473/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Carenated wall, straight rim; convex lip
Glaze 1 gley 2.5/1 greenish black; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 1.6; L x W 2.8 x 1.8; twall 0.45; trim 0.45; D 13
scott 2008: F44 (morel 1981: series 2200 or 2800) (2nd century)
51) P’07 1474/01-4
Rim fragment of a cup
Black gloss
outcurving rim; convex to pointed lip
Glaze 2 gley 3/1 dark bluish grey; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 1.4; L x W 2.4 x 0.9; twall 0.3; trim 0.35; D 11
scott 2008: tJ1/4 (morel 1981: form 1222)  
(mid 2nd century – 70/60 BC)
52) P’07 1483/01-1
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; flaring wall with rouletted 
decoration on the inside and slight trace of single stamp on the 
inside in the centre
Glaze 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black




Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring ring base with grooved edge; inside concave and outside 
convex; flaring wall
Glaze 7.5yR 3/1 very dark grey to 2/5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 
2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 2.1; L x W 6.0 x 6.8; twall 0.6; hbase ring: 1.0; tbase ring: 1.0; D 7
54) P’07 1474/01-7
Base fragment of a large bowl or plate
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with flattened edge, inside concave, outside flat; 
flaring wall
slip 2 gley 3/1 dark bluish grey; core 10R 5/4 weak red
h 2.7; L x W 6.2 x 8.0; tbase 0.7; tbase ring: 2.1; twall 0.6-1.0; D 8
55) P’07 1473/01-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
terra sigillata
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside, one groove on the 
inside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 4/6 red; core 7.5yR 7/3 pink
h 1.6; L x W 2.1 x 0.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.35; D 15
CFTS 1990: form 8.3 (early augustean)
56) P’07 1474/02-10
Rim fragment of a large bowl/teglia?
Depurated ware (pale)
outcurving rim; convex to slightly pointed lip
5y 8/2 pale yellow




straight rim thickened on the out- and inside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 0.7 x 3.5; trim 0.7; twall 0.4; D 21
58) P’07 1483/01-13
handle fragment of a (small) amphora
Depurated ware (grey)
vertical elongated double bar handle
5yR 5/1 grey
h 7.4; shandle 3.4 x 1.7
Bouma 1996: amphoriskos (for example a13) (450 - 3rd century)
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59) P’07 1481/01-5
Base fragment
Depurated ware (light pink)
Flat base, thickened edge
10yR 7/3 very pale brown




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange/grey)
slightly outcurving rim thickened and facetted on the outside; 
convex lip
ext 10yR 6/4 light yellowish brown; int 10yR 5/3 brown; core 2.5yR 
5/6 red
h 4.4; L x W 6.4 x 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 1.8; D 15
Lamboglia 2/Dressel 6a (2nd – last third 1st century) ?
61) P’07 1483/01-3
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly 
overhanging; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 4.1; L x W 6.5 x 1.7; twall 0.9; trim 1.5; D 11
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
62) P’07 1483/01-20
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging 
with a groove below the lip; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.5; L x W 6.6 x 3.8; twall 1.2; trim 2.2; D 16
Dressel 7-11 (Peacock & Williams 1991: class 16) (30 BC – Flavian)
63) P’07 1481/01-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware 
vertical handle, round in section; part of double-bar handle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.0; L x W 2.3 x 2.3
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
64) P’07 1483/01-6
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (brown red with large white inclusions)
vertical elongated handle oval in section with deep groove
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 9.2; shandle 4.4 x 2.9
Catalan Dressel 2-4 (late 1st century – late 2nd century aD)
65) P’07 1481/02-4




h 2.6; shandle 3.8 x 1.6
eroded, not drawn
66) P’07 1483/01-2




h 5.2; shandle 4.1 x 1.7
not drawn
67) P’07 1483/01-5
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle flattened in section with broad shallow 
groove
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 8.5; shandle 3.7 x 1.4
not drawn
68) P’07 1474/02-7
handle fragment of an amphora?
Coarse ware (brown/red)
vertical, rounded 4-ribbed handle
2.5yr 4/8 red
h 5.6; shandle 4.3 x 1.5
69) P’07 1474/02-9
Base fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
hollow cylindrical spike, lower side flattened; flaring wall
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 5.8; L x W 6.2 x 4.3; twall 0.9-1.3; D 3.1 
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Site 12311 (Pont’07-9)
Coordinates: 334109; 4589289
Location and method: site 12311 is located in the central 
part of the survey transect, east of the 
migliara 45 road. It was discovered 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field with high visibility conditions (unit 
1495, with a halo in units 1494, 1496, 
1499/1500)
size; max. artefact density: 0.02 ha; 600/ha
samples: 5 standard samples (1494/01; 1495/01; 
1496/01; 1499/01; 1500/01); 5 
catalogues artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; amphora; 
coarse ware; depurated ware; black gloss
Remarks: site 12311 is very small and also has a 
low artefact density, despite being found 
under favourable visibility conditions
Cooking wares
1) P’07 1496/01-1
Rim fragment, probably of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 3.0; L x W 4.5 x 1.3; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D ca 24




Flat base with slightly thickened edge
7.5yR 4/3 brown





Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
7.5yR 5/4 brown




Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
ext 5yR 4/4 reddish brown; int 5yR 5/6 red




Rim fragment of a bowl
Depurated ware (pale)
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 2.3; L x W 3.4 x 2.7; twall 0.45; trim 0.4; D ?
Bouma 1996: bowl type II (5th – 3rd century)
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Site 12312 (Pont’07-10)
toponym: Riserva stradone tavolato
Coordinates: 334582; 4588873
Location and method: site 12312 lies in the central part of the 
survey transect. It was found during the 
gridded survey in a ploughed field under 
high visibility conditions (unit 1562)
size; max. artefact density: 0.02 ha; 600/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1562/01); no 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; dolium; coarse 
ware; depurated ware
Remarks: site 12312 is very small and also has a 
low artefact density, despite being found 
under favourable visibility conditions
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Site 12313 (Pont’07-11)
toponym: Riserva Quartaccio Grande
Coordinates: 334368; 4588268
Location and method: site 12313 is situated in the central part 
of the survey transect; it was found 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under medium visibility conditions 
(units 1666/1667)
size; max. artefact density: 0.02 ha; 500/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1666/01; 1667/01); 
3 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (plain and red augite); tile; 
dolium (red augite); coarse ware






Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
7.5yR 5/3 brown
h 1.6; L x W 6.8 x 5.5; tbase 1.1; twall 0.5; D 7
not drawn
2) P’07 1667/01-1
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (dark brown)
Round, thickened edge knob with facetted edge; upside flattened
7.5yR 3/3 dark brown
h 1.7; L x W 2.6 x 2.3; D 3.0
very eroded, not drawn
Storage wares
3) P’07 1666/01-1
Lip fragment of a dolium
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
overhanging rim; convex lip
5yR 4/4 reddish brown
h 3.8; L x W 5.4 x 3.9; D ca 34
Considering fabric possibly archaic
only lip preserved, not drawn
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Site 12314 (Pont’07-12)
toponym: Riserva Quartaccio Grande
Coordinates: 334284; 4588247
Location and method: site 12314 is situated in the central part 
of the survey transect; it was found 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field under medium visibility conditions 
(units 1680/1681, with some additional 
artefacts in unit 1682)
size; max. artefact density: 0.02 ha; 300/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1680/01; 1681/01); 
2 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; coarse ware; depurated ware






Flat base with thickened edge
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 10yR 4/2 dark greyish brown




Rim fragment, probably of a cup
Depurated ware (orange)
outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.15; L x W 2.8 x 1.2; trim 0.45; D 12
eroded, not drawn
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Site 12315 (Pont’06/3)
Coordinates: 335752; 4588247
Location and method: site 12315 is located on the northern 
edge of the survey transect, directly 
south of the via appia. It was found 
in a ploughed but slightly overgrown 
field and an adjacent vegetable garden, 
both with medium visibility (units 1016 
and 1017, with a halo in units 1015 and 
1018). unfortunately not the entire site 
could be surveyed, as we were sent away 
by the land owner
size; max. artefact density: 0.19 ha; 56,800 ha
samples: 4 standard samples (1015/01; 1016/01; 
1017/01; 1018/01); 3 diagnostic samples 
(1016/02; 1016/03; 1019/01); 52 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; dolium 
(including red augite); amphora; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; black gloss
Previous finds: a set of loom weights collected by a 
farmer
Remarks: The small size of the sampling units 
accounts for the high maximum artefact 
density 
Architecture
1) P’06 1016/02-7 
architectonic terracotta fragment
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Flat fragment with two ridges; backside thickened on the side
ext/int 2,5 y 8/2 white; core 5yR 8/4 pink
L x W 19.2 x 11.1; tplate 2.1 - 2.4; tridge 3.0
2) P’06 1016/01-9
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
triangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded, slightly 
hollowed out internal angle
5yR 7/4 pink  
L x W 11.8 x 16.7; hrim 6.1; tplate 2.5
3) P’06 1016/02-1 
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular rim with flattened external angle and slightly rounded 
internal angle
ext/int core 7.5yR 8/4 pink; traces of ‘slip’ 10yR8/2 white 
L x W 5.0 x 15.1; hrim 5.7; tplate 2.5
4) P’06 1016/02-2 
Rim fragment of a tile
Depurated ware
Rectangular rim with flattened external angle and rounded, 
hollowed out internal angle
5yR 8/3 pink
L x W 10.6 x 7.5; hrim 7.1; tplate 2.4
5) P’06 1016/02-4
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
triangular profile with flattened external angle and rounded internal 
angle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; ‘slip’ 5yR 8/3 pink 
L x W 12.9 x 17.6; hrim 5.9; tplate 2.4 
6) P’ 06 1016/02-5
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware
Flaring rim with concave external angle and angular internal angle
ext 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; ‘slip’ 5yR 8/2 pinkish 
white
L x W 9.6 x 10.3; hrim 6.8; tplate 3.4
7) P’06 1019/01-6
Rim fragment of tile
Coarse ware
Irregular profile with flattened external angle and hollowed out 
continuous internal angle; lip concave
ext 10yR 8/2 white; core 5yR 7/4 pink
hrim 6.3; L x W 8.5 x 11.9; tplate 2.3
Cooking wares
8) P’06 1016/03-16 
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, convex to pointed lip
7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 2.8 x 1.3; twall 0,3; trim 0.65; D 11
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
9) P’06 1016/03-17
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
spreading wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to 
pointed lip
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.7; L x W 2.9 x 2.4; twall 0.35-0.7; trim 0.9; D ?
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
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10) P’06 1016/03-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex to pointed lip 
ext 10yR 6/4 light yellow brown; int 7.5yR 6/4 light brown to 5yR 
6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.9; L x W 3.4 x 2.1; twall 0.4; trim 1.3; D 24
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
11) P’06 1019/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, pointed lip (‘almond rim’) 
5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int/lip 7.5yR 3/2 dark brown
h 2.8; L x W 3.3 x 1.3; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D 19
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
12) P’06 1019/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 3.0 x 0.9; twall 0.3; trim 0.4; D 12
aylwin Cotton 1979: fig. 52, nos. 17-19 (end 2nd century – aD 160+)
13) P’06 1016/03-8
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to 
flattened lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red; ext rim 2.5yR n4 dark grey
h 2.7; L x W 4.0 x 1.2; twall 0.35; trim 1.1; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 8 (late 1st century – 2nd century aD)
14) P’06 1017/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex to pointed lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 2.8 x 1.4; twall 0.25; trim 0.55; D 13
olcese 2003: olla type 9 (1st – 2nd century aD)
15) P’06 1016/03-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim with thickened on the outside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.7; L x W 1.6 x 2.7; twall 0.5; trim 1.25; D 18 (ca)
not drawn, lip missing
16) P’06 1016/03-7
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, outturning rim with internal angle; pointed lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.2; L x W 3.3 x 4.4; twall 0.7; trim 1.3; D 22
olcese 2003: tegame type 7 (2nd century – third quarter 1st century 
aD)
17) P’06 1018/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int/core 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 1.2; L x W 2.0 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 13
Bouma 1996: bowl type X; similar bowls occur in black gloss ware 
(morel 1981: series 2233) (late 5th – 3rd century)
18) P’06 1015/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; core 2,5yR 6/6 light red & 
2.5yR 5/0 grey
h 2.2; L x W 1.9 x 2.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 13
Dyson 1976: fig. 5, CF 62 (273 – 180 BC)
19) P’06 1018/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside, flattened lip
ext 10yR 4/3 dark brown; int 7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 3.2; L x W 3.5 x 2.0; twall 0.5-0.7; trim 0.9; D 18
20) P’06 1016/01-7
Rim fragment, probably of a large bowl
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; slightly flattened lip thickened 
on the outside
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 3.0; L x W 4.2 x 1.7; trim 1.1; tlip 1.2; D 21
21) P’06 1016/03-11
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware
rim thickened on the outside with deep groove (“two-flange rim”); 
flattened lip
ext/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow & 5yR 5/1 grey; int 5yR 6/6  
reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 3.4 x 1.7; trim 1.1; D 10
Duncan 1964: form 36 (3rd quarter 1st century aD)
22) P’06 1019/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid 
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim slightly thickened on the outside, convex to 
flattened lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 5yR 4/1 dark grey; int 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.2; L x W 4.1 x 2.2; twall 0.35; trim 0.55; D 13
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd - 1st century)?
23) P’06 1017/01-3
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange with augite)
outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 2.7 x 2.2; twall 0.6; trim 0.6; D 21
olcese 2003: coperchio type 3 (1st – 2nd century aD)?
24) P’06 1017/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
straight wall, outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; int/lip 5yR 6/1 grey
h 1.9; L x W 2.4 x 3.4; twall 0.85; trim 0.8; D 25




outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.0; L x W 2.1 x 1.0; h rim 0.6; trim 1.0; twall 0.3; D 12




Flaring wall, rim thickened on the outside with deep groove (“two-
flange rim”); convex lip with internal angle
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside with two grooves; 
convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 7/4 pink; core 7.5yR n4 dark grey




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; remains of slip 7.5yR 6/0 grey; 
core 10yR 4/1 dark grey




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey




outcurving rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey




Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 4.0 x 0.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 15
32) P’06 1016/03-20 
Rim fragment
Coarse ware
spreading rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; lip 5yR 4/1 dark grey;  
int 7.5 yR 5/4 brown
h 1.95; L x W 2.4 x 0.9; trim 0.9; D 18
33) P’06 1016/03-15
handle fragment of a jug
Coarse ware
vertical band handle irregular in section with two shallow grooves 
on the exterior and concave on the interior 
handle 2.5yR 6/0 grey; int/wall 7.5yR 6/0 grey




vertical band handle 2-ribbed in section 
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




semicircular base ring; flaring wall
ext 10yR 4/1 very dark grey; int/core 5yR 6/8 dark reddish brown




Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
ext/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red; core 10yR 5/1 grey




semicircular base ring; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/6 light red; ext base ring 5yR 5/1 grey




Cylindrical spike, lower side convex; flaring wall
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/1 grey




Flaring base ring with rounded edge, concave on the inside, convex 
on the outside; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 5/0 grey;  
slip 5yR 6/1 grey




Flaring base ring with rounded edge; inside and outside flattened
ext/int 7.5yR 6/0 grey & 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core/base ring 
7.5yR n4 dark grey




Flat base, inside concave wit encircling grooves; flaring wall with 
encircling groove on the exterior
ext/int 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 
5/1 grey




Flat base, inside slightly concave; flaring wall
7.5yR 5/0 grey
h 2.9; L x W 6.6 x 2.4; tbase 0.7; twall 0.5; D 6
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Table wares
44) P’06 1018/01-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 2.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.1; L x W 1.9 x 0.7; twall 0.35; trim 0.4; D 15
scott 2008, F132/134 (morel 1981 series 2243(a/b) or 2823(c) (mid 
3rd century)
45) P’06 1018/01-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside with two grooves 
below rim; convex lip
Glaze 2.5yR n3 very dark grey; core 5yR 8/3 pink
h 3.1; L x W 3.0 x 1.2; twall 0.4; trim 0.45; D 15
Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 37, no. 11 (Lamboglia type 1a/morel 
1981: form 2323h) (1st century)
46) P’06 1016/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Depurated ware (pale)
Flaring wall, straight rim with groove on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.1; L x W 1.7 x 3.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D 13
Possibly eroded black gloss
47) P’06 1016/03-19
handle fragment of a small jug
Depurated ware
vertical rounded 3-ribbed handle
10yR 5/1 grey
h 1.9; L x W 0.8 x 0.4; section 0.7 x 0.4
Transport wares
48) P’06 1016/02-3
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange-red)
straight rim, lip thickened on the outside and flattened 
ext 5yR 7/4 pink (coating from use of saline water); int 2.5y 8/2 
white; core 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 4.5; L x W 6.7 x 2.8; trim 0.8-1.1; tlip 1.35; D 19
van der Werff 2 (for example van der Werff 1977: 191, no. 084-242) 
(second half 2nd – 1st century)
49) P’06 1016/02-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly concave on the 
inside; lip missing
2,5yR 6/6 light red
h 7.6; L x W 7.5 x 2.2; twall 1.0; trim 2.1; Dmax 13
Dressel 1b (75 - 0 BC)
50) P’06 1016/01-4
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
Flaring neck, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to 
pointed lip
ext/int 5yR 8/3 pink; core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; inner core 5yR 
8/3 pink
h 6.3; L x W 7.3 x 3.3; twall 0.8; trim 1.3; D 13
Pascual 1 (Peacock & Williams class 6)  
(second half 1st century – trajanic) ?
51) P’06 1019/01-5
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
vertical band handle, oval in section with slight central rib
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 8.1; section 6.0 x 3.0
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd-late 1st century)
52) P’06 1016/03-4
handle attachment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with grey coating)
Flaring shoulder with attachment of vertical band handle oval in 
section with impression on attachment to shoulder
ext 5yR 6/1 grey; int. 2,5yR 5/6 red 
h 6.1; L x W 7.5 x 5.2; twall 1.1; shandle 3.4 x 2.0
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Site 12316 (Pont’07-13)
toponym: Riserva di torbaccone
Coordinates: 332829; 4589030
Location and method: site 12316 is situated 500 m west of 
the survey transect, 250 m north of the 
Fiume sisto. It was discovered during 
scouting by Jan sevink and Peter vos 
(unit 1753). The site was not covered 
during the gridded survey, but part of 
the site was later visited under medium 
visibility conditions (units 1836 and 
1837), during which a second, minor 
concentration was mapped southeast of 
the major scatter identified by sevink 
and vos.
samples: 3 grab samples (1753/01; 1753/02; 
1753/03);  2 diagnostic samples 
(1836/01; 1837/01)
Finds survey: tile; brick (possibly including 
suspensurae); painted wall plaster; green 
marble slab; amphora; dolium; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; black gloss; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares; vessel 




Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale hard)
Rectangular profile with flattened external angle, hollowed out 
internal angle; lip concave with thickened edge
10yR 7/4 very pale brown
hrim 6.6; L x W 5.0 x 9.6; tplate 3.2
2) P’07 1753/03-8
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with some augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
slightly concave lip
2.5y 8/3 pale yellow
hrim 6.3; L x W 9.4 x 10.9; tplate 3.0–3.2
Cooking wares
3) P’07 1753/01-25
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened and facetted on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 5.3; L x W 6.9 x 1.6; twall 0.4; trim 1.0; D 17
similar to olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc, but 
different fabric and probably dates later  
(stanco personal comment)
4) P’07 1753/01-26
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside with a slight ridge below 
the lip; convex lip
5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 4.0; L x W 6.2 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 17
similar to olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc, but 
different fabric and probably dates later  
(stanco personal comment)
5) P’07 1753/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
outcurving rim thickened and facetted on the outside with slight 
groove below the lip; pointed lip
2.5y 4/2 dark greyish brown
h 3.5; L x W 5.6 x 1.7; twall 0.4; trim 1.1; D 21
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
6) P’08 1837/01-14
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip 10yR 6/6 
brownish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.8 x 1.3; trim 0.8; D 13
eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
7) P’07 1753/02-13
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
pointed lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.4; L x W 4.6 x 1.0; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D 21
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
8) P’07 1753/02-18
Rim and handle fragment of a jar
Depurated ware (pale)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip; vertical 
4-ribbed handle attached to the rim
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.6; L x W 9.8 x 8.6; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D 19; shandle 3.9 x 2.0
Dyson 1976: fig. 25, vD 83 (last quarter 2nd century – 70 BC)
9) P’07 1753/01-23
Rim fragment of a large jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 3.9; L x W 5.4 x 1.7; twall 0.35-0.6; trim 1.6; D 27
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10) P’07 1753/03-6
Rim fragment of a large jar
Coarse ware (brown-red)
slightly incurving shoulder, straight rim thickened on the inside and 
outside; flattened lip
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; lip 7.5yR 4/3 brown; int 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 9.7; L x W 10.7 x 3.9; twall 1.1-1.6; trim 2.6; D 32
11) P’07 1753/01-24
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, outturning rim thickened on the outside and 
overhanging; flattened lip
ext/lip 7.5yR 4/2 brown; int 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 4.3; L x W 6.3 x 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 0.75; D 21
olcese 2003: pentola type 3a (1st – first quarter 2nd century aD)
12) P’07 1753/02-10
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.8; L x W 4.0 x 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 23
olcese 2003: pentola type 3a (1st – first quarter 2nd century aD)
13) P’07 1753/01-20
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (brown-grey)
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside and overhanging; 
convex lip
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 10yR 5/3 brown
h 1.0; L x W 3.0 x 2.9; trim 0.7; D ca 22
14) P’07 1753/02-2
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
ext/int 10yR 6/6 brownish yellow; lip 10yR 3/2 very dark greyish 
brown
h 0.8; L x W 2.1 x 2.3; trim 0.65; D ca 18
eroded, not drawn
15) P’07 1753/03-5
Rim fragment of a pentola?
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
5yR 5/8 yellowish red; lip 7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 1.2; L x W 7.8 x 2.7; twall 0.5; trim 1.0; D 29
16) P’08 1837/01-8
Rim fragment, probably of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 3.9 x 1.8; trim 0.7; D ca 25
eroded, not drawn
17) P’07 1753/01-29
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware
Flaring wall, straight rim; grooved lip
ext 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.9; L x W 4.2 x 1.6; twall 0.8; trim 0.85; D 29
olcese 2003: tegame type 3 (late Republican – 1st century aD)
18) P’08 1837/01-7
Rim fragment, probably of a tegame
Coarse ware (brown)
slightly outcurving rim strongly thickened on the outside inside, 
upside of thickened concave; pointed lip
7.5yR 6/4 light brown
h 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.95; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
19) P’07 1753/02-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (pale)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip 
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.5; L x W 3.9 x 1.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 20
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
20) P’07 1753/03-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 4/6 yellowish red
h 1.8; L x W 3.3 x 1.4; trim 1.05; D 20
21) P’07 1753/02-6
Rim fragment of a dish
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 10yR 4/4 dark yellowish brown
h 1.1; L x W 4.9 x 2.4; twall 0.55; trim 0.95; D 36
22) P’07 1753/03-11
Rim fragment of a mortarium
Coarse ware (pale with large inclusions on the inner surface)
Flaring wall, outcurving rim thickened on the outside and 
overhanging, ridge on the inside; convex lip
ext 10yR 7/4 very pale brown; int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 5.6; L x W 28.1 x 8.5; twall 0.85-1.25; tridge 1.9; trim 1.7; D 42
olcese 2003: Bacini/mortaria  type 11, no. 3 (15/10 BC – aD 70)
23) P’07 1753/02-5
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (grey)
straight rim thickened and flanged on the outside, slight ridge on 
the inside below rim; lip slightly bevelled on the inside
5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.6; L x W 7.4 x 1.6; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D 13
Duncan 1965: form 36 (third quarter 1st century aD)
24) P’08 1837/01-11
Rim fragment, probably of a jug
Coarse ware (pale)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside; grooved lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.4; twall 0.3; trim 0.75; D 10
25) P’07 1753/01-18
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning, overhanging rim; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 0.9; L x W 4.7 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.65; D 23
olcese 2003: Coperchio type 2 (3rd – 1st century)
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26) P’07 1753/02-20
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (black)
outturning and overhanging rim; flattened lip
2.5y 2.5/1 black
h 2.3; L x W 5.2 x 3.9; twall 0.85; trim 0.8; D 25




outcurving rim thickened on the outside and strongly overhanging; 
flattened lip
1 gley 3/ very dark grey




straight rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the outside
5yR 5/8 yellowish red




outcurving rim thickened and flanged on the outside, concave on 
the inside; lip bevelled on the inside
5yR 5/6 yellowish red




outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex lip
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 2.4; L x W 3.7 x 1.3; twall 0.6; trim 1.1; D 16
31) P’07 1753/01-39
handle fragment of a jug or small amphora
Coarse ware (brown)
vertical rounded 3-ribbed handle
5yR 5/6 yellowish red





vertical elongated 3-ribbed handle with one rounded, one pointed 
edge
5yR 5/6 yellowish red





vertical elongated 4-ribbed handle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (hard orange)
vertical rounded, 3-ribbed handle
5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 4.3; shandle 3.9 x 1.6





Flat base with thickened, pointed edge; inside concave
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow





Flat base, inside concave
ext 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; int 7.5yR 4/1 dark grey





Flat base, inside concave
7.5yR 5/4 brown




Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
spreading wall, straight rim; convex lip
Glaze 2.5y 2.5/1 black; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 4.5; L x W 5.5 x 4.4; twall 0.9; trim 0.5; D ca 24
39) P’07 1753/01-8
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, outturning rim; pointed lip
Glaze 7.5yR 2.5/1 black; core 10yR 6/1 grey
h 3.4; L x W 8.2 x 3.0; twall 0.45-0.7; trim 0.7; D 31
morel 1981: type 1551b (3rd century)
40) P’07 1753/01-10
Rim fragment of a plate
Black gloss
almost flat wall, straight rim; convex lip
Glaze 7.5yR 2.5/1 black; core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 2.0; L x W 11.6 x 6.6; twall 0.5-0.6; trim 0.5; D 22
morel 1981: form 2257a (second half 2nd century)
41) P’07 1753/01-4
Rim fragment of a dish/plate
Black gloss
slightly carenated wall, lower part concave on the inside; straight 
rim thickened on the outside, one groove on the inside; lip 
bevelled on the outside
Glaze 10yR 3/2 very dark greyish brown; core 10yR 8/4  
very pale brown
h 2.4; L x W 5.6 x 2.4; twall 0.35-0.6; trim 0.85; D 29
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42) P’07 1753/01-2
Rim fragment of a jug or small bowl?
Black gloss (glaze on inside and rim)
straight rim thickened on the outside with two grooves; flattened lip
Glaze 7.5yR 4/2 brown; core 10yR 7/6 yellow
h 2.9; L x W 2.4 x 2.2; twall 0.45; trim 0.7; D 12
43) P’07 1753/02-19
neck fragment of a one-handled jug
Black gloss
Flaring shoulder with attachment of vertical handle flattened and 
concave in section; neck thickened on the outside with 4 holes on 
the inside (“sieve”)
Glaze 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black; core/int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 4.4; L x W 6.0 x 5.8; twall 0.4-0.7; Dneck 3.8; shandle 2.1 x 0.5
Cassieri 1993: fig. 8 (2nd – 1st century)
44) P’07 1753/01-9
Base fragment, probably of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with convex edge; inside concave, outside convex; 
three encircling bands of lighter paint on the inside
Glaze 2 gley 2.5/1 bluish black to 2 gley 4/1 dark bluish grey; core 
7.5yR 6/4 light brown
h 3.3; L x W 8.8 x 6.4; tbase 0.9; tbase ring 2.0; twall 0.7; D 6.3
not drawn
Campana a fabric (2nd - 1st century)
45) P’08 1837/01-9
Rim fragment of a dish
terra sigillata
Flaring wall with rouletted decoration on the outside; outcurving 
rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.5; L x W 3.1 x 2.1; twall 0.6; trim 0.5; D ca 26
CFTS 1990: form 3 (mid 1st century aD – trajanic)
46) P’07 1753/01-14
Rim fragment of a dish
terra sigillata
spreading wall with rouletted decoration on the outside; slightly 
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
slip 10R 5/6 red; core 2.5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.2; L x W 4.9 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.55; D 25
47) P’07 1753/01-22
Rim fragment of a dish/plate
terra sigillata
Flaring wall with groove on the inside; straight rim thickened on the 
outside and slightly overhanging; grooved lip
slip 10R 4/8 red; core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 1.6; L x W 7.7 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 0.85; D 30
Light slip, not Italian sigillata; Atlante II: tav. LvII, nos. 4-8 
(Dragendorf form 16) (20 BC – aD 15) ?
48) P’07 1753/01-15
Rim fragment of a platter/plate
terra sigillata
Thickened, angular transition wall to rim with a groove on the 
outside; slightly outcurving rim with a groove on the outside; 
convex lip
slip 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.8; L x W 3.1 x 1.0; trim 0.5; D 17
CFTS 1990: form 18.2 or 19.2 (late augustean - tiberian)
49) P’07 1753/01-16
Rim fragment of a platter/plate
terra sigillata
Thickened, angular transition wall to rim; straight rim with a groove 
on the inside; convex lip
slip 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.6; L x W 5.5 x 0.9; twall 0.2; trim 0.4; D 16
CFTS 1990: form 20.1 (augustean - late tiberian)
50) P’08 1837/01-2
Rim fragment of a cup
terra sigillata
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.9; L x W 2.1 x 0.9; twall 0.45; trim 0.2; D 8




Flaring wall with part of planta pedis stamp reading “av G”; first 
part of stamp missing
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 7.5yR 6/4 light brown





slightly flaring wall with relief decoration of floral motives:  
to the left, one large leaf, to the right motive made up of small 
circles (grapes?)
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
L x W 3.7 x 2.7; twall 0.8-0.9
53) P’07 1753/01-11
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
overhanging rim; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.2; L x W 2.7 x 2.3; trim 0.45; D ?
not drawn
hayes form 3 (aD 60-150)
54) P’07 1753/01-12
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
outturning and overhanging rim; convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.1; L x W 3.1 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 23
not drawn
hayes form 3b/c (aD 75-150)
55) P’07 1753/01-13
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
outturning and overhanging rim with remains of barbotine 
decoration; convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.3; L x W 4.8 x 2.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 16
hayes form 3b (aD 75 – 150)
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56) P’07 1753/01-30
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with moulding with rouletted 
decoration and below a second smaller ridge; two grooves on the 
inside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 3.6; L x W 4.6 x 2.0; twall 0.4; tmoulding 1.0; trim 0.6; D ca 21
not drawn
hayes form 8a (aD 80/90-2nd century aD)
57) P’07 1753/01-31
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with moulding with rouletted 
decoration and below a second smaller ridge; two grooves on the 
inside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 2.3; L x W 5.9 x 2.2; twall 0.35; tmoulding 1.0; trim 0.4; D 24
hayes form 8a (aD 80/90-2nd century aD)
58) P’07 1753/02-16
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside with two grooves and 
rouletted decoration in between; grooved lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.4; L x W 2.5 x 0.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D ca 15
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 9a (aD 100 – 160+)
59) P’08 1837/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside inside and slightly 
on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.9; L x W 2.2 x 1.0; twall 0.55; trim 0.7; D 20
hayes form 14c (3rd century aD)
60) P’08 1837/01-10
Rim fragment of a large bowl
african red slip ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging, inside 
slightly concave with one groove; flattened to convex lip
2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.2; L x W 3.9 x 2.0; trim 1.3; D 34
hayes form 67 (2nd half 4th - 5th century aD)
61) P’08 1837/01-12
Rim fragment of a dish/bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside inside and outside; convex lip
ext/int 2.5y 4/2 dark greyish brown; core 7.5yR 5/6 strong brown
h 1.6; L x W 4.1 x 2.4; twall 0.8; trim 1.1; D 26
hayes form 104 (aD 550 - 625) ?
62) P’08 1837/01-3
Rim fragment of a dish
african red slip ware
outturning rim with internal angle, thickened on the outside and 
slightly overhanging, with groove on the inside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 3.5 x 2.5; trim 0.85; D 26
hayes form 6 (end 1st – end 2nd century aD)
63) P’07 1753/02-15
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging, two grooves 
on the inside below rim; grooved lip
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int 7.5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 3.3 x 1.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 18
hayes form 197 (late 2nd – 3rd century aD)
64) P’08 1837/01-5
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; grooved lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.0; L x W 2.1 x 0.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D 16
hayes form 197 (late 2nd –3rd century aD)
65) P’07 1753/02-7
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; lip 7.5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 3.5 x 3.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D ca 20
not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd – mid 3rd century aD)
66) P’08 1837/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; lip 7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 2.6; L x W 3.8 x 2.4; twall 0.4; trim 1.1; D ca 24
hayes form 196 (2nd – mid 3rd century aD)
eroded, not drawn
67) P’07 1753/01-19
Rim fragment, probably of a jug
Brown slipped fine ware
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
slip 5yR 4/4 reddish brown; core 7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 1.5; L x W 4.2 x 1.8; twall 0.4; trim 0.55; D 11
68) P’08 1837/01-6
Rim fragment of a bowl or cup
Depurated ware (pale)
outcurving rim; convex lip
10yR 7/4 very pale brown




vertical rounded, 4-ribbed handle
10yR 8/4 very pale brown




vertical elongated handle 3-ribbed with thickened edge on  
the backside
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.2; shandle 0.65 x ?
section incomplete, not drawn
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71) P’07 1753/03-7
Base fragment of a plate
Depurated ware (slipped)
Flaring base ring thickened on the outside with flattened edge; 
inside convex, outside flat
traces of slip 5yR 4/4 reddish brown;  
core 2.5yR 6/2 light brownish grey
h 2.0; L x W 6.5 x 9.4; tbase 1.3; tbase ring 1.8; twall 0.8; D 11




Flaring base ring with flattened edge; inside flat, outside convex; 
flaring wall
10yR 6/1 grey
h 2.6; L x W 5.7 x 6.1; tbase 0.5; tbase ring 1.7; twall 0.7; D 8





Flaring base ring with flattened edge
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with encircling grooves on the outside, inside concave; 
flaring wall
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale-orange)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging, 
concave on the inside; convex lip
ext 10yR 7/3 very pale brown; int 10yR 8/2 very pale brown; core 
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.7; L x W 9.2 x 2.4; twall 1.0; trim 2.0; D 15
Dressel 1b (75 - 0 BC)
76) P’07 1753/03-4
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 7/4 brown; core 2.5yR 5/8 red; inner core 2.5yR 4/1 
dark grey
h 4.2; L x W 3.5 x 2.1; twall 0.8; trim 1.8; D 13
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
77) P’07 1753/01-43
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside, concave and facetted; convex 
lip; rim is irregular in height
2.5y 8/3 pale yellow
h 6.3; twall 0.8; trim 2.3; D 16
tripolitana 1 (augustean – mid 2nd century aD)
78) P’07 1753/01-34
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle oval in section
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 15.9; shandle 2.4 x 4.4
slightly damaged, not drawn
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th – end 1st century) ?
79) P’07 1753/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical double bar handle 
10yR 7/4 very pale brown
h 4.1; shandle 4.8 x 2.4
very eroded, not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
80) P’07 1753/02-8
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle round in section; part of double- 
bar handle
2.5y 7/4 pale yellow
h 6.7; Dbar 2.2
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
81) P’07 1753/02-9
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with large white inclusions)
vertical elongated handle round in section; part of double bar 
handle
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 12.0; Dbar 2.9
Catalan Dressel 2-4 (late 1st century – late 2nd century aD)
82) P’07 1753/01-38
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle round in section
10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 17.0; Dhandle 2.9
Dressel 6a or Rhodian (late 1st century –mid 2nd century aD)
83) P’07 1753/01-32
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle oval in section
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 11.6; shandle 4.5 x 3.1
eroded and irregular, not drawn
84) P’07 1753/01-37
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (grey)
vertical elongated handle round in section
10yR 5/4 yellowish brown
h 5.6; Dhandle 2.5
not drawn
85) P’07 1753/02-12
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle round to slightly oval in section
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 12.0; Dbar 2.9
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86) P’07 1753/03-9
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical handle oval in section
10yR 7/6 yellow
h 6.1; shandle 4.2 x 2.7
not drawn
87) P’07 1753/01-41
spike fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
solid, slightly thickened spike; lower side slightly convex
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 5.9; D 5.9
Damaged, not drawn
88) P’07 1753/03-10
Base fragment, possibly of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale-pink)
Flaring base ring thickened on the outside with flattened edge; 
flaring wall
ext 10yR 7/6 yellow; int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




Fragment of an oil lamp
Fine ware
side of a nozzle, decorated with spiral motive on upside
slip 5yR 5/8 yellowish red
h 1.5; L x W 2.4 x 1.45
Rizzo 2003: 135/240 (Bailey form B/C/D) (augustean-trajanic) 
not drawn
90) P’07 1753/01-44
Fragment of an oil lamp
terra sigillata or african red slip ware?
Fragment of side of reservoir/body
slip 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 1.4; L x W 3.2 x 2.7
not drawn
91) P’07 1753/02-21
Rim fragment of a bowl
Glass
slightly outcurving rim with overhanging flange on the outside, 
deep groove on the inside; lip bevelled on the outside
h 1.8; L x W 4.3 x 1.5; twall 0.5; tflange 1.2; trim 0.7; D 14
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Site 12317 (Pont’07-14) 
toponym: Lestra della vecchia Dispenza
Coordinates: 332987; 4587329
Location and method: site 12317 is situated on the southern 
edge of the survey transect, on the 
marine terraces. It was discovered 
during the gridded survey (units 1729-
1732) in a ploughed but very dusty and 
somewhat overgrown field with low 
visibility conditions
size; max. artefact density: 0.12 ha; 4,800/ha
samples: 4 standard samples (1729/01; 1730/01; 
1731/01; 1732/01); 2 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: tile; dolium (including red augite); 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware; 
dolium wasters; slag  
Remarks: Considering the presence of 
dolium wasters and slag, we almost 
certainly deal with a production site. 
unfortunately under the adverse 
visibility conditions only larger pottery 
and tile fragments were visible. as a 
consequence few diagnostics were 
recovered, and the range of products 
being produced also remains unclear
Storage wares
1) P’07 1732/01-2
Rim fragment of a storage jar or large basin
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
outturning rim; flattened lip
2.5y 8/4 pale yellow
h 2.9; L x W 3.3 x 4.9; twall 1.8; trim 2.5; D >40
Artena II: no. 207 (4th-start 3rd century) ?
Transport wares
2) P’07 1732/01-1
spike fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange)
solid, slightly thickened spike, lower side flattened
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 5.8; D 44
very eroded, not drawn
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Site 12318 (Pont’07-15)
Coordinates: 333875; 4589177
Location and method: site 12318 is situated in the central part 
of the survey transect, directly east of 
the migliara 45 road. It was discovered 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field with medium visibility conditions 
(unit 1763, with a halo in units 1759, 
1760 and1764). a sample was previously 
collected by the land owner (unit 1754)
size; max. artefact density: 0.18 ha; 6,000/ha
samples: 5 standard samples (1759/01; 1760/01; 
1763/01; 1763/02; 1764/01); 1 grab 
sample (1754/01); 25 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: tile; dolium; amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss
Architecture
1) P’07 1763/02-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Depurated ware (pale with smoothened brown surface)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
convex lip 
Core 5yR 8/4 pink; surface 7.5 yR 7/4 pink
hrim 5.8; L x W 6.5 x 11.6; tplate 2.6
2) P’07 1763/02-2
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded external angle, angular internal 
angle; lip slightly concave
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
hrim 5.2; L x W 6.3 x 10.1; tplate 2.3
3) P’07 1763/02-3
Rim fragment of a tile
Depurated ware (pale with some augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; lip 
slightly concave
7.5yR 7/3 pink
hrim 4.9; L x W 7.2 x 8.9; tplate 2.2
4) P’07 1764/01-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with some augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; 
slightly concave lip
7.5yR 8/3 pink
hrim 5.1; L x W 9.0 x 11.1; tplate 2.2
Cooking wares
5) P’07 1763/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex to flattened lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.1; L x W 2.2 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
6) P’07 1763/01-4
Rim fragment of a small jar
Coarse ware (grey)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex to pointed lip 
ext 7.5yR 5/1 grey; int 7.5yR 4/4 brown
h 1.9; L x W 3.3 x 1.1; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D 13
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
7) P’07 1763/02-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 3.7; L x W 3.6 x 1.7; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
8) P’07 1763/01-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; lip facetted on the outside
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 2.2; L x W 3.7 x 1.5; twall 0.55; trim 0.9; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 4b (1st century)
9) P’07 1763/01-12
Rim fragment of a mortarium
Coarse ware (pale brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside, slightly 
overhanging and concave; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.8; L x W 7.6 x 6.3; twall 1.1; trim 2.55; D 40
10) P’07 1763/01-3
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.0; L x W 3.4 x 1.9; twall 0.8; trim 1.4; D ?
very eroded, not drawn




outcurving, slightly overhanging rim; convex lip
7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 1.8; L x W 2.8 x 1.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D ?
eroded, position uncertain, not drawn
12) P’07 1763/01-8
handle fragment 
Coarse ware (dark brown)
vertical 3-ribbed, flattened handle
5yR 4/6 strong brown





Flaring base ring with rounded edge
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow





Flaring base ring with tapering edge
ext/int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 6/1 grey





Flat base with thickened edge and groove on the outside, inside 
convex
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext 5yR 5/2 reddish grey; int 7.5yR 5/1 grey
h 2.4; L x W 6.2 x 4.6; tbase 0.45; twall 0.7; D 7
not drawn
17) P’07 1754/01-2
Lug fragment, probably of a casserole
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical u-shaped lug, round in section
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 6.5; L x W 8.7 x 3.5; tlug 3.1; twall 1.0
aylwin Cotton 1979: fig. 44, nr. 2 (30 BC – mid 1st century aD)
Storage wares
18) P’07 1763/01-1
Rim fragment of a dolium
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex 
lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown to 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 6.5; L x W 12.8 x 10.3; trim 9.4; D ca 60
Table wares
19) P’07 1763/02-5
Rim fragment of a plate?
Depurated ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging, 
groove on the inside; flattened lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.1; L x W 3.7 x 2.1; trim 0.9; D ca 30
very eroded, not drawn
Transport wares
20) P’07 1764/01-2
Rim fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
triangular rim; pointed lip
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 2.7; L x W 6.0 x 3.1; trim 3.0; D 14
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1a (mid 4th – mid 1st century)
21) P’07 1763/01-10
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale with many large inclusions)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; deeply grooved lip
ext/int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 6/3 light brown
h 2.9; L x W 6.4 x 4.9; twall 1.1; trim 2.1; D 19
van der Werff type 3 (late 3rd – early 2nd century) ?
22) P’07 1763/02-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale, badly mixed clay)
vertical elongated handle, oval to diamond-shaped in section 
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow and 10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 10.1; shandle 4.2 x 2.3
very eroded, not drawn
similar to Le Grottace fabrics, Graeco-Italic?  
(mid 4th – mid 2nd century)
23) P’07 1763/01-14
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 14.8; shandle 4.7 x 2.8
not drawn
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th – end 1st century)
24) P’07 1763/02-7
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle, oval in section 
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 8.3; shandle 3.9 x 2.5
very eroded, not drawn
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th – end 1st century) ?
25) P’07 1754/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical elongated handle with broad central ridge and slightly 
thickened edges
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 13.2; shandle 5.3 x 2.6
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Site 12319 
Coordinates: 334650; 4590579
Location and method: site 12319 is situated 500 m northwest 
of the survey transect, directly south 
of the via appia. The area was visited 
because the pre-Bonifica Dem showed 
an isolated elevation here, which indeed 
proved to be a site. It is situated east 
of a greenhouse, partly in a ploughed 
field that was being harrowed during 
our visit (unit 1865). to the south, the 
site extended into a field in which crops 
were growing and thus had no visibility. 
samples: 1 grab sample (1865/01); 25 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; tesserae; 
dolium (including red augite); amphora; 
coarse ware; black gloss; terra sigillata
Remarks: Being harrowed, artefacts on the surface 
were generally eroded. The aerial 
photographs of 1936 show a rectangular 
building preserved on the site
Cooking wares
1) P’08 1865/01-19
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly 
overhanging; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 1.9; L x W 2.6 x 1.4; twall 0.65; trim 1.2; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J60) 
(5th - 3rd century)
2) P’08 1865/01-22
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 2.1; L x W 1.2 x 2.0; trim 0.8; D ?
not drawn, eroded
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
3) P’08 1865/01-7
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim with two internal angles thickened on the outside; 
convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/1 light grey
h 1.9; L x W 3.1 x 3.0; trim 1.0; D 29
olcese 2003: pentola type 2a (late Republican - Flavian)
4) P’08 1865/01-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex to flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 3.3 x 1.7; twall 0.6; trim 0.8; D 18
5) P’08 1865/01-18
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware (pink)
straight rim thickened on the outside and inside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown; 
lip 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 light grey
h 4.3; L x W 4.4 x 3.8; twall 0.8; trim 1.3; D 26
olcese 2003: Ciotola type 1 (orientalising - 2nd century)
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6) P’08 1865/01-20
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (grey)
straight rim thickened and concave on the outside and slightly 
undercut; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 2.5; L x W 5.2 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 1.0; D 18
Duncan 1964: form 36  
(especially no. 154; 3rd quarter 1st century aD)
7) P’08 1865/01-6
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown/red)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 10R 5/8 red to 2.5yR n3 very dark grey; core 2.5yR 4/2 very 
dark grey
h 1.1; L x W 2.6 x 2.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 22
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd - 1st century)
8) P’08 1865/01-21
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int/core 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.4; L x W 1.8 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D ?
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1/Bouma 1996: L41 (375-1st century)
9) P’08 1865/01-24
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (grey)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 5/2 greyish brown to 10yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 2.4 x 3.0; twall 0.6; trim 0.7; D ca 23




straight rim; flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.0; L x W 2.3 x 1.3; twall/trim 0.5; D ca 20
11) P’08 1865/01-0
handle fragment of a legged skillet?
Coarse ware (brown)
straight horizontal handle round in section, edge flattened
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow and 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
L 5.2; s 1.8 x 1.9
Dyson 1976: vD21/22, PD32  




Flat base, inside flat
ext 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow





Flat base; flaring wall
ext 5yR 3/4 dark reddish brown; int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 
10yR 7/2 light grey
h 2.6; L x W 3.3 x 3.8; twall 0.8; D 9
not drawn
14) P’08 1865/01-16
Flange fragment of a clibane?
Coarse ware (brown hard)
Incurving wall with straight flange with ridge on top;  
edge convex to flattened
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 7.5yR 4/2 brown
h 2.8; L x W 4.4 x 2.3; twall 0.6; tflange 0.8; D 27
15) P’08 1865/01-2
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
slightly thickened knob with rounded edge; top flattened
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.2; twall 0.75; D 2.7
16) P’08 1865/01-17
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Thickened knob with rounded edge; top flattened
2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.2; twall 0.8; D 4.3
Table wares
17) P’08 1865/01-10
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; flattened 
lip with a slight groove
Core 5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.8; L x W 5.7 x 3.4; twall 0.7; trim 1.2; D 15
morel 1981: series 1111 (Genucilia) (330-270 BC)
18) P’08 1865/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
terra sigillata
outturning rim thickened on the inside and outside and 
overhanging; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.3; L x W 2.2 x 0.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D 15
CFTS 1990: forms 8(.1.3) or 13 (early to mid augustean)
19) P’08 1865/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware 
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int/core 2.5yR 6/8 red; lip 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 2.3 x 3.0; twall 0.6; trim 0.65; D 25





Flaring flange upper side slightly thickened edge convex
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 2.5 x 5.1; tflange 0.9; trim 0.7; D 33
not drawn, eroded
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Transport wares
21) P’08 1865/01-14
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with white specks)
straight rim thickened and slightly concave on the outside, concave 
on the inside; convex lip
ext/int 2.5yR 6/6 red; core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 4.0; L x W 6.4 x 2.3; trim 2.0; D 18
Bonifay 2004 type 19 (tripolitana 1; augustean - mid 2nd century 
aD)
22) P’08 1865/01-13
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
vertical band handle oval in section
ext 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 8.3; s 4.1 x 2.8
not drawn
Graeco-Italic (mid 4th - mid 2nd century)
23) P’08 1865/01-11
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink and pale badly mixed)
vertical band handle oval in section
5yR 7/4 pink and 2.5y 8/2 white
h 9.1; s 4.3 x 2.2
not drawn, eroded, fabric similar to Le Grottacce
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1a (mid 4th - mid 1st century)
24) P’08 1865/01-15
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (grey hard with pink core)
vertical ring handle rounded to oval in section
ext 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 7.9; s 3.3 x 2.8
not drawn
25) P’08 1865/01-8
spike fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
Round, hollow spike, bottom convex with raised edge
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 3.7; L x W 2.4 x 3.1; D 4
not drawn 
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Site 13441 (APS site 441)
Coordinates: 335605; 4588603
Location and method: site 13441 was discovered during the 
agro Pontino survey. It is situated 100 
m east of the survey transect, south 
of the Fosso delle Botte. The site was 
revisited with the aim of collecting 
additional datable artefacts, and in two 
separate areas artefact concentrations 
were observed under low visibility 
conditions (unit 1848, east of the 
modern farm, and unit 1849, north of 
the farm)
samples: 2 grab samples (1848/01; 1849/01); 7 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (plain and red augite); tile; 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware; 
black gloss




Rim fragment of a jar
Impasto (red with augite)
outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside and 
overhanging; flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 1.9; D ?
very damaged
Bouma 1996: jar type 5 (olla forata, J691/693; 500-350 BC)
2) P’08 1848/01-1
Rim fragment 
Coarse ware (impasto-ish, red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey
h 1.7; L x W 3.7 x 2.7; trim 1.6; D ca 16
3) P’08 1849/01-6
Rim fragment 
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to flattened lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 1.9; L x W 2.3 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D >18
4) P’08 1849/01-1
Base fragment 
Coarse ware (red with augite)
Flat base; flaring wall
ext 5yR 4/1 dark grey to 2.5yR 5/6 red; int/core 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 3.1; L x W 3.5 x 5.6; twall 1.15; D 8
not drawn
Considering fabric possibly archaic
5) P’08 1849/01-2
Base fragment 
Coarse ware (orange with augite, brittle)
Flat base; flaring wall
ext 10yR 5/1 grey; int/core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.0; L x W 1.7 x 3.9; twall 0.6; D 8
not drawn
6) P’08 1849/01-5
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
Round knob with thickened, facetted edge; flattened on top
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.0; twall 0.65; D 2.4
Table wares
7) P’08 1849/01-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 3.7 x 0.9; twall/rim 0.45; D 15
morel 1981: series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
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Site 13433 (APS site 443)
toponym: Riserva Pantanicci
Coordinates: 336103; 4589044
Location and method: site 13443 was discovered during the 
agro Pontino survey. It is situated 
150 m east of the survey transect, 
directly south of the via appia. The 
site was revisited with the aim of 
collecting additional datable artefacts 
(unit 1850). The area was at the time 
of the revisit fallow with stubbles, and 
had low visibility conditions. a slight 
elevation corresponding to the artefact 
concentration was clearly visible.
samples: 1 diagnostic sample (1850/01); one 
grab sample (1850/02); 62 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); cement; tile; brick; 
tesserae; dolium; amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss
Previous finds: Impasto; tile; dolium; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss
Remarks: Despite the low visibility conditions, 
large numbers of diagnostics were 
visible on the surface. The quality of the 
finds was high, suggesting that in situ 
deposits had been touched recently
Cooking wares
1) P’08 1850/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 
10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 1.5; L x W 1.0 x 2.8; trim 0.75; D 15
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
2) P’08 1850/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 
4/1 dark grey
h 1.6; L x W 1.1 x 3.6; trim 0.75; D 19
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
3) P’08 1850/01-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n4dark grey
h 3.5; L x W 5.3 x 1.9; twall 0.65; trim 1.1; D 20
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
4) P’08 1850/01-8
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pink)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 1.3 x 2.9; trim 1.0; D ca 25
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
5) P’08 1850/01-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.9; L x W 3.7 x 1.8; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
6) P’08 1850/01-14
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pink)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 7.5yR 7/4 pink to 10yR 6/1 light grey;  
int/core 10yR 6/1 light grey
h 2.2; L x W 1.5 x 3.0; trim 1.0; D 18
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
7) P’08 1850/01-24
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.5; L x W 1.4 x 1.9; trim 0.6; D ?
not drawn, eroded
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
8) P’08 1850/01-25
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 10yR 3/1 very dark grey; core 10yR 4/2 dark greyish brown
h 2.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
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9) P’08 1850/02-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the inside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.0; L x W 4.2 x 1.4; trim 0.7; D 13
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)?
10) P’08 1850/02-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 2.5; L x W 3.1 x 1.3; trim 0.65; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example 
J577) (5th - 3rd century)
11) P’08 1850/02-15
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/1 light grey
h 2.0; L x W 1.2 x 2.4; trim 0.9; D ca 18
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
12) P’08 1850/02-23
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int/core 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.0; L x W 1.8 x 2.8; trim 0.7; D ca 20
not drawn, eroded
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
13) P’08 1850/02-26
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the inside
ext 5yR 4/1 dark grey; int/core 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.8; L x W 3.3 x 2.1; trim 0.7; D ca 19
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example 
J570) (5th - 3rd century)
14) P’08 1850/01-30
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (impastoish; grey with large lime fragments)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside with slight groove; convex 
lip
5yR 6/3 light reddish brown to 5yR 4/1 dark grey to 5yR 3/1 very 
dark grey
h 2.7; L x W 3.7 x 1.8; trim 1.25; D 20
15) P’08 1850/01-26
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey
h 1.9; L x W 2.9 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 20
16) P’08 1850/01-18
Rim fragment of a teglia
Coarse ware (pink)
spreading wall; straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 5.3; L x W 5.8 x 3.2; twall 1.0; trim 1.8; D ca 30
Bouma 1996: teglia type 5 (for example t51, although diameter 
probably smaller) (5th - 3rd century)
17) P’08 1850/02-8
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened and grooved on the inside; convex to 
flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.0; L x W 3.5 x 2.2; twall 0.5; trim 1.0; D 29
olcese 2003: tegame type 2 (2nd century)
18) P’08 1850/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 3/1 very dark grey; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.8; L x W 3.0 x 1.6; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D ca 18 
Bouma 1996 bowl type v (for example B200) (5th - 3rd century)
19) P’08 1850/01-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex to flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.5; L x W 2.9 x 1.8; twall 0.5; trim 1.05; D 15
20) P’08 1850/01-22
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex to flattened lip
ext/int/outer core 7.5yR n2 black; lip/inner core 5yR 5/3 reddish 
brown
h 1.4; L x W 1.6 x 1.7; twall 0.3; trim 1.0; D ?
21) P’08 1850/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; core 
5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 1.7; L x W 2.1 x 2.2; twall 0.45; trim 0.55; D 10
Bouma 1996: lid type 2 (for example L64) (6th - 3rd century)
22) P’08 1850/02-17
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 2.6 x 1.7; twall 0.65; trim 1.0; D ca 16
Bouma 1996: lid type 2 (for example L41) 6th - 3rd century)
23) P’08 1850/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (pink)
straight rim; flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 1.7 x 3.1; trim 0.45; D 14
not drawn
24) P’08 1850/02-13
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly thickened with 
groove on the inside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 1.8 x 1.8; trim 0.65; D ?
not drawn
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25) P’08 1850/02-14
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.4; L x W 1.8 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 0.7; D 16
26) P’08 1850/01-27
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
slightly outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; int/core 10yR 6/4 light yellowish 
brown; lip 10yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 2.6 x 3.4; twall 0.8; trim 0.6; D 24




Incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to flattened lip
ext/int/core 2.5yR 5/6 red; lip 5yR 4/3 reddish brown




outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 3/1very dark grey
h 1.7; L x W 3.8 x 1.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 14
29) P’08 1850/01-31
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (brown with ao augite)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 5yR 4/2 dark reddish grey; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.6; L x W 3.0 x 2.3; trim 1.3; D ca 26
30) P’08 1850/02-11
Incised base fragment 
Coarse ware (pink)
Flat base with thickened edge; on outside incised semicircular line 
crossed by three other straight lines; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 3.8; tbase 0.8; twall 0.7; D 6
Comparable incisions occur on various depurated ring bases in 
satricum (Bouma 1996: B232-235) (5th - 3rd century?)
31) P’08 1850/01-6
Base fragment
Coarse ware (pink with augite)
Flat base with thickened edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (brown-orange with some augite)
Flat base 
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow





Flat base with slightly thickened edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with thickened edge
ext 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (red with augite)
Flat base with thickened edge
ext/int 5yR 5/3 reddish brown to 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 2.5yR 5/6 red





Flat base with thickened edge
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 5/1 grey





Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
ext/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int 2.5y 8/2 white





Flat base with slightly thickened edge
ext 5yR 3/1 very dark grey; int 5yR 4/1 dark grey; core 5yR 5/4 
reddish brown





Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 6/1 light grey; core 5yR 5/1 grey




Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey





Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
ext 10yR 5/1 grey; int/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.6; L x W 2.6 x 2.9; tbase 0.5; twall 0.55; D 7
not drawn
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42) P’08 1850/02-9
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Round knob with irregular thickened edge; flattened on top
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.9; twall 0.7; D 2.2
43) P’08 1850/02-28
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Round knob with thickened, facetted edge; flattened on top
ext 10yR 4/1 dark grey; core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown




Rim fragment of a patera
Black gloss
outcurving overhanging rim thickened on the inside; lip damaged
Core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 1.3; twall 0.65; D 16
Bernardini 1986: nos. 452, 456; morel 1981: series 1534 (2nd half 3rd 
century)
45) P’08 1850/01-35
Rim fragment of a patera
Black gloss
outcurving and overhanging rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.7; L x W 5.5 x 2.8; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D 20
morel 1981: series 1312 (especially d1 and k1, 2nd century)
46) P’08 1850/01-28
Rim fragment of a patera
Black gloss
outcurving and overhanging rim thickened on the inside; lip 
damaged
outer core 5yR 7/1 light grey; inner core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; 
glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.0; L x W 3.3 x 2.6; twall 0.45; D ca 18
not drawn
47) P’08 1850/02-27
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
slightly incurving rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 3.2; L x W 4.2 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.4; D 16
morel 1981: series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
48) P’08 1850/02-21
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 2.3; L x W 2.7 x 1.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.4; D 16
morel 1981: series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
49) P’08 1850/02-22
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.1; L x W 1.1 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.3; D ?
not drawn, similar to P’08 1850/02-21
morel 1981: series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
50) P’08 1850/02-24
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim with groove on the outside; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/1 light grey; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.6; L x W 2.8 x 0.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.2; D 13
51) P’08 1850/02-25
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim slightly thickened on the inside; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 2.2; L x W 1.3 x 1.6; twall 0.25; trim 0.4; D ?
not drawn
52) P’08 1850/02-29
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 2.6 x 1.5; twall/rim 0.6; D 12
53) P’08 1850/01-16
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with flattened edge and groove on the outside; 
inside concave, outside flat; edge of single round rosette stamp 
with dots on edge preserved
Core 5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.6; tbase 0.55; tbase ring 1.4; D 5.4
morel 1969: fig. 5, stamp no. 9; Pérez Ballester 1987: fig. 5, no 133a; 
Ferrandes 2006 (advanced phase GPS, 265 - 210) 
54) P’08 1850/01-23
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge
Core 10yR 7/4 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n2 black 
h 1.9; L x W 2.8 x 3.7; tbase 0.6; tbase ring 1.5; twall 0.5; D 4
not drawn
55) P’08 1850/01-34
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with flattened edge; inside concave, outside convex
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 2.5; tbase 0.6; tbase ring 2.2; twall 0.55; D 5.2
56) P’08 1850/02-18
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with flattened edge; inside concave, outside convex
Core 7.5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.0; tbase 0.6; tbase ring 1.8; twall 0.6; D 5.1
57) P’08 1850/02-10
Base fragment of a bowl/plate
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; slightly flaring wall
outer core 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; inner core 5yR 7/6 reddish 
yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.0; L x W 4.3 x 5.8; tbase 0.5; tbase ring 1.7; twall 0.6; D 7
not drawn, very eroded




Flaring wall with traces of painted decoration with a row of 
horizontal rectangles and below vertical larger rectangles; part of 
handle attachment preserved on outside
Core 10yR 7/3 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey; 
paint 7.5yR n2 black
h 3.3; L x W 4.3 x 2.5; twall 0.5
Transport wares
59) P’08 1850/02-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
triangular rim concave on lower side; slightly curving, convex lip
ext/int 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown
h 4.4; twall 0.8; trim 3.4; D 17
Graeco Italic (for example de haas, attema & Pape 2007/2008: no. 
98) (mid 4th - mid 2nd century)
60) P’08 1850/01-20
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
triangular, overhanging rim; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown
h 5.8; L x W 6.8 x 2.9; twall 0.9; trim 2.9; D 18
Graeco-Italic (later subtype) or Dressel 1a  
(for example Lamboglia 1955: fig. 13, 3rd row 5th from the left; last 
quarter 3rd - mid 1st century)
61) P’08 1850/01-21
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
vertical band handle oval in section
ext 5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 6.2; s 4.5 x 2.4
not drawn
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th - end 1st century)
62) P’08 1850/02-12
spike fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with some black sand)
hollow, cylindrical spike, lower side convex
ext/inner core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; outer core 5yR 7/2 black
h 5.0; L x W 5.2 x 4.4; twall 1.6; D 4.2
not draw
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1) P’06 1001/01-1 
Base fragment
Coarse ware (orange)
Flat base, inside concave, Flaring wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 3.6 x 2.1; tbase 0.9; twall 0.8; D ca 6
2) P’06 1004/01-1 
handle fragment
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical rounded handle, oval in section
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 3.5; section 3.4 x 2.2 (reconstructed)
very worn, not drawn
3) P’06 1006/01-1 
Base fragment
Coarse ware
Flat base, inside flat; flaring wall
Base/ext 7.5yR n6 light grey; int/core 7.5yR n4 grey




Flaring wall, cylindrical knob with thickened edge, upside convex
h 3.2; L x W 2.6 x 3.1; twall 0.65; Dknob 2.0
very damaged
5) P’06 1038/01-1 
handle fragment, possibly of a jug or bowl
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical band handle oval in section, very slightly ribbed
ext/int 10yR 8/6 yellow; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.0; section 2.5 x 0.8
may be eroded black gloss
6) P’06 1076/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware
vertical band handle, roughly oval in section
10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 7.9; section 3.7 x 2.3
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th – 1st century BC)
7) P’06 1088/01-1
Base fragment of a fusiform bottle
Depurated ware (pale)
Pointed cylindrical base; flaring wall
h 3.2; L x W 2.5 x 2.7; twall 0.25; Dbase 0.8




straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly undercut; convex 
to pointed lip
7.5yR 5/6 strong brown




Cylindrical to oval spout with thickened edge; three pierced holes





Flat base, inside concave; flaring wall
ext 7.5yR 7/4 pink; int 5yR7/8 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n6 light 
grey




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 6/3 light brown




Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; flaring wall
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.8; L x W 3.0 x 2.8; tbase 0.5; twall 0.5 D 3
not drawn
13) P’07 1204/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
upright rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 3.8; L x W 2.9 x 1.6; trim 1.6; D ca. 15
Dressel 1a or local cylindrical amphorae (de haas, attema & Pape 
2007/2008) (late 2nd – early 1st century)
14) P’07 1302/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall; slightly outcurving rim thickened on both sides; 
flattened lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 2.1 x 1.0; twall 0.25; trim 1.0; D 10 
15) P’07 1351/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
pointed lip (‘almond rim’)
ext/int 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 2.7; L x W 4.3 x 1.5; twall 0.5; trim 1.3; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
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16) P’07 1352/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange-grey)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip 
(‘almond rim’)
ext 5yR 4/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.8; L x W 4.5 x 1.7; twall 0.45; trim 1.3; D 19




Flaring base ring, rounded edge
ext 5yR 7/4 pink; int/core 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.7; L x W 2.2 x 1.5; tbase ring: 1.5; twall 0.6; D 6
may be eroded black gloss; not drawn
18) P’07 1356/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical double-bar handle
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.7; shandle 3.9 x 2.2
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
very damaged, not drawn
19) P’07 1374/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware 
Flaring wall; straight rim slightly thickened on the inside; flattened 
lip
2.5yR 5/2 weak red
h 1.2; L x W 2.3 x 1.5; twall 0.35; trim 0.45; D 10
20) P’07 1379/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (pale/orange)
spreading wall, upright rim; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; lip/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.8; L x W 1.4 x 1.1; twall 0.25; trim 0.4; D ?




Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave
ext 2.5yR 4/3 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.3; tbase 0.7; twall 0.6; D 7
not drawn
22) P’07 1392/01-2
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (orange/brown)
Round knob with thickened edge; upside flattened
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.4; L x W 3.1 x 2.3
not drawn
23) P’07 1393/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Glaze 1 gley 2.5/n black; core 2.5yR 7/6 light red
h 1.9; L x W 2.4 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.4; D 13
very eroded, only traces of glaze left




slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown 
h 2.6; L x W 1.5 x 4.4; trim 1.1; twall 0.5; D 24
25) P’07 1417/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip (‘almond rim’)
ext 10yR 5/6 yellowish brown; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.5; L x W 2.7 x 1.3; trim 1.0; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century- augustean)
26) P’07 1433/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown/orange)
outturning rim, thickened on the outside; pointed lip (‘almond rim’)
int 2.5yR 5/8 red; ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 5yR 4/1 dark 
grey
h 2.6; L x W 3.3 x 1.4; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century – augustean)
27) P’07 1438/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
vertical, heavy, elongated handle; oval in section
5yR 7/4 pink
h 6.3; shandle 4.8 x 2.7
not drawn
Dressel 1 (mid 2nd – end 1st century)
28) P’07 1452/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 4/2 brown
h 1.7; L x W 1.5 x 2.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 12
Bouma 1996: jar type Iva (for example J63, J64) (450 - 3rd century)
29) P’07 1453/01-1
Rim fragment of a cup
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the inside and the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 2.8 x  0.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D; 8
30) P’07 1453/01-2
knob of a lid
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Round, thickened knob, flattened on top
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 1.9; L x W 3.4 x 3.1; twall 0.9; D 3.4
31) P’07 1453/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 7.5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.2; L x W 2.6 x 1.6; twall 0.35; trim 0.6; D ?
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)




Cylindrical ring base with rounded edge; outside convex, inside 
concave; flaring wall
7.5yR 5/3 brown





Flat base, with thickened edge, concave on the inside; flaring wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flat base with thickened edge
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 2.5y 
4/1 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 3.9 x 2.2; tbase 1.0; twall 0.8; D 9
not drawn
35) P’07 1469/01-2
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Round, thickened knob with facetted edge; upside flattened with 
round hole in the centre
5yR 4/6 yellowish red
h 3.6; L x W 3.7 x 3.6; twall 1.0; D 3.6
36) P’07 1501/01-1
Base fragment
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
Flat base, inside concave
5yR 4/4 reddish brown
h 1.6; L x W 6.2 x 6.4; tbase 0.8; twall 0.5; D 5.3
not drawn
37) P’07 1685/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale hard)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown





semicircular lug, flattened in section
upside 7.5yR 5/6 strong brown; lower side 2.5y 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.1; L x W 3.8 x 3.7
may also be part of a spindle whorl, break on the inside is slightly 
rounded (which may indicate a pierced hole)
eroded, not drawn
39) P’07 1815/01-1
Rim fragment of a small jar
Coarse ware (red with much augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red; int 7.5yR 3/2 dark brown
h 1.7; L x W 3.0 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century) 
considering the fabric an early specimen?
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Site 10504 (N’08 site 1)
toponym: Capanna la Pezza
Coordinates: 329132; 4606042
Location and method: site 10504 is located on the footslopes 
north of the Canale delle acque alte. 
a polygonal masonry platform as 
well as a round opus caementicium 
structure (lacus or cistern) had been 
mapped here previously by the PRP. The 
platform forms a small garden with a 
shed, its surroundings consist of several 
harrowed olive orchards, which at the 
time of the gridded survey had both low 
and high visibility circumstances (units 
1014/15, 1020, 1023 and 1024 with a 
large halo in surrounding units).
size; max. artefact density: 0.30 ha; 14,400/ha
samples: 7 standard samples (1014/01; 1015/01; 
1020/01; 1023/01; 1023/02; 1023/03; 
1024/01); 1 diagnostic sample (1020/02); 
26 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Platform in polygonal masonry; circular 
opus caementicium cistern; tile; coarse 
ware; dolium; amphora; black gloss; 
terra sigillata; african red slip wares
Previous finds: Impasto
References: van Leusen et al. 2003/2004: 335 
Architecture
1) N’08 1023/01-7
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with flattened external and internal angle
10yR 8/2 white
hrim 4.6; tplate 2.0
2) N’08 1023/01-8
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with flattened external angle and rounded 
internal angle
ext 7.5yR 7/4 pink; core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
hrim 5.6; tplate 2.2
Cooking
3) N’08 1015/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown, ‘impastoish’)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 3.1; L x W 5.3 x 1.8; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 19
attema et al. 2001/2002: jar type III.3 (900-350)
4) N’08 1014/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip (‘almond rim’)
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.7; L x W 1.8 x 3.5; trim 1.4; D ?
eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean)
5) N’08 1014/01-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip 
(‘almond rim’)
ext 10yR 5/4 yellowish brown; int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 
7.5yR n2 black
h 2.6; L x W 1.7 x 2.7; trim 1.3; D ?
eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean)
6) N’08 1015/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip 
(‘almond rim’)
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 2.7; L x W 1.7 x 3.3; trim 1.1; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean)
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7) N’08 1020/01-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip (‘almond rim’)
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.5; L x W 1.5 x 2.4; trim1.0; D ?
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean)
8) N’08 1023/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.4; L x W 2.6 x 1.4; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D ?
olcese 2003: olla type 9 (1st - 2nd century aD)
9) N’08 1023/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 4/8 red
h 1.7; L x W 3.0 x 1.8; twall 0.65; trim 1.2; D 14
10) N’08 1020/01-4
Rim fragment, probably of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange-brown)
straight rim thickened and slightly concave on the outside;  
pointed lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 2.7 x 1.6; twall 0.65; trim 1.0; D ?




outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; slightly  
flattened lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int/lip 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.9 ?; L x W 1.4 x 2.1; trim 0.8; D >16




outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.9; L x W 3.9 x 0.8; twall 0.45; trim 0.7; D 12
14) N’08 1023/01-2
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown




Coarse ware (red with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 7.5yR 5/4 brown





Incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Flaring base ring with pointed edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow






Flaring wall with fragmentary applied decoration
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 4/8 red
L x W 2.9 x 1.9; twall 0.4; tdeco 0.6




Flaring wall with applied decoration: circular decoration with a 
central round application, four semicircular lines and a dented 
vertical line; above decoration two shallow grooves
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.9; L x W 3.1 x 3.2; twall 0.5 - 0.7
20) N’08 1020/02-5
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext 5yR 5/1 grey; int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 2.6 x 1.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 15




Flat base, inside concave
ext/int 10yR 8/2 white; core 7.5yR 7/4 pink




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
outcurving rim, thickened and grooved on the outside and 
overhanging; convex to pointed lip 
Core 2.5yR 5/6 red; surface 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.5 x 2.5; twall 0.7; trim 1.1; D 17
van der Werff type 3 (late 3rd - early 2nd century)
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23) N’08 1023/01-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging, slightly 
concave on the inside; convex lip
10yR 7/4 very pale brown
h 4.6; L x W 5.6 x 2.9; twall 0.8; trim 1.6; D 16
Dressel 1b (2nd quarter - end 1st century)
24) N’08 1023/02-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with white slip)
outcurving rim thickened with groove, slightly concave on the 
inside; slightly pointed lip
ext/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red; slip 10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 4.6; L x W 5.6 x 2.9; twall 0.8; trim 1.6; D 16
Bonifay 2004: type 29 (africana 3c, end 4th - first half 5th century 
aD)
25) N’08 1020/02-7
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
half of vertical double bar handle, bar round in section with one 
flattened side
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow 
h 5.1; s 2.3 x 2.8
very eroded, not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
26) N’08 1020/02-6
spike fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange-pale)
Cylindrical solid spike with spiralling slight groove, bottom flattened
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 10yR 6/3 pale brown
h 7.4; D 4.9
402 Fields, farms and colonists
Site 10532 (N’08 site 2)
toponym: La murella
Coordinates: 332804; 4606673
Location and method: site 10532 is located on a ridge in the 
Lepine mountains, northeast of ancient 
norba. The site was reported first by a 
local scholar, and visited several times 
by the PRP. During a topographic 
survey (unit 1016), various tracts of its 
polygonal masonry enclosure wall were 
mapped, as well as two possible gates). 
visibility conditions were very low, as 
the area was densely overgrown 
size; max. artefact density: at least 2 ha; -
samples: 1 grab sample (1016/01); no catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Polygonal masonry enclosure walls; tile; 
dolium; amphora
Previous finds: tile; amphora; coarse ware
Remarks: saggi 1977: 68; van Leusen et al. 
2003/2004: 337/338; van Leusen, tol & 
anastasia 2009/2010: 342
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Site 12400 (N’08 site 3)
Coordinates: 329495; 4605924
Location and method: site 12400 is located on the footslopes, 
on the north-eastern edge of the survey 
area, north of the Canale delle acque 
alte. The gridded survey mapped a 
considerable amount of artefacts under 
low visibility conditions in a steep fallow 
field (unit 1052), indicative of a site at 
close distance, probably north of the 
field. It was however not possible to 
investigate this area, as vegetation was 
too dense
samples: 1 standard sample (1052/01); 3 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite); tile; coarse ware; 
dolium; amphora; black gloss
Architecture
1) N’08 1052/01-3
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pink with some augite)
Rectangular profile with straight internal and rounded external 
angle
7.5yR 8/4 pink and 5yR 8/4 pink





Flaring base ring with pointed edge
Core 2.y 7/4 pale yellow
h 1.5; L x W 2.3 x 3.6; tbase 0.6; tbase ring 1.4; D 6
very eroded (hardly any glaze left), not drawn 
3) N’08 1052/01-2
handle fragment 
Depurated ware (pale, eroded black gloss?)
vertical band handle, oval in section
ext/int 10yR 7/4 very pale brown; core 10yR 6/4 light yellowish 
brown
h 2.6; s 1.0 x 1.9
eroded, not drawn
404 Fields, farms and colonists
Site 12401 (N’08 site 4)
toponym: san angelo
Coordinates: 329230; 4606320
Location and method: site 12401 is located on the higher 
footslopes, on the northern edge of 
the survey area. The gridded survey 
mapped a small impasto scatter under 
low visibility conditions in a harrowed 
field with quite some vegetation (unit 
1072).
size; max. artefact density: 0.05 ha; 2,300/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1072/01); no 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Plain impasto
Remarks: Being protohistoric, site 12401 is not 
discussed in chapter 5.
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Site 12402 (N’08 site 5)
Coordinates: 328829; 4606369
Location and method: site 12402 lies in a large fruit orchard 
on the footslopes southwest of norba. 
During the gridded survey the orchard 
was largely overgrown and surface 
visibility was very low. some artefacts 
were observed in the southern part of 
the field (unit 1111)
samples: 1 standard sample (1111/01); no 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: impasto (red augite); tile; coarse ware; 
amphora
Remarks: site status should be confirmed under 
better visibility conditions, and the low 
number of artefacts and absence of 
information on its extent do not allow a 
secure interpretation
406 Fields, farms and colonists
Site 12403 (N’08 site 6)
toponym: Capanna del marchese
Coordinates: 328851; 4606233  
Location and method: The site is situated on the footslopes and 
was observed during the gridded survey 
in a small harrowed field with medium 
visibility conditions (unit 1113)
size; max. artefact density: ?; 5,100/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1113/01); no 
catalogues artefacts
Finds survey: Plain impasto; tile (including 1 fragment 
of red augite fabric); coarse ware; 
amphora; black gloss
Remarks: The field also contains large amounts 
of modern material associated with a 
house (the Capanna mentioned on the 
pre-Bonifica map); the extent of the 
ancient scatter is unclear
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Site 12404 (N’08 site 7)
Coordinates: 328176; 4606825
Location and method: site 12404 is located on the lower 
footslopes, on the northern edge of the 
survey area directly north of the Canale 
delle acque alte. It was mapped during 
the gridded survey in two harrowed 
fields (units 1173-1175, 1186 and 1187); 
visibility conditions varied from low to 
high.
size; max. artefact density: ?; 3,000/ha
samples: 5 standard samples (1173/01; 1174/01; 
1175/01; 1187/01; 1188/01); 7 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: augite impasto; tile; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; amphora
Remarks: The site consists of a dispersed scatter 
without clear boundaries. The site, 
especially its eastern part, yielded much 
pottery and few tile fragments.
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1187/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Impasto (grey with augite, surface brown)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 1.3 x 2.1; trim 1.0; D ?
very damaged, not drawn
2) N’08 1187/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 2.4; L x W 2.8 x 2.0; twall 0.6; trim 1.1; D >20
Imitation of hayes form 99(a/b) (end 5th - start 7th century aD) ?
3) N’08 1173/01-1
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.7 ?; L x W 2.7 x 1.2; twall 0.7; trim 0.85; D ?
eroded, position uncertain, not drawn
4) N’08 1173/01-2
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.3; L x W 4.1 x 1.8; twall 0.55; trim 1.2; D 20
5) N’08 1187/01-2
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (red with augite)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on  
the outside
2.5yR 5/6 red





Flat base, inside concave
ext/core 7.5yR n2 black; int 2.5yR 4/8 red






Flat base, inside concave; outcurving wall
10yR 7/4 very pale brown
h 2.4; tbase 0.55; twall 0.7; D 3.6
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Site 12405 (N’08 site 8)
Coordinates: 328600; 4606972
Location and method: site 12405 is located on the steep 
slopes of the Lepine mountains on the 
northern edge of the survey area. It 
was observed during an unsystematic 
exploration of this bare limestone slope 
with bushy vegetation and very low 
visibility conditions. a grab sample was 
collected in the area, consisting of a few 
sherds. 
samples: 1 grab sample (1181/01); 2 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Coarse ware; at least 7 polygonal 
masonry terrace walls. The uppermost 
of these walls consists of large, well 
aligned polygonal blocks.
Remarks: The higher and well-constructed 
polygonal masonry walls are certainly 
ancient. They lie on slopes too steep and 
high to be cultivated, and perhaps they 





Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow






Rectangular nozzle with rounded edges, rounded in section with 
small rectangular hole 
Inner core 5yR 5/1 grey; outer core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; surface 
5yR 5/1 grey and 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 2.2 x 1.7; t 1.1
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Site 12406 (N’08 site 9)
toponym: Colle della mentuccia
Coordinates: 328382; 4606391
Location and method: site 12406 is located on the lower 
footslopes. It was mapped during the 
gridded survey in a harrowed field with 
some vegetation, under medium to low 
visibility conditions (units 1190 and 
1206 but extending into surrounding 
units 1189, 1191, 1194 and 1205). 
size; max. artefact density: 0.31 ha; 6,600/ha
samples: 6 standard samples (1189/01; 1190/01; 
1191/01; 1194/01; 1205/01; 1206/01); 4 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (including both plain and red 
augite fabric); tile; dolium; amphora; 
coarse ware; depurated ware; black 
gloss; terra sigillata
Remarks: In the same area a site was observed 
during a previous PRP survey (van 
Leusen et al. 2003/2004: site 10506). It 
is unclear whether it is the same site or 
a different one situated at close distance, 




Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 1.6; L x W 1.0 x 1.4; trim 0.8; D ?
not drawn




outturning rim thickened on the inside and outside with internal 
angle; pointed lip
7.5yR n4 dark grey




Flaring base ring with rounded edge; groove on lower side inside 
base ring
ext/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; int 5yR 5/3 reddish brown






Flaring base ring, edge damaged; on interior slight traces of a stamp; 
shape unclear
Core 7.5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 5yR 4/3 reddish brown to 7.5yR n3 very 
dark grey
h 1.4; L x W 1.6 x 2.8; tbase ring 1.4; D 5
very eroded, not drawn
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Site 12407 (N’08 site 10)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327869; 4605713
Location and method: site 12407 is located on a prominent, 
protruding tuff plateau in the central 
part of the survey area. It was 
mapped during the gridded survey in 
a ploughed field with high visibility 
conditions (units 1256-1259, 1263-1265, 
1268/1269) 
size; max. artefact density: 0.42 ha; 14,000/ha
samples: 18 standard samples (1256/01; 1257/01; 
1257/02; 1258/01; 1258/02; 1258/03; 
1258/04; 1259/01; 1259/02;  1263/01; 
1263/02; 1264/01; 1264/02; 1265/01; 
1268/01; 1268/02; 1269/01; 1269/02); 56 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile 
(including archaic red augite fabric 
and possibly an imbrex waster); brick; 
tesserae (black/white and green, yellow 
and blue); dolium (including red 
augite fabric); amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss?; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares; glass
Remarks: The site consists of several dense 
scatters which probably represent 
separate buildings of one (villa) 
complex. one of these scatters lies on 
the edge of the field, indicating that the 
site probably extends below the modern 
farm complex to the north. as a site 
with much mid Republican material 
(12408) was found slightly to the west, 
it is possible that the artefacts of this 
period found at site 12407 pertain to 
site 12408 as well
Architecture
1) N’08 1258/02-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (red with augite)
Rectangular profile, top concave; rounded internal and flattened 
external angle
2.5yR 4/6 red
hrim 6.4; L x W 5.4 x 6.8; tplate 2.5
Considering fabric probably an archaic tile
2) N’08 1257/02-4
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale-white with much augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle; lip 
convex
2.5y 8/2 white
hrim 5.5; L x W 7.8 x 5.2; tplate 1.8
3) N’08 1263/02-17
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rectangular internal and external angle
ext 2.5y 8/4 pale yellow; core 10yR 7/6 yellow
hrim 5.8; tplate 2.6
4) N’08 1263/02-20
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pink)
Rectangular high profile, top bevelled, with rounded internal and 
external angle
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
hrim 5.9; tplate 1.7
5) N’08 1265/01-5
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with lava)
Rectangular profile with flattened external angle and hollowed-out 
internal angle; convex lip with groove on inside below lip 
ext/int 2.5y 8/2 white; core 7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow
hrim 5.6; L x W 10.2 x 5.0
Cooking wares
6) N’08 1263/02-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 5/1 grey
h 2.6; L x W 5.4 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 1.6; D 20
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
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7) N’08 1263/02-7
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened and grooved on the outside; convex to 
pointed lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.5; L x W 3.0 x 1.3; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 11
Duncan 1965: form 27 (late 2nd - 1st century)
8) N’08 1263/02-12
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey; int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.3; L x W 2.9 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 1.2; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 15 (2nd century - 1st century aD)
9) N’08 1258/01-1
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 3.1; L x W 3.9 x 1.8; trim 1.4; D 25
Considering the fabric probably an archaic fragment
10) N’08 1263/02-18
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (pink with grey surface)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 7/4 pink; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 3.0 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 1.2; D 16
olcese 2003: Brocca type 1 (4th - 1st century) ?
11) N’08 1263/02-19
Rim fragment of a jar/jug
Depurated ware (pale-yellow)
outturning rim thickened on the outside with ridge below rim; 
convex lip
2.5y 8/4 pale yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.2 x 2.3; twall 0.4; trim 1.0; D 15
Dyson 1976: 16Iv 74/75 (early - mid 2nd century) ?
12) N’08 1264/01-3
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning, overhanging rim with slight groove on upper side; 
convex lip
ext 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 3.8 x 2.0; twall 0.65; trim 0.6; D 21
olcese 2003: pentola type 1a (augustean - trajanic)
13) N’08 1265/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown-red with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip 
ext 2.5yR 6/8 light red; int/lip 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 1.7 x 0.9; twall 0.3; trim 0.5; D 12
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (5th century – late Republican)
14) N’08 1265/01-3
Rim fragment of a large bowl
Coarse ware (pink with various inclusions)
Flaring wall; straight rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on 
the inside
ext/int 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown
h 3.2; L x W 4.2 x 2.3; twall 0.65; trim 1.3; D 25
Imitation of hayes form 104 (aD 530-625)
15) N’08 1264/01-1
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (dark brown, burnished)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; 
convex lip
5yR 5/3 to 5yR 5/4 (both reddish brown)
h 1.2; L x W 2.8 x 1.3; trim 1.3; D 18
olcese 2003: coperchio type 4 (Claudian - late severian)
16) N’08 1257/02-2
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow




outturning horizontal rim; convex lip
7.5yR n4 dark grey




Coarse ware (orange with a grey lip)
outturning horizontal rim; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown to 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey




outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging and 
strongly thickened on the inside with a pointed edge; lip damaged 
ext 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; traces of grey 5yR 5/1 grey
h 1.5; L x W 3.1 x 1.7; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D 27
21) N’08 1265/01-6
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (dark with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR n2 black; core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




vertical band handle with central groove on the outside and one 
thickened edge on the inside
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow and 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey; 
core 5yR 5/6 yellowish red 
h 4.2; s 2.5 x 1.35




vertical ribbed band handle
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow




Flaring base ring with rounded edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flat base with slightly thickened edge
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flat wall with two encircling incised lines
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
L x W 3.5 x 2.7; twall 0.9
Table wares
28) N’08 1263/02-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
slightly incurving rim; convex to pointed lip
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.7; L x W 1.1 x 1.5; twall/rim 0.3; D ?
not drawn
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
may rather relate to site 12408
29) N’08 1263/02-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
slightly incurving rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 0.9 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.3; D ca 14
not drawn
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
may rather relate to site 12408
30) N’08 1263/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.4; L x W 2.8 x 1.4; twall 0.5; trim 085; D 16
morel 1981 series 2645d1 (3rd century) ?
may rather relate to site 12408
31) N’08 1259/02-1
Base fragment, probably of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with pointed edge, outside convex
Core 5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 1.8 x ?; twall 0.65; trim 1.15; D ?
very damaged, not drawn




Flaring base ring with rounded edge; outside convex, inside concave
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey and 
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 1.6; tbase 0.65; tbase ring 1.4; twall 0.5; D 3.5
33) N’08 1268/01-2
Base fragment of a cup
terra sigillata
Flaring base ring facetted on the outside; flaring wall
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 2.0; tbase ring 1.1; twall 0.35; D 4
not drawn
34) N’08 1269/02-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
outcurving, overhanging rim; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.0; L x W 1.1 x 1.9; trim 0.4; D 13
not drawn
hayes form 3 (aD 60- mid 2nd century aD)
35) N’08 1263/02-10
Rim fragment of a dish
african red slip ware
outturning rim with groove on the inside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 1.7 x 1.9; trim 0.6; D 16
hayes form 6 (end 1st - end 2nd century aD)
36) N’08 1264/01-2
Rim fragment of a dish
african red slip ware
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and inside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 1.3 x 3.3; trim 0.7; D ca 25
not drawn
hayes form 73a (aD 420-475)
37) N’08 1269/01-2
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with a groove on the outside 
below lip; grooved lip
ext 2.5yR 5/2 weak red; int/core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.1; L x W 1.2 x 2.8; trim 1.05; D 22
not drawn
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
38) N’08 1263/02-9
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; lip 5yR 5/1 grey
h 1.2; L x W 1.4 x 1.8; trim 0.7; D ?
not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
39) N’08 1263/02-13
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Int/core 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; lip 10yR 5/1 grey
h 1.6; L x W 2.1 x 2.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.65; D ca 14
not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
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40) N’08 1268/01-1
Rim fragment of a lid/bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; lip 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 1.8 x 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D ca 20
not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
41) N’08 1269/01-3
Rim fragment of a patera
Depurated ware (pale)
horizontal wall, straight, low rim; convex lip
10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 1.9; L x W 4.4 x 3.5; twall 0.6; trim 0.5; D 24
similar to black gloss shape: morel series 2255c1, e1 and 2257a  
(2nd century)
42) N’08 1265/01-2
Rim fragment of a jug
Depurated ware (pale)
outturning rim slightly thickened on the outside and concave on the 
inside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 8/4 pink; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 2.1 x 1.6; twall 0.3; trim 0.5; D 10
Duncan 1965: form 30; olcese 2003: brocca type 2  




Flat base with thickened edge, inside concave; decorated on the 
outside with vertical incised lines
7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow
h 2.5; tbase 0.35; twall 0.45; D 7




Flaring base ring with flattened edge
ext/int 7.5yR 8/4 pink; core 5yR 7/2 pinkish grey
h 4.7; tbase ring 3.1; twall 1.8; D 12
Transport wares
45) N’08 1263/01-3
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with white surface)
triangular rim, inside slightly concave; lip damaged
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.5; L x W 4.0 x 2.6; twall 0.8; t rim 2.3; D ?
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1a (last quarter 3rd - mid 1st century)
46) N’08 1263/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
vertical band handle, oval in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.4; s 4.7 x 2.5
not drawn, very damaged 
Dressel 1 (140/130 – end 1st century)
47’ N’08 1257/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with various inclusions)
half of vertical double bar handle, bar round in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 7.4; s 3.0 x 2.9
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
48) N’08 1258/01-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
vertical double bar handle, bars round in section with one  
flattened side
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 16.2; s 5.5 x 2.8
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
49) N’08 1258/04-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (white-pale)
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
2.5y 8/4 pale yellow
h 6.9; s 2.2 x 2.3
not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
50) N’08 1258/04-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with large white inclusions [Catalan])
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.1; s 2.7 x ?
Damaged, not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (late 1st century- end 2nd century aD)
51) N’08 1263/01-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.7; s 2.4 x 2.3
not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
52) N’08 1263/02-14
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 8.1; s 2.2 x 2.4
not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
53) N’08 1265/01-4
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.1; s 2.2 x 2.3
not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
54) N’08 1258/04-3
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical band handle, three ribs on the outside
2.5y 7/6 yellow
h 5.7; s 3.9 x 1.9
eroded, not drawn 
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55) N’08 1263/01-4
handle fragment of an amphora?
Coarse ware (orange hard)
vertical band handle with high central rib, one slightly raised edge, 
and one grooved thicker edge
ext 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 7.1; s 3.4 x 2.1
56) N’08 1258/01-3
spike fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
Cylindrical solid spike with thickened edge, bottom convex
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 10.4; D 8
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD) ?
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Site 12408 (N’08 site 11)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327858; 4605765
Location and method: site 12408 is located on a prominent, 
protruding tuff plateau in the central 
part of the survey area. It was mapped 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field with high visibility conditions (unit 
1262), just west of site 12407.
size; max. artefact density: 0.04 ha; 9,100/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1262/01; 1262/03); 
3 diagnostic samples (1262/02; 1262/04; 
1262/05); 66 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; 
architectonic terracotta; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss; amphora?; 
african red slip wares?
Remarks: Considering the freshness of the 
artefacts and the assemblage 
(architectonic terracotta and almost 
exclusively black gloss, depurated wares 
and coarse wares), this site probably 
represents a cultic site. a terracotta 
penis that was found in a ditch nearby 
may be related to this site (off-site 
artefact no. 24). The Imperial period 




Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and flattened  
external angle
ext 10yR 8/2 white; core 7.5yR 8/3
hrim 5.4; tplate 2.1
2) N’08 1262/04-1
Fragment of a sima
Coarse ware (pink with augite)
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5y n8 white
h 6.2; L x W 8.2 x 8.5




Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext/int 5yR 5/6 yellowish red; core 5yR 5/1 grey
h 2.7; L x W 1.4 x 2.3; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D ?
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
4) N’08 1262/02-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside;  
convex to pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR n2.5 black
h 2.4; L x W 1.1 x 3.2; twall 0.35; trim 0.6; D 14
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
5) N’08 1262/02-14
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext/core 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 3.1; L x W 4.1 x 1.6; twall 0.45; trim 0.6; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
6) N’08 1262/02-17
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.8; L x W 1.6 x 3.2; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 16
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
7) N’08 1262/02-19
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale with white slip)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/int/core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown and 10yR 5/1 grey; slip 10yR 
7/4 very pale brown
h 2.2; L x W 3.2 x 1.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.85; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
8) N’08 1262/02-21
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 4/2 weak red; int 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 2.0; L x W 1.2 x 2.9; trim 1.3; D ?
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
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9) N’08 1262/02-23
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown to 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.9; L x W 3.4 x 2.1; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
10) N’08 1262/02-24
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/core 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int 7.5yR n2 black
h 3.2; L x W 2.9 x 1.6; twall 0.3; trim 0.7; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
11) N’08 1262/02-26
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
7.5yR 4/2 brown to 10yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 1.7; L x W 4.0 x 1.7; twall 0.35; trim 0.7; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
12) N’08 1262/02-29
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey
h 2.7; L x W 1.7 x 2.7; twall 0.45; trim 0.7; D ?
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
13) N’08 1262/02-35
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale with various inclusions)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow and 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey
h 3.4; L x W 4.1 x 1.7; twall 0.5; trim 1.0; D 19
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
14) N’08 1262/02-37
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside and slightly 
overhanging; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; core 10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 2.4; L x W 5.1 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 26
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
15) N’08 1262/02-38
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; convex to pointed lip
ext/core 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 2.5/4 dark reddish brown
h 3.2; L x W 4.9 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
16) N’08 1262/03-6
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; int 10yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.9; L x W 1.5 x 2.8; twall 0.55; trim 0.9; D 17
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
17) N’08 1262/03-9
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outturning rim with internal angle and groove on the outside on 
transition; lip thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 5yR 4/3 reddish brown
h 2.8; L x W 2.8 x 1.2; twall 0.45; trim 0.75; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
18) N’08 1262/03-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 4/2 weak red; int 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.3; L x W 1.68 x 4.0; twall 0.35; trim 0.6; D 14
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
19) N’08 1262/03-12
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside; 
pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red to 2.5yR 4/2 weak red; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 4.7; L x W 5.4 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 0.9; D 18
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
20) N’08 1262/02-22
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/core 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 4/2 weak red
h 2.5; L x W 4.3 x 2.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.55; D 13
21) N’08 1262/03-3
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 4/3 reddish brown; int/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.1; L x W 6.0 x 3.4; twall 0.7; trim 1.05; D 24
Bouma 1996: lid type 1 (for example L27) (6th - 4th century)
22) N’08 1262/02-7
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.0; L x W 3.1 x 2.2; twall 0.45; trim 0.7; D 12
Bouma 1996: lid type II (440/430 - 3rd century)
23) N’08 1262/02-20
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.4; L x W 2.9 x 2.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 12
Bouma 1996: lid type II (440/430 - 3rd century)
24) N’08 1262/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.55; L x W 3.9 x 1.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.65; D 13
Bouma 1996: lid type II (for example L56) (440/430 - 3rd century)
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25) N’08 1262/02-18
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.4; L x W 1.1 x 3.2; twall 0.35; trim 0.6; D 14
not drawn, similar to n’08 1262/02-7
Bouma 1996: lid type II (440/430 - 3rd century)
26) N’08 1262/03-8
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim; convex lip
ext 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey to 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 5yR 
5/3 reddish brown
h 1.7; L x W 3.0 x 2.4; trim 0.65; D 14




outcurving rim, slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 2.5; L x W 4.3 x 2.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.55; D 13
28) N’08 1262/02-8
Base fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown with various inclusions)
Flaring base ring with thickened edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 2.2; L x W 2.9 x 2.6; tbase 0.9; tbase ring 2.5; D 15 ?
Bouma 1996: bowl/lid type I (6th - 4th century)
29) N’08 1262/01-1
Base fragment
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
Flat base with slightly thickened edge; inside concave
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow





Flat base; inside concave; flaring wall
ext 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; int/core 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown




Coarse ware (red-brown with augite)
Flat base; inside concave
ext/core 2.5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 5yR 4/1 dark grey




Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flat base; flaring wall
ext 5yR 4/4 reddish brown; int/core 5yR 3/1 very dark grey




Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
Flat base, inside concave
ext/core 2.5yR 4/8 red; int 10yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.3; tbase 0.7; twall 0.7; D 6
34) N’08 1262/02-39
Base fragment
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
Flat base, inside concave
ext/core 10yR 3/2 very dark greyish brown; int 2.5yR 4/8 red





Flat base, inside concave
ext/int 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; inner core 2.5yR 6/6 light red; 
outer core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey




Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flat base, inside concave
ext/core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int 10yR 5/3 brown




Coarse ware (red-brown with augite)
Flat base, inside concave
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red to 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey; int 5yR 
4/1 dark grey
h 1.4; L x W 6.3 x 6.8; tbase 1.0; D 5
not drawn
38) N’08 1262/02-16
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
Round thickened knob with facetted edge; top flattened
ext 5yR 5/4 reddish brown to 7.5yR 6/4 light brown;  
int/core 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.6; twall 0.6; D 2.5
Table wares
39) N’08 1262/02-13
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; slightly incurving rim; lip slightly bevelled on the inside
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 3.0; L x W 3.3 x 1.0; trim 0.35; D 14
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
40) N’08 1262/03-7
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
slightly incurving rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 0.9 x 2.6; trim 0.45; D ca 15
not drawn
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
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41) N’08 1262/03-13
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/4 pink to 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 7.5yR n3 
very dark grey
h 3.4; L x W 4.3 x 2.4; trim 0.5; D 14
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
42) N’08 1262/03-14
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/4 pink to 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 7.5yR n3 
very dark grey
h 3.8; L x W 6.8 x 2.1; trim 0.45; D 14
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
43) N’08 1262/02-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 2.5 x 1.1; trim 0.4; D 12
morel series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
44) N’08 1262/02-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
Core 2.5yR 6/6 light red; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey  
and 10R 5/8 red
h 1.8; L x W 1.7 x 1.0; trim 0.4; D ?
morel  series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
not drawn, similar to n’08 1262/02-2
45) N’08 1262/02-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 0.7 x 2.8; trim 0.4; D 13
morel series 2913/2914 (3rd - 2nd century)
not drawn, similar to n’08 1262/02-2
46) N’08 1262/02-27
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; flaring wall
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow to 5yR 7/1 light grey; glaze 2.5y n3 
very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 5.2 x 2.6; tbase ring 1.3; twall 0.45; D 5
not drawn
47) N’08 1262/02-28
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; slightly incurving rim; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow and 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; 
glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 2.4; L x W 3.9 x 1.4; trim 0.4; D 14
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
48) N’08 1262/02-33
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; slightly incurving rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 5/1 grey; glaze 2.5y n2 black
h 4.1; L x W 5.2 x 2.8; twall/rim 0.4; D 15
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
49) N’08 1262/02-12
Rim fragment of a plate
Black gloss
outcurving, overhanging rim; lip damaged
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 4.3 x 2.8; twall 0.7; trim 0.5; D 26
50) N’08 1262/03-5
Rim fragment of a jug
Black gloss
outcurving rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.8; L x W 2.8 x 1.8; trim 0.5; D 5
Bernardini 1986: no 181; morel series 5226  
(late 4th - first half 3rd century)
51) N’08 1262/02-3
Rim fragment, probably of a skyphos
Black gloss
slightly outcurving rim; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 2.5y n2 black
h 1.9; L x W 2.5 x 0.5; trim 0.4; D 9
Bouma 1996: s54; morel series 4300 (mainly 2nd half 4th - first half 
3rd century)
52) N’08 1262/01-8
Rim fragment of a crater/crateriskos
Black gloss
straight rim with overhanging flange (edge damaged); convex lip
Core 10yR 7/4 very pale brown; glaze 2.5yR n2.5 black
h 2.0; L x W 2.7 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 0.4; D 12
morel 1981: various groups within 3500  




straight rim; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 0.9; L x W 0.4 x 1.5; trim 0.3; D ?
not drawn
54) N’08 1262/02-1
neck fragment of a jug
Black gloss
Incurving neck
Core 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 1.7; L x W 1.7 x 0.8; twall 0.3; Dneck 4
55) N’08 1262/02-30
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; inside concave with four 
rosette stamps 
Core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; glaze ext 7.5yR n2 black; glaze int 
2.5yR n2.5 black and 2.5yR 3/4 dark reddish brown
h 2.9; tbase 0.7; tbase ring 1.7; twall 0.6; D 5.5
Bouma 1996: fig. 4, no. 10 (generally 3rd century)
56) N’08 1262/02-34
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with flattened edge; inside flat with one palmette 
stamp preserved
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow and 2.5y 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 
2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 2.0; tbase 0.55; tbase ring 1.5; twall 0.65; D 5
Bernardini 1986: tav. LvIII, no. 101 (generally 3rd century)
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57) N’08 1262/02-32
Base fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; flaring wall
Core 7.5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 2.5y n3 very dark grey
h 2.1; L x W 4.3 x 4.8; tbase ring 1.3; twall 0.5; D 6
not drawn
58) N’08 1262/02-41
Base fragment of a skyphos
Black gloss
Flaring base ring with rounded edge; inside concave, outside convex; 
flaring wall
Core 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; glaze 2.5y n2 black
h 1.8; L x W 5.2 x 2.6; tbase ring 1.3; twall 0.45; D 5
morel series 4300 (mainly 2nd half 4th - first half 3rd century)
59) N’08 1262/02-15
Decorated wall fragment of a skyphos or kantharos
Black gloss
Flaring wall with vertical deep grooves
Core 5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
L x W 3.0 x 3.3; twall 0.3-0.4
60) N’08 1262/03-10
Decorated wall/shoulder fragment of a jug?
Black gloss/sovradipinta
Incurving wall with eroded but well visible decoration in two 
colours; decoration consists of a dot and wavy lines enclose by 
parallel bands; handle attachment visible on shoulder
Core 10yR 7/4 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n4 dark grey; painted 
decoration 7.5yR n3 very dark grey and 7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 3.5; L x W 5.5 x 2.2; twall 0.4-0.6; Dmax 8; Dmin 4
61) N’08 1262/03-4
Wall fragment of a lid
Black gloss
Flaring wall, transition to a knob
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow to 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey; glaze 
blue [not in munssell…]
h 2.2; twall 0.55; Dknob 2
morel series 9112a or 9132a (3rd - start 2nd century) ?
62) N’08 1262/01-2
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and inside with groove on the 
outside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 0.8 x 2.5; trim 0.6; D 18
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 9 (2nd century aD)
Considering ware and date of fragment probably related to site 
12408 
63) N’08 1262/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and inside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.5 x 2.5; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D 24
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
Considering ware and date of fragment probably related to  
site 12408 
64) N’08 1262/02-10
Rim fragment of a miniature bowl
Depurated ware (pale; eroded black gloss?)
Incurving rim; convex lip
7.5yR 8/4 pink
h 1.6; L x W 2.9 x 0.8; trim 0.4; D 7
Parallels in black gloss: Bernardini 1986: nos. 383-400 (morel series 
2783-2787; first half 3rd century); especially common in votive 
contexts (Bernardini 1986: 118/119)
65) N’08 1262/02-36
Base fragment, probably of a brocca
Depurated ware (pale-pink)
straight base ring with flattened edge
ext/int 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n8 white
h 2.1; tbase ring 1.7; trim 0.6; D 6
Transport wares
66) N’08 1262/01-5
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red hard with grey coating)
straight rim ‘stepped’ thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 10yR 5/3 brown
h 3.2; L x W 5.3 x 2.3; trim 1.75; D 16
Bonifay 2004: amphora type 22 (africana IIa1/2, end 2nd - first half 
3rd century aD)
Considering ware and date of fragment probably related to  
site 12408 
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Site 12409 (N’08 site 12)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327740; 4605647
Location and method: site 12409 is located on a tuff plateau 
in the central part of the survey area. It 
was found during the gridded survey in 
a fallow field with corn stubbles under 
medium visibility conditions (units 1282 
and 1283)
size; max. artefact density: 0.07 ha; 2,500/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1282/01; 1283/01); 
2 diagnostic samples (1282/02; 
1283/02); 10 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; dolium; 




Rim fragment, probably of a jar 
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex to pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 6/8 light red; int 2.5yR n2.5 black
h 2.0; L x W 1.1 x 2.1; trim 0.7; D 13
not drawn
2) N’08 1282/02-1
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (pink with grey lip)
straight rim, slightly flattened lip
ext/int 2.5yR 5/6 red; lip 5yR 5/1 grey
h 2.1; L x W 3.3 x 2.7; trim 0.5; D 16
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd - 1st century)
3) N’08 1283/02-2
Rim fragment 
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
ext 2.5yR 5/8 red; int 5yR 3/1 very dark grey




Flat base with slightly thickened edge; flaring wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flaring base ring with flattened edge, thickened on the inside
ext/int 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR 7/8
h 3.6; L x W 2.4 x 4.6; tbase ring 1.3; D 14
not drawn
6) N’08 1282/02-4
Flange fragment of a clibane?
Coarse ware (red with augite)
Flaring flange with pointed edge, concave on top 
5yR 4/6 yellowish red
h 2.2; L x W 2.6 x 2.4; tflange 1.0; D >20
7) N’08 1282/02-5
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown-black)
Round knob with facetted but irregular edge; top flattened
ext 5yR 3/1 very dark grey; core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.5; L x W 2.4 x 3.0; D 2.4-3.0
Damaged and irregular, not drawn
8) N’08 1283/01-2
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown-red with some augite)
Round knob with facetted but irregular edge; top flattened
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.5; twall 0.7; D 2.2
Table wares
9) N’08 1283/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall; straight rim; convex lip
Core 10yR 7/2 light grey; glaze int 7.5yR n5 grey; glaze ext 7.5yR 
n3 very dark grey
h 2.1; L x W 3.0 x 1.2; twall 0.4; trim 0.3; D 12




Wall (base) fragment with two round stamps, each consisting of one 
central dot surrounded by six smaller dots
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; glaze 5yR 3/1 very dark grey to 5yR 
4/3 reddish brown
L x W 2.9 x 1.6
Bernardini 1986: tav. Lv, nos. 6 and 8 (3rd century)
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Site 12410 (N’08 site 13)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327882; 4605395
Location and method: site 12410 is located on the eastern 
slope of the tuff plateau in the central 
part of the survey area. It was recorded 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field with high visibility conditions 
(units 1313 and 1314).
size; max. artefact density: 0.04 ha; 5,400/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1313/01; 1314/01); 
2 diagnostic samples (1313/02; 
1314/02); 29 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (plain and red augite fabric); 
tile; amphora; coarse ware; depurated 
ware; black gloss; terra sigillata; african 
red slip wares
Remarks: The site may be related to site 12411, 
situated 50 m to the south
Architecture
1) N’08 1314/02-1
Rim fragment of a tile
Depurated ware (pale with lava)
Rectangular profile with rounded internal and external angle;  
lip concave
7.5yR 8/4 pink and 7.5yR 5/4 brown
hrim 7.0; L x W 11.6 x 8.0; tplate 2.6
Cooking wares
2) N’08 1313/02-14
Rim fragment of a jar
Impasto (red-brown)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 2.5yR 6/8 light red; int 7.5yR n2 black;  
core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 1.6 x 1.7; twall 0.55; trim 0.65; D ?
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J209, 
5th - 3rd century)
3) N’08 1313/02-2
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; facetted lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 2.0 x 1.2; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J 
368) (5th - 3rd century)
4) N’08 1313/02-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 1.6; L x W 5.0 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 1.5; D 22
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
5) N’08 1313/02-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.7; L x W 6.9 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 1.4; D 24
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
6) N’08 1313/02-16
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 4/4 brown; core 7.5yR 4/4 brown and 2.5yR 4/8 red
h 1.5; L x W 2.7 x 2.0; twall 0.6; trim 1.1; D >18
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
7) N’08 1313/02-17
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/int 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 1.7 x 3.3; twall 0.6; trim 1.4; D 22
not drawn, similar to n’08 1313/02-11
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
8) N’08 1314/02-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/core 2.5yR 5/6 red; int 2.5yR 5/6 red and 2.5yR 4/2 weak red
h 1.5; L x W 2.7 x 2.1; twall 0.8; trim 1.3; D ?
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
9) N’08 1314/02-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (black)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging 
with slight groove below lip; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR n2 black; core 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.2; L x W 2.7 x 1.5; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D 18
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
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10) N’08 1314/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
convex lip
ext/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 2.5yR 4/8 red
h 1.8; L x W 3.8 x 1.8; twall 0.6; trim 1.25; D 23
Crypta Balbi 2004: 103, no. 12 (aD 475 - 500/525)
11) N’08 1313/02-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex to flattened lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 2.6 x 1.3; twall 0.45; trim 1.3; D 14
12) N’08 1313/02-9
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (pale brown with augite)
Incurving rim with thickened on the inside and outside; lip damaged
ext/int 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.3; L x W 4.4 x 2.1; twall 0.45; trim 1.5; D 22
olcese 2003: pentola type 4 (1st century - aD 150)
13) N’08 1314/02-2
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim with two internal angles, thickened on the outside; 
convex to flattened lip 
ext/int 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey; core 2.5yR 6/6 light red
h 1.9; L x W 4.5 x 2.8; trim 1.9; D 20
olcese 2003: pentola type 2a (late Republican - Flavian)
14) N’08 1314/01-4
Rim fragment of a jug
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside with groove on the inside; 
grooved lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow and 7.5yR n2 black; int 2.5yR 6/8 
light red
h 1.75; L x W 2.6 x 1.2; twall 0.3; trim 0.8; D 9
aylwin Cotton & métraux 1979: fig 46, no. 23 (end 2nd century - 30 
BC)
15) N’08 1313/02-13
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
outcurving rim; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.0; L x W 4.1 x 2.9; twall/rim 0.7; D 20
olcese 2003: coperchio type 1 (3rd - 1st century)
16) N’08 1313/02-7
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (dark brown with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; lip slightly bevelled on  
the inside
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.2; L x W 3.3 x 1.6; trim 1.1; D ?
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
17) N’08 1314/02-7
Rim fragment 
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging;  
flattened lip 
ext 10yR 3/1 very dark grey and 7.5yR 4/4 brown; int 2.5yR 6/6 
light red; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 3.5 x 1.5; twall 0.6; trim 1.2; D 18




straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside; convex lip 
ext/int 7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow




outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside; 
flattened lip
ext/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red; core 5y 4/1 dark grey
h 1.3; L x W 2.9 x 1.5; trim 0.75; D 20
21) N’08 1314/01-5
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
slightly outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the 
inside; flattened lip
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red to 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; int 7.5yR n2 black; 
core 10yR 4/2 dark greyish brown; 
h 2.4; L x W 2.8 x 1.6; twall 0.5; trim 1.1; D 22
22) N’08 1314/01-2
handle fragment 
Coarse ware (pale hard)
vertical band handle oval in section with rosette stamp on  
the outside
ext/int 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; core 2.5y 7/2 light grey and 10yR 
7/4 very pale brown
L 6.6; s 4.2 x 1.9




vertical band handle flattened in section with two deep grooves on 
the outside and one thickened edge on the inside
ext/int 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Flat base, inside concave
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 0.9; L x W 3.1 x 2.1; tbase 0.2; twall 0.3; D 4
not drawn
25) N’08 1313/02-18
Base fragment of a bowl/lid
Impasto (red with augite and Femn)
outcurving base ring with pointed edge; inside and outside concave
ext/int 7.5yR n2 black and 5yR 4/1 dark grey and 5yR 6/6 reddish 
yellow; core 7.5yR n2 black
h 3.0; tbase 1.9; t base ring 0.65; D 6
Bouma 1996: bowl/lid type I (6th - 4th century)
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26) N’08 1314/02-6
Decorated wall fragment 
Impasto (red with some Femn)
Wall fragment with cord decoration with slightly oblique  
fingernail impression
ext 2.5yR 5/8 red; int 2.5yR 4/6 red
L x W 2.7 x 2.7; twall 0.7; tdeco 1.35
attema et al. 2001/2002: decoration type 6 (900-610/600)
Table wares
27) N’08 1314/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside, groove on the inside;  
lip missing
ext/int 10R 6/8 light red; core 2.5y 7/2 light grey
h 1.5; L x W 1.1 x 1.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.85; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 8 (aD 80/90-3rd century aD)
28) N’08 1313/02-6
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside and undercut; 
convex lip
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 3.7; L x W 3.5 x 3.4; twall 0.5; trim 0.8; D 26
hayes form 99 (a/b) (end 5th - start 7th century aD)
29) N’08 1314/02-3
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly undercut;  
grooved lip 
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 10R 6/8 light red
h 1.6; L x W 3.1 x 0.85; twall 0.35; trim 0.8; D 22
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
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Site 12411 (N’08 site 14)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327804; 4605333
Location and method: site 12411 is located on the eastern 
slope of the tuff plateau in the central 
part of the survey area. It was observed 
during the gridded survey in a ploughed 
field with high visibility (units 1315, 
1592 and perhaps extending into unit 
1591). 
size; max. artefact density: ?; 3,700/ha
samples: 3 standard samples (1315/01; 1592/01; 
1591/01); 12 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; 
amphora; dolium; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares
Remarks: The scatter is not clearly delimited
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1315/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with red core)
Incurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
ext/int 5yR 4/1 dark grey; core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.3; L x W 3.1 x 1.3; twall 0.45; trim 1.1; D 13
olcese 2003: olla type 8 (end 1st century - aD 190)
2) N’08 1315/01-5
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; flattened lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.4; L x W 3.5 x 2.0; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D 16
3) N’08 1315/01-8
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving, overhanging rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 3.2 x 2.3; trim 0.6; D 24
olcese 2003: pentola type 1a (augustean - trajanic)
4) N’08 1315/01-2
Rim fragment 
misfired coarse ware (red hard)
outcurving and overhanging rim slightly thickened on the outside; 
concave lip
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red; int/core 5yR 5/1 grey
h 0.65; L x W 2.8 x 1.8; trim 0.6; D 24
5) N’08 1315/01-4
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (dark brown, burnished)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5yR 4/4 reddish brown




outcurving rim; convex lip
5yR 3/1 very dark grey to 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 2.1 x 0.9; trim 0.55; D 11
7) N’08 1315/01-7
handle fragment
Coarse ware (red-brown hard)
vertical band handle with three ribs
2.5yR 5/6 red




Flaring base ring with rounded edge inside flat, outside convex
ext 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow






straight rim thickened on the outside with groove just below rim;  
lip damaged
Core 10yR 8/2 white; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 1.8 x ?; twall 0.65; trim 1.15; D ?
small, eroded fragment, only section drawn
10) N’08 1315/01-10
handle fragment of a jug
Depurated ware (orange)
vertical band handle with raised edges and a central rib
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.4; s 0.7 x 2.1
eroded, not drawn
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Transport wares
11) N’08 1315/01-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with white coating)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging with 
groove below lip; convex lip
ext/int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; coating 5yR 8/4 pink
h 2.4; L x W 7.5 x 2.4; twall 0.6; trim 1.5; D 18




Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
Round object, crescent-moon shaped in section.
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 3.8; L x W 6.7 x 6.6
object reminds of an anatomic votive breast; fabric however is 
similar to Campanian fabric amphora and could be a (re-used) 
rounded or eroded spike fragment?
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Site 12412 (N’08 site 15) 
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327723; 4605464
Location and method: site 12412 is located on the edge of 
the tuff plateau in the central part of 
the survey area. During the gridded 
survey a few very well preserved sherds 
(including a black gloss rim) were 
observed on the upper slope (unit 1318). 
samples: 1 standard sample (1318/01); 1 
diagnostic sample (1318/02); 2 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; black gloss; amphora
Remarks: The site itself is presumably situated 
on the hilltop above the area surveyed, 
which had visibility conditions too low 
for a gridded survey, but additional 
artefacts were observed here.
Table wares
1) N’08 1318/01-
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
straight rim thickened on the outside and inside with groove on the 
outside; convex to flattened lip 
ext/int 2.5yR n3 very dark grey; core 10yR 7/4 very pale brown
h 3.2; L x W 4.3 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 1.35; D 23
morel series 2672 (later 4th - early 3rd century)
Transport wares
2) N’08 1318/02-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange-brown with various inclusions)
vertical band handle roughly oval in section with deep central 
groove on the outside 
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5yR 6/6 light red and 7.5yR 
5/6 strong brown
h 7.6; s 4.9 x 2.8
haltern 70 (mid 1st century - mid 1st century aD)
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Site 12413 (N’08 site 16) 
toponym: muro Pocoraro
Coordinates: 327156; 4606079
Location and method: site 12413 is located on the tuff plateau 
in the western part of the survey area. 
It was found during the gridded survey 
in a small harrowed field with mapped 
quite some vegetation and low visibility 
conditions (units 1322 and 1327). 
size; max. artefact density: 0.14 ha; 12,400/ha
samples: 3 standard samples (1322/01; 1327/01; 
1327/02); 2 diagnostic samples 
(1322/02; 1327/03); 24 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; tesserae 
(black and white); dolium (including red 
augite fabric); amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; terra sigillata; african 
red slip wares
Remarks: on the pre-bonifica map the area is 
indicated as Muro Pocoraro (ruderi), 
and the observed scatter may thus be 
part of an originally larger site with 
building remains. The surroundings 
of the scatter are covered by an 
inaccessible greenhouse; the area west 
of this greenhouse yielded no artefacts.
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1327/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.8; L x W 2.9 x 1.1; twall 0.5; trim 1.2; D ?
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD)
2) N’08 1327/01-6
Rim fragment of large jar
Coarse ware (orange-brown hard)
straight rim thickened and concave on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.9; L x W 4.2 x 1.8; twall 0.6; trim 1.0; D 26
Ricci 1998: 354, nos. 4-6; Crypta Balbi 2004: 190, no. 44 (end 6th - 7th 
century aD) 
3) N’08 1327/03-1
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (grey hard)
straight rim thickened on the outside with ridge below rim;  
pointed lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int/core 10yR 5/1 grey
h 3.2; L x W 3.3 x 1.3; twall 0.6; trim 1.3; D 12
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean) ?
4) N’08 1327/02-1
Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on  
the outside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.7(?); L x W 1.5 x 1.9; trim 0.8; D ?
Position uncertain, not drawn
5) N’08 1322/01-2
Rim fragment of a casserole
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.6; L x W 3.5 x 2.2; trim 1.2; D ca 20
Crypt Balbi 2004: 86, no. 29; 105, no. 33; 449, no. 46; 554, no. 34 
(425 - mid 7th century aD)
6) N’08 1322/02-7
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown hard, burnished)
slightly incurving rim thickened on the inside; convex to  
flattened lip
5yR 5/6 yellowish red to 5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 3.5; L x W 5.4 x 2.1; twall 0.8; trim 1.2; D 24
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
7) N’08 1327/01-2
Rim fragment of a tegame?
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and one groove on the 
inside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 1.5 x 2.2; trim 0.6; D ?
olcese 2003: tegame type 2 (2nd - possibly 1st century) ? 
8) N’08 1322/02-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 1.9; L x W 1.9 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 0.8; D 13
9) N’08 1327/01-1
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (orange hard)
straight rim thickened and concave on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
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outcurving rim slightly thickened on the outside and overhanging; 
flattened lip with 2 shallow grooves
7.5yR n6 light grey to 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




straight rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip 
ext/int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/1 grey
h 1.8; L x W 2.4 x 1.0; twall 0.6; trim 0.85; D 11
12) N’08 1322/02-6
handle fragment
Coarse ware (orange-brown with grey coating)
vertical band handle with deep groove on one side,  
concave on the other
Coating 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; inner core 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; 
outer core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.6; s 3.1 x 1.4
13) N’08 1322/02-8
handle fragment
Coarse ware (brown with grey coating)
vertical band handle flattened in section with three ribs
ext/int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; coating 10yR 5/2 greyish brown




Flat base, inside concave
ext 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; int/core 10yR 6/3 pale brown





Flat base with thickened edge, inside convex; flaring wall
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flaring base ring with thickened rounded edge
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow





Flaring base ring with rounded edge
ext/int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 10yR 7/2 light grey




Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and one groove on the inside; 
convex lip 
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 1.5 x 1.9; trim 0.7; D ca 15
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 8 (aD 80/90 - 3rd century aD)
19) N’08 1322/01-1
Rim fragment of a dish
african red slip ware
Incurving rim slightly thickened on the outside; convex lip 
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.0; L x W 2.4 x 0.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D ?
hayes form 31 (3rd century aD)
20) N’08 1327/03-3
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 4.7 x 1.1; twall 0.5; trim 1.0; D 23
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
21) N’08 1322/02-2
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the inside; lip bevelled on the outside
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 3.0 x 1.6; twall 0.6; trim 0.7; D 19
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
Transport wares
22) N’08 1322/02-5
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; lip damaged
ext 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.7; L x W 2.2 x 6.1; twall 0.7; trim 1.6; D 12
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
23) N’08 1322/02-3
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (grey hard with red core)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; int 10yR 6/3 pale brown; core 5yR 6/6 
reddish yellow
h 3.5; L x W 5.2 x 3.1; twall 0.95; trim 2.2; D 13
africana 1 (2nd half 2nd - end 3rd century aD) ?
24) N’08 1327/01-7
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical band handle, oval in section with one central rib
ext 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; core 10yR 7/4 very pale brown
h 10.3; s 3.8 x 2.2
not drawn
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Site 12414 (N’08 site 17)
Coordinates: 327582; 4606275
Location and method: site 12414 is located on the northeast 
slope of the tuff plateau. It was observed 
on the edge of a newly planted kiwi 
orchard, which had too low visibility 
conditions for a gridded survey. a grab 
sample was collected from soil dug up 
during the placement of concrete posts 
(unit 1355).
samples: 1 grab sample (1355/01); 3 catalogued 
artefacts
Finds survey: impasto (red augite fabric); tile; 
amphora; coarse ware; large tuff object
Remarks: although the evidence is not sufficient 
to establish the size and nature of the 




Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red)
slightly outcurving rim thickened and facetted on the outside, 
concave on the inside; pointed lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.4; L x W 3.4 x 1.0; twall 0.35; trim 1.15; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
Transport wares
2) N’08 1355/01-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
vertical double-bar handle, bars flattened in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 6.1; s 4.7 x 2.2
not drawn 
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
Miscellaneous
3) N’08 1355/01-1
Fragment of an unknown large object
tuff
Fragment of a round object with a thickened rim; inside concave
10yR 6/4 light yellowish brown
h 8.9; L x W 10.6 x 21.56; trim 5.5; D ca 24
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Site 12415 (N’08 site 18)
Coordinates: 327587; 4606555
Location and method: site 12415 is located on the north-
western slope of the tuff plateau. It was 
observed during the gridded survey 
along the southern edge of a vineyard 
with medium to low visibility conditions 
(units 1404 and 1405)
size; max. artefact density: 0.04 ha; 2,200/ha
samples: 2 standard samples (1404/01; 1405/01); 
no catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; dolium; coarse ware; depurated 
ware
Remarks: The scatter was very small, but it may 
have extended to the south in an area 
that was not surveyed.
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Site 12416 (N’08 site 19)
toponym: Colle dei tufi
Coordinates: 327187; 4606942
Location and method: site 12416 is located on a low ridge on 
the northern slope of the tuff plateau, 
on the north-western edge of the survey 
area. The site was observed during the 
gridded survey in a fallow field with 
very low visibility conditions (units 
1428, 1443 and 1444). 
size; max. artefact density: 0.18 ha; 7,900/ha
samples: 4 standard samples (1428/01; 1443/01; 
1443/02; 1444/01)
Finds survey: tile; amphora; coarse ware; depurated 
ware; african red slip wares
Remarks: Due to the adverse survey conditions, 
we mainly observed large and well-
preserved tile fragments. some related 
artefacts were observed in an adjacent 
vineyard in units 1446-1448.
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1444/01-2
Rim fragment of a large bowl/bacino
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
slightly outcurving rim thickened and concave on the outside, 
slightly concave on the inside; convex lip
ext/int 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 5.3; L x W 4.1 x 3.6; twall 0.85; trim 2.0; D >20
olcese 2003: Bacini type 2 (mid 6th - 3rd century)
2) N’08 1443/02-1
Rim fragment of a large bowl/bacino
Coarse ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 2.5y 
6/4 light yellowish brown





Flat base with slightly thickened edge; flaring wall
10yR 7/3 very pale brown




Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with some black sand)
slightly outcurving, triangular rim; convex lip thickened on the 
inside; handle attachment immediately below rim
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 7.0; L x W 4.4 x 7.8; twall 1.0; trim 3.1; D 15
very damaged, only section drawn
Graeco-Italic (mid 4th - mid 2nd century)
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Site 12417 (N’08 site 20)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 326922; 4606308
Location and method: site 12417 is located on the tuff plateau 
on the western edge of the survey area. 
It was observed during the gridded 
survey in a ploughed vineyard under 
medium visibility conditions (units 
1474-1480)
size; max. artefact density: 0.53 ha; 7,000/ha
samples: 7 standard samples (1474/01; 1475/01; 
1476/01; 1477/01; 1478/01; 1479/01; 
1480/01); 9 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; dolium 
(red augite fabric) amphora; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; terra sigillata; 
african red slip wares
Remarks: The artefacts on this site are worn and 
scattered over a large area, suggesting 
that it has degraded as a result of 
repeated ploughing and harrowing.
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1480/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
pointed lip
5yR 5/6 yellowish red
h 2.5; L x W 5.5 x 1.9; twall 0.7; trim 1.4; D 19
Crypta Balbi II: 107, no. 40; 443, no. 8; 453, no. 8  




Flat base with thickened edge; flaring wall
ext/int 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/3 light reddish brown
h 3.7; L x W 4.4 x 4.7; tbase 0.5; twall 0.7; D 9
not drawn
3) N’08 1477/01-7
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware
Round knob, flattened on top
ext 7.5yR n4 dark grey; int/core 7.5yR 5/4 brown




Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 1.0 x 1.4; trim 0.7; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 9 (2nd century aD)
5) N’08 1479/01-1
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; grooved lip
ext 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 0.8; L x W 0.7 x 2.0; trim 0.65; D ca 15
eroded, not drawn; size and D similar to 1446/01-1
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
6) N’08 1477/01-5
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
slightly flaring rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; lip 10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 1.1; L x W 1.5 x 2.7; trim 0.6; D ?
eroded, not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
7) N’08 1477/01-6
Lip fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
outcurving, overhanging rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 0.7; L x W 1.3 x 1.0; trim 0.6; D ?
eroded, not drawn
hayes form 3 (aD 60 - mid 2nd century aD)
8) N’08 1477/01-3
Rim fragment of a small situla
Depurated ware (brown)
outturning rim, concave on the inside; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 1.5 x 0.6; trim 0.2; D 8





outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 8/4 pink
h 1.8; L x W 2.8 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 8
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Site 12418 (N’08 site 21)
toponym: Doganella di ninfa
Coordinates: 327298; 4604952
Location and method: site 12418 is located in the lower plain 
just west of present-day Doganella di 
ninfa, on the southern edge of the 
survey area. It was observed during the 
gridded survey in a ploughed field with 
high visibility conditions (unit 1486).
size; max. artefact density: ?; 1,100/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1486/01); 4 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Impasto (red augite fabric); tile; 1 white 
tessera; amphora; coarse ware  
Remarks: site 12418 consists of a low-density 




Rim fragment, probably of a jar
Coarse ware
outcurving rim; convex lip
ext 10yR 4/1 dark grey; int/core 5yR 5/4 reddish brown




Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging with 
a ridge below the rim on the outside and three grooves on the 
inside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 3.5; L x W 7.8 x 2.7; twall 0.7; trim 1.5; D ca 35
Table wares
3) N’08 1486/01-4
Rim fragment of a lid
Depurated ware (pink)
straight rim; slightly pointed lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow




handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical band handle, in section deep central groove on one side and 
shallow groove on other side
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 7.1; s 4.1 x 1.9
only section drawn, view too damaged
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Site 12419 (N’08 site 22)
toponym: Doganella di ninfa
Coordinates: 327261; 4605089
Location and method: site 12419 is located in the lower plain 
just west of present-day Doganella di 
ninfa, on the southern edge of the 
survey area. It was observed during the 
gridded survey in a ploughed field with 
high visibility conditions (unit 1503).
size; max. artefact density: ?; 900/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1503/01); no 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Plain impasto; tile; dolium; coarse ware; 
depurated ware
Remarks: site 12418 consists of a low-density 
concentration of mainly tile and tuff 
debris, but is not clearly delimited
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Site 12420 (N’08 site 23)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327615; 4605095
Location and method: site 12420 is situated in the lower plain 
in the southern part of the survey area. 
It was observed during the gridded 
survey on the edge of a field that had 
recently been prepared as a vineyard 
and had high visibility conditions (unit 
1599)
size; max. artefact density: ?; 1,100/ha
samples: 1 standard sample (1599/01); no 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: Plain impasto; tile; dolium (red augite 
fabric); depurated ware; coarse ware
Remarks: on the surface not many finds were 
observed, but a considerable number 
was collected from soil that was dug up 
during the placement of cement poles. 
The DIFDem discussed in chapter 5.1 
indeed shows that erosion deposits may 
have covered the ancient surface.
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Site 12421 (N’08 site 24)
toponym: Doganella
Coordinates: 327591; 4605216
Location and method: site 12421 is located on the lower 
east slope of a travertine outcrop, on 
the edge of the lower plain and the 
southern edge of the survey area. It was 
mapped during the gridded survey in 
a field that had recently been prepared 
as a vineyard and had high visibility 
conditions (units 1608 and 1609).
size; max. artefact density: 0.13 ha; 7,400/ha
samples: 4 standard samples (1608/01; 1608/02; 
1608/03; 1609/01); 1 diagnostic sample 
(1608/04); 14 catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; dolium (including red augite 
fabric); amphora; coarse ware; 
depurated ware; black gloss; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares
Remarks: In a trench dug to lay irrigation pipes, 
an archaeological stratum was observed 
at a depth of ca 70 cm. This stratum 
was ca 4-5 cm thick and consisted of 
a 2 m long deposit of tile and dolium 
fragments. The DIFDem discussed in 
chapter 5.1 indeed shows that erosion 
deposits may have covered the ancient 
surface.
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1608/04-1 
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outturning rim thickened on the outside and concave on the inside; 
pointed lip
ext 7.5yR 5/4 brown; int/core 10yR 5/1 grey
h 2.2; L x W 4.4 x 1.9; twall 0.35; trim 0.7; D 15
olcese 2003: olla type 9 (1st - 2nd century aD)
2) N’08 1608/04-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning rim, concave on the inside; flattened lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.8; L x W 3.5 x 1.1; twall 0.4; trim 1.1; D 17
3) N’08 1608/04-6
Rim fragment
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and overhanging, concave 
on the inside; concave lip
2.5yR 4/6 red




outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/6




vertical ring handle oval in section with slight groove on the outside
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.2; s 0.9 x 0.65
6) N’08 1608/04-4
Base fragment
Impasto (red with some augite)
Flat base with rounded edge
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red; int/core 5yR 3/1 very dark grey




Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 4/1 dark grey; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.4 x 0.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 14
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
8) N’08 1608/03-1
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.6; L x W 1.9 x 2.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D ca 20
not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
9) N’08 1608/02-3
Rim fragment
Depurated ware (pale; eroded black gloss?)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 2.0 x 1.2; twall 0.3; trim 0.5; D 14




outcurving rim thickened on the outside with a ridge, concave on 
the inside; convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.9 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D ca 16
Transport wares
11) N’08 1608/02-2 
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (red with grey surface)
straight rim thickened and concave on the outside and slightly 
concave on the inside; convex lip
ext/int 10yR 5/2 greyish brown; core 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 3.9; L x W 8.8 x 3.2; trim 2.7; D 18
Bonifay 2004: type 4 (tripolitana 2; 2nd - first half 3rd century aD)
12) N’08 1608/02-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
heavy vertical band handle, oval and slightly ribbed in section
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow 
h 3.7; s 3.3 x 6.1
not drawn
Dressel 1 (130 - late 1st century)
13) N’08 1608/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
Part of vertical double-bar handle; bar round in section with one 
flattened side
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 8.2; s 2.4 x 2.5
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
14) N’08 1608/04-2
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink)
Part of vertical double-bar handle; bar round in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 4.2; s 2.0 x 2.1
eroded, not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
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Site 10952 (N’08 site 26)
toponym: Contrada mancinella
Coordinates: 331331; 4604290
Location and method: site 10952 is situated on the footslopes 
2.5 kilometres east of the survey area 
and had previously been surveyed by 
the PRP on several occasions. Three 
fields that contain and surround the 
site’s polygonal masonry platform were 
walked at 100% coverage, collecting all 
diagnostics (units 1613-1615). a grab 
sample was taken from a field wall (unit 
1616)
samples: 3 diagnostic samples (1613/01; 1614/01; 
1615/01); 1 grab sample (1616/01); 37 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; dolium (including red augite fabric); 
amphora; coarse ware; depurated ware; 
black gloss; african red slip wares
Previous finds: polygonal masonry platform; tile; 
dolium; amphora; coarse wares; fine 
wares; black gloss; loom weight; a kiln?
References: van Leusen et al. 2003/2004: 340
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1613/01-13
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (pale)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 3.1 x 1.4; twall 0.25; trim 0.5; D 11
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example 
J446) (5th - 3rd century)
2) N’08 1615/01-3
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside;  
convex lip
ext/int 2.5yR 4/6 red; core 5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 2.8; L x W 4.8 x 1.4; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 14
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
3) N’08 1615/01-4
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside;  
convex lip
2.5yR 4/6 red
h 2.9; L x W 3.7 x 1.8; twall 0.45; trim 0.9; D 16
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
4) N’08 1615/01-5
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
outturning/curving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.0; L x W 1.1 x 3.8; trim 0.6; D 14
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
5) N’08 1613/01-10
Rim fragment of a jar?
Coarse ware (orange)
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR 6/4 light brown; outer core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow; 
inner core 10yR 6/3 pale brown
h 2.0; L x W 3.3 x 1.1; twall 0.55; trim 1.0; D 20
6) N’08 1613/01-5
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 1.7; L x W 1.8 x 1.1; twall 0.35; trim 0.7; D ?
Bouma 1996: bowl type III (for example B95) (5th century - late 
Republican)
7) N’08 1614/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (orange)
Flaring wall, straight rim; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 3.2 x 0.6; twall 0.35; trim 0.3; D 10
8) N’08 1613/01-9
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext/int 7.5yR 5/2 brown; core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 1.4 x 1.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D ?
not drawn
9) N’08 1613/01-7
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; 
grooved lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 2.9 x 1.8; twall 0.55; trim 1.1; D ? (>18)
olcese 2003: pentola type 3a (1st - 1st quarter 2nd century aD)
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10) N’08 1614/01-5
Rim fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (pink)
straight rim thickened on the inside; flattened lip
ext/int 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey




Coarse ware (red augite)
vertical band handle flattened in section
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 4.7; s 2.9 x 1.2
12) N’08 1615/01-1
Base fragment
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
Flat base with slightly thickened edge, inside concave
2.5yR 4/8 red




Coarse ware (red with some augite)
Flat base, inside convex; flaring wall
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 3.1; L x W 2.9 x 3.1; tbase 0.7; twall 0.35; D 4
not drawn
14) N’08 1614/01-4
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (grey with brown-red surface)
very irregular round knob with thickened edge, top flattened
ext 2.5yR 4/8 red; core 2.5yR n4 dark grey
h 2.6; L x W 2.2 x 3.3; D ca 3.4
not drawn
15) N’08 1614/01-7
Flange fragment of a jar?
Coarse ware (red-brown)
Flaring flange with thickened, flattened edge
ext/int 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 10yR 6/2 light brownish grey
h 2.0; L x W 2.7 x 2.7; twall 0.6; tedge 0.85; D 22
‘aegean cooking pot’ (arthur & Patterson 1998: fig. 2, nos. 1 & 2; 
late 5th - early 6th century aD) ?
16) N’08 1615/01-7
Flange fragment of a clibane
Coarse ware (red-brown with black sand)
Incurving wall, flaring flange thickened on the inside and outside, 
two grooves on the outside; flattened edge
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int/core 2.5y 4/2 dark greyish brown
h 3.3; L x W 7.7 x 3.4; twall 0.8; tflange 0.9; D ca 28
olcese 2003: clibane type 2/3 (3rd century - augustean)
Storage wares
17) N’08 1616/01-2
Rim fragment of a dolium 
Coarse ware (red augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext/int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 10yR 4/1 dark grey
h 8.7; L x W 14.6 x 8.1; D ca 70
Artena II: nos. 127/203 (mid 4th - early 3rd century)
18) N’08 1616/01-1
Rim fragment of a large basin
Coarse ware (pale augite)
Incurving rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the outside
10yR 7/6 yellow
h 12.5; L x W 24.7 x 9.4; D ca 85




Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 2.1 x 0.9; twall 0.3; trim 0.65; D ?
morel series 2534b1 (2nd-3rd quarters 2nd century)
20) N’08 1613/01-11
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
Flaring wall, slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside;  
convex lip
Core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 2.2 x 0.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.4; D 14
21) N’08 1613/01-8
Rim fragment of a bowl/cup
Black gloss
straight rim; flattened lip
Core 7.5yR 8/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR n4 dark grey




Flaring base ring with flattened edge and ridge on outside on 
transition to wall 
slip ext 7.5yR n2 black; slip int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown; core 2.5y 
8/2 white
h 3.1; tbase 1.0; t base ring 2.3; twall 0.85; D 6.4
Bernardini 1986: no. 570 (3rd century); morel 1981: type 213 (2nd half 
3rd century)
23) N’08 1614/01-2
Wall fragment with incised inscription
Black gloss
Flat wall with incised letters “/\/\/” [unclear where separations 
should be…]
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.0; L 2.8; t 0.6
Fabric and glaze are typical for 3rd century products (stanco: 
personal comment)
24) N’08 1613/01-6
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext 10yR 8/6; int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 0.9 x 2.7; trim 0.8; D 19
not drawn
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
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25) N’08 1614/01-11
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware 
straight rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
Int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; ext 10yR 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 1.0 x 3.1; trim 0.9; D 20
eroded, not drawn
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
26) N’08 1614/01-9
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware 
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; lip 10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 1.3; L x W 1.6 x 1.8; trim 0.8; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
27) N’08 1614/01-10
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware 
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; lip 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 1.5 x 1.9; trim 1.1; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
28) N’08 1614/01-8
Rim fragment of a bowl
Depurated ware (pale)
straight rim; convex lip
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
h 2.2; L x W 1.5 x 2.9; trim 0.7; D 13
very eroded, not drawn
29) N’08 1613/01-4
Rim fragment of a cup?
Depurated ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
7.5yR 8/4 pink




outturning rim with internal angle thickened on the outside; convex 
lip thickened on the inside
2.5y 8/2 white
h 1.9; L x W 3.6 x 3.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 22




outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
2.5y 8/2 white




Flat base with two grooves near the edge, inside flat; flaring wall
5y 8/3 pale yellow
h 4.7; tbase 1.0; twall 0.6; D 8
33) N’08 1615/01-6
knob (or base?) fragment
Depurated ware (pale)
Round knob with facetted, slightly overhanging edge, top concave
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; D 3.2
Transport wares
34) N’08 1616/01-4
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (orange with black sand)
straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 3.0; L x W 8.3 x 3.1; twall 0.6; trim 2.7; D 21
early Graeco-Italic (greco-italiche antiche, mid 4th - 3rd century) ?
35) N’08 1614/01-6
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with some black sand)
triangular, overhanging rim; convex lip
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.9; L x W 6.5 x 2.6; twall 0.75; trim 2.5; D 18
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1a (last quarter 3rd - mid 1st century)
36) N’08 1614/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
vertical band handle oval in section
ext 2.5y 7/4 pale yellow; core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 14.2; s 4.7 x 2.6
Graeco-Italic or Dressel 1 (mid 4th - late 1st century) ?
Miscellaneous
37) N’08 1613/01-2
Base fragment of an unguentarium?
Depurated ware (pale-pink)
Flaring base with rounded edge, outside concave;  
cylindrical, solid ‘body’
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.0; tedge 0.6; tbody 0.9; Dedge 2.6
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Site 10957 (N’08 site 25)
toponym: stazione di norma/ninfa
Coordinates: 330070; 4605568
Location and method: site 10957 is situated on the footslopes 
one kilometre east of the survey area 
and had previously been surveyed by 
the  PRP. The field east of the site’s 
polygonal masonry platform was 
walked at 100% coverage, collecting all 
diagnostics (units 1611).
samples: 1 diagnostic sample (1611/01); 27 
catalogued artefacts
Finds survey: tile; plain impasto; amphora; coarse 
ware; depurated ware; black gloss; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares
Previous finds: polygonal masonry platform walls; 
platform extension in opus reticulatum; 
wall plaster; tesserae; impasto; tile; 
amphora; coarse wares; fine wares; terra 
sigillata; african red slip wares
Remarks: The area yielded a large number of fine 
ware diagnostics
References:  van Leusen et al. 2003/2004: 340/341
Cooking wares
1) N’08 1611/01-12
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; int/core 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.9; L x W 1.1 x 3.9; twall 0.45; trim 0.6; D 12
not drawn, eroded 
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
2) N’08 1611/01-11
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 2.7; L x W 2.7 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 14
similar to olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc, but 
later fabric (stanco personal comment)
3) N’08 1611/01-10
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving rim concave on the inside; convex lip
10yR 6/3 pale brown
h 3.1; L x W 3.0 x 1.2; twall 0.4; trim 0.7; D 18
aylwin Cotton 1979: fig. 52, nos. 27/28 (end 2nd century - mid 1st 
century aD)
4) N’08 1611/01-19
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
slightly thickened convex lip
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.7; L x W 2.3 x 1.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.75; D 22
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
5) N’08 1611/01-27
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red)
Ridge on the outside below rim; outcurving rim thickened on the 
outside, concave on the inside; pointed lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.4; L x W 3.1 x 1.3; twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D 17
olcese 2003: olla type 3b (late Republican)
6) N’08 1611/01-24
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red-brown)
spreading wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled 
on the inside
ext 2.5yR 4/6 red; int/core 7.5yR n4 dark grey
h 1.5; L x W 2.5 x 1.4; twall 0.5; trim 1.2; D 18
aylwin Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 60, no. 25 (30 BC - aD 200+)
7) N’08 1611/01-20
Rim fragment of a jar?
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex to 
flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.8; L x W 5.2 x 2.4; twall 0.5; trim 1.2; D 20
8) N’08 1611/01-16
Rim fragment of a tegame?
Coarse ware (brown)
spreading wall, straight rim thickened on the outside; grooved lip
ext 5yR 6/4 light reddish brown; int 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 
10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 3.0; L x W 3.4 x 2.3; twall 0.5; trim 0.7; D 22
9) N’08 1611/01-18
Rim fragment of a cup
Coarse ware (red)
outturning, horizontal rim with groove on top; convex lip
2.5yR 5/6 red to 5yR 4/2 weak red 
h 1.1; L x W 2.0 x 1.4; twall/rim 0.35; D 9
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10) N’08 1611/01-21
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
Flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging 
with slight groove on the outside; pointed lip
5yR 5/3 reddish brown
h 2.4; L x W 4.6 x 2.3; twall 0.6; trim 1.25; D 21
Dyson 1976: FG 62, vD 76 (2nd half 3rd century - 70 BC)
11) N’08 1611/01-23
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (grey)
straight rim thickened on the outside; lip bevelled on the outside 
with a groove
5yR 4/1 dark grey
h 1.9; L x W 2.6 x 1.4; twall 0.4; trim 1.1; D 14
12) N’08 1611/01-17
Rim fragment of a bowl/lid
Coarse ware (red with some augite)
spreading wall, outcurving rim thickened on the inside; pointed lip
2.5yR 5/6 red to 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey
h 1.3; L x W 2.1 x 1.8; twall 0.3; trim 0.6; D ca 17




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/4 light reddish brown





slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
ext 10yR 6/1 light grey; int/core 2.5yR 6/8 light red





Incurving neck, straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown to 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey




straight rim thickened on the outside and inside; flattened lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown




straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.0; L x W 0.8 x 2.1; trim 0.5; D 11
not drawn
18) N’08 1611/01-3
handle fragment of a legged skillet?
Coarse ware (brown)
straight horizontal handle round in section
5yR 5/4 reddish brown to 5yR 3/1 very dark grey
L 6.0; D 1.6
Dyson 1976: vD21/22, PD32  
(last quarter 2nd - last quarter 1st century)?
table wares
19) N’08 1611/01-1
Rim fragment of a patera
Black gloss
slightly flaring wall, straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
Core 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 1.6; L x W 3.6 x 2.9; twall 0.55; trim 0.7; D ca 20
morel 1981: series 2233 (c1, k1; 3rd - 2nd half 2nd century)
20) N’08 1611/01-26
Rim fragment of a patera
Black gloss
slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
Core 10yR 8/3 very pale brown; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 2.4; L x W 7.4 x 4.7; twall 0.7; trim 0.5; D 18




slightly outcurving rim with two grooves on the inside; convex lip
Core 7.5yR 7/4 pink; glaze 7.5yR 5/2 brown
h 0.85; L x W 1.5 x 0.9; twall 0.2; trim 0.35; D 5
22) N’08 1611/01-7
Rim fragment of a bowl
terra sigillata
straight rim thickened on the inside and slightly overhanging; 
convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.9; L x W 2.3 x 1.9; twall 0.5; trim 0.6; D 16
CFTS 1990: form 3.2 (2nd half 1st century aD)
23) N’08 1611/01-8
Rim fragment of a cup
terra sigillata
straight rim slightly thickened on the inside; convex lip
Core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 5/6 red
h 1.6; L x W 2.3 x 0.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.45; D 9
24) N’08 1611/01-6
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim slightly thickened on the inside; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.9; L x W 1.2 x 2.3; trim 0.6; D ca 18
not drawn
hayes form 14a (end 2nd -start 3rd century aD)
25) N’08 1611/01-5
Rim fragment of a large bowl?
african red slip ware
straight rim; convex lip
Core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; slip 2.5yR 5/8 red
h 1.3; L x W 3.0 x 2.2; trim 0.8; D >18
hayes form 45a/b (aD 230/240 - 320) ?




straight rim with several slight grooves and one deep groove below 
lip; convex lip
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.05; L x W 1.8 x 0.5; trim 0.45; tlip 0.2; D 5
27) N’08 1611/01-2
Decorated wall fragment
Depurated brown-painted ware (sovradipinta?)
slightly flaring wall, three vertical painted bands on the outside
Int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; paint 5yR 4/3 reddish brown to 
2.5yR 5/6 red
L x W 2.3 x 2.2; twall 0.55
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1) N’08 1003/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the inside and outside and overhanging; 
convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 0.9; L x W 2.9 x 1.1; trim 0.9; D 17




straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext 7.5yR n4 dark grey; int/core 7.5yR 5/4 brown
h 1.4; L x W 1.3 x 3.7; trim 0.7; D 20
not drawn
3) N’08 1018/01-1
Rim fragment of a pentola?
Coarse ware (brown)
outcurving horizontal rim thickened on the outside and slightly 
overhanging; flattened lip
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 0.6; L x W 1.3 x 2.1; trim 0.5; D ?
Probably related to site 10504; not drawn
4) N’08 1021/01-1
Rim fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pale)
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly concave on the 
inside; convex lip
10yR 7/6 yellow
h 4.0; L x W 5.4 x 2.8; twall 0.9; trim 1.9; D 16
Dressel 2-4 (70 BC - late 1st century aD)
Probably related to site 10504
5) N’08 1022/02-2
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (red with grey surface)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; 
flattened to concave lip
ext/int 5yR 5/3 reddish brown; core 2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.1; L x W 1.8 x 2.4; trim 1.0; D ?
olcese 2003: pentola type 5b (1st century aD)
Probably related to site 10504
6) N’08 1022/02-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
Coarse ware (red)
outturning overhanging rim; convex lip
ext 5yR 5/2 reddish grey; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.4; L x W 2.6 x 1.5; twall 0.5; trim 0.4; D 14
Duncan 1964: form 18 (3rd quarter 1st century aD)




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 0.7 x 1.2; trim 0.5; D ?
Probably related to site 10504; not drawn
8) N’08 1040/01-2
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and slightly overhanging; 
grooved lip
ext 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 1.8; L x W 1.0 x 1.7; twall 0.25 trim 0.9; D ca 17
Probably related to site 10504; eroded, not drawn
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
9) N’08 1040/01-3
handle fragment of an amphora
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical band handle oval in section
7.5yR 7/4 pink
h 5.8; s 4.5 x 2.5
Probably related to site 10504; eroded, not drawn




Flat base with thickened edge, inside convex
ext/int 5yR 5/4 reddish brown to 5yR 5/2 reddish grey; core 2.5yR 
n4 dark grey
h .4; tbase 1.1; twall 1.0; D 4.4




vertical band handle oval in section
ext 2.5yR 5/6 red; core 2.5yR n3 very dark grey
h 2.0; s 1.4 x 0.9
12) N’08 1097/01-1
Rim fragment
Impasto (red with Femn inclusions)
outcurving rim with two grooves on the inside; flattened lip
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.3; L x W 4.2 x 2.8; twall 1.0; trim 0.7; D ?
Carafa 1995: forms 201, 208 (630/620-500)
sherd was found where during the ninfa survey a protohistoric site 




Coarse ware (orange hard)
straight rim; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow




Flaring base ring with rounded edge
Core 7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.1; L x W 1.0 x 2.3; tbase ring 1.1; D 4.5
very eroded, not drawn
Site and artefact catalogue of the Norba survey 
Off-site artefacts
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15) N’08 1224/01-1
knob fragment of a lid
Coarse ware (brown)
Round, hollow knob with thickened edge; top flattened
7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow




triangular, overhanging rim; pointed lip
10yR 5/3 brown
h 1.8; L x W 1.2 x 3.3; twall 0.35; trim 1.1; D >13




vertical band handle oval in section with raised edges
ext 7.5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; core 7.5yR n2 black
h 3.0; s 1.2 x 0.9
18) N’08 1260/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside with slight ridge; flattened 
lip
7.5yR n5 grey
h 2.6; L x W 4.0 x 1.8; twall 0.5; trim 0.9; D 15
aylwin Cotton & métraux 1985: fig. 59, no. 134 (late 2nd/early 3rd 
century aD onwards?)
19) N’08 1260/01-2
Rim fragment of a small jar
Coarse ware (orange)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.1; L x W 3.3 x 1.6; trim 1.0; D 10
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean) 
20) N’08 1261/01-1
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the inside; convex lip
ext 5yR 8/4 pink; int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 0.7 x 1.9; twall 0.4; trim 0.5; D ?
eroded, not drawn
hayes form 23b (2nd - 4th century aD)
21) N’08 1261/01-2
Rim fragment of a lid
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 1.3; L x W 1.8 x 2.0; trim 0.9; D ?
eroded, not drawn
hayes form 196 (2nd - mid 3rd century aD)
22) N’08 1267/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl?
african red slip ware
slightly incurving rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.8 x 1.1; twall 0.4; trim 0.6; D 14
23) N’08 1267/01-2
Base fragment
african red slip ware
Flaring base ring with rounded edge
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.7; L x W 4.5 x 5.5; tbase 0.7; tbase ring 1.25; twall 0.7 D 10
eroded, not drawn
24) N’08 1270/01-1
Fragment of a terracotta penis
Depurated ware (pale hard)
Banana-shaped penis with groove on lower part, edge thickened 
with central groove; u-shaped in section
7.5yR 7/4 reddish yellow
L x W 11.75 x 6.9; t 0.8-1.1
Possibly related to site 12408
25) N’08 1286/01-1
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the inside; pointed lip
ext 5yR 7/4 pink; int/core 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.9; L x W 2.3 x 0.8; twall 0.45; trim 0.6; D 16
hayes form 23b (2nd - 4th century aD)
26) N’08 1286/01-2
handle fragment of an amphora?
Depurated ware (pale)
vertical band handle flattened in section with raised edge
10yR 7/6 yellow
h 3.7; s ? x 1.3
Damaged, only section drawn
27) N’08 1316/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
Black gloss
straight rim; convex lip
ext/int 7.5yR n3 very dark grey; core 7.5yR 8/6 reddish yellow
h 2.4; L x W 2.3 x 0.9; trim 0.35; D 15
morel series 2783/2784 (3rd - 2nd century)
Possibly related to site 12411
28) N’08 1316/01-2 
handle fragment
Impasto (brown-orange)
Ring handle, round in section
10yR 5/3 brown
h 3.2; D 1.7
Possibly related to site 12411; not drawn
29) N’08 1316/01-3
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside with groove below lip;  
convex lip
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 1.8; L x W 1.1 x 2.2; trim 0.9; D ?
Possibly related to site 12411; very eroded, not drawn
hayes form 9 (2nd century aD) ?
30) N’08 1316/01-4
Rim fragment of a bowl
Depurated ware (pale, eroded black gloss?)
outcurving, overhanging rim; convex lip
10yR 8/4 very pale brown
h 1.0; L x W 4.4 x 2.0; trim 0.55; D 20
Possibly related to site 12411




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 2.9; L x W 3.1 x 1.0; twall 0.4; trim 0.8; D 9
Possibly related to site 12412
32) N’08 1323/01-1
Rim fragment of a dish
african red slip ware
outturning, horizontal rim with internal angle and a groove on the 
upper side; convex lip
ext/int 2.5yR 5/8 red; core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.2; L x W 4.6 x 2.9; trim 0.85; D 28
hayes 1972: form 6 (end 1st - 2nd century aD)
Probably related to site 12413
33) N’08 1324/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-red with augite)
outcurving rim thickened on the outside and concave on the inside; 
convex lip
ext 2.5y n2 black and 7.5 yR 7/6; int 2.5yR 6/6 light red; core 5yR 
6/6 reddish yellow
h 2.5; L x W 3.7 x 1.9; twall 0.9; trim 1.0; D 20
olcese 2003: olla ansata type 3 (Claudian)
Probably related to site 12413
34) N’08 1325/01-1
Rim fragment of a tegame
Coarse ware (orange-red with black sand)
slightly incurving rim; grooved lip
ext 10yR5/3 brown; int/core 5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.5; L x W 2.7 x 1.5; trim 0.7; D 20
olcese 2003: tegame type 3 (late Republican - 1st century aD)
Probably related to site 12413
35) N’08 1326/01-1
Rim fragment of a cooking pot?
Coarse ware (brown with augite)
Flaring flange thickened on the outside, concave on the inside; 
convex edge
2.5yR 4/8 red
h 2.3; L x W 2.2 x 2.0; twall 0.7; tedge 0.9; D ?
‘aegean cooking pot’ (arthur & Patterson 1998: fig. 2, nos. 1 & 2; 
late 5th - early 6th century aD) ?




straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
5yR 6/8 reddish yellow
h 1.8; L x W 0.8 x 2.5; trim 0.8; D ?
very eroded, not drawn
37) N’08 1362/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown-grey with augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 1.6; L x W 1.1 x 1.9; trim 0.8; D ca 14
not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (5th - 3rd century)
38) N’08 1446/01-1
Rim fragment of a casserole
african red slip ware
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; grooved lip
ext 5yR 7/6 reddish yellow; int/core 5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 1.3; L x W 2.0 x 0.9; twall 0.3; trim 0.75; D 15
hayes form 197 (late 2nd - 3rd century aD)
Probably related to site 12416
39) N’08 1447/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (red with augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip (‘almond rim’)
2.5yR 5/6 red
h 2.1; L x W 1.4 x 3.5; twall 0.35; trim 1.1; D ca 20
Probably related to site 12416; eroded, not drawn
olcese 2003: olla type 3a (2nd century - augustean)
40) N’08 1448/01-1
Rim fragment of a pentola
Coarse ware (orange)
outturning, overhanging rim slightly thickened on the outside; 
flattened lip
5yR 7/8 reddish yellow
h 0.7; L x W 3.7 x 1.7; trim 0.6; D 21
olcese 2003: pentola type 2a (late Republican - Flavian)
Probably related to site 12416
41) N’08 1451/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (brown with some augite)
straight rim thickened on the outside and overhanging; convex lip
5yR 5/4 reddish brown
h 1.5; L x W 2.7 x 1.4; twall 0.7; trim 1.2; D 19
tol forthcoming (astura, 4th - 5th century aD) ?
42) N’08 1463/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
5yR 6/6 reddish yellow
h 6.0; s 2.3 x 2.1
very eroded, not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70BC - late 1st century aD)
43) N’08 1491/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
slightly incurving rim thickened on the inside, with a groove on the 
outside; lip bevelled on the inside
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.1; L x W 3.2 x 0.9; twall 0.55; trim 0.7; D 15
hayes form 14c (3rd century aD)
44) N’08 1495/01-1
Rim fragment of a bowl
african red slip ware
straight rim with convex moulding with rouletted decoration on the 
outside, groove on the interior; convex lip
2.5yR 6/8 light red
h 2.1; L x W 3.3 x 1.5; twall 0.4; trim 0.9; D 18
hayes form 8b (aD 80/90-3rd century aD)
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45) N’08 1508/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora
Coarse ware (pink with black sand)
half of vertical double-bar handle, bar round in section
7.5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 6.9; s 2.2 x 2.0
not drawn
Dressel 2-4 (70BC - late 1st century aD)
46) N’08 1582/01-1
handle fragment of an amphora?
Coarse ware (grey hard)
vertical band handle flattened in section with raised edge and 
central rib
10yR 5/1 grey
h 4.2; s 3.8 x 1.3
47) N’08 1593/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Impasto (brown)
straight rim thickened on the outside; convex lip; remains of knob 
or handle attachment visible below rim
ext/core 5yR 3/1 very dark grey; int 2.5yR 6/4 light reddish brown
h 5.4; L x W 5.3 x 1.8; twall 1.3; trim 1.0; D 18
Carafa 1995: type 46 (730-550)
Possibly related to site 12411
48) N’08 1594/01-1
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with some augite)
outturning rim thickened on the outside; pointed lip
5yR 3/1 very dark grey
h 2.1; L x W 2.6 x 1.9; twall 0.35; trim 1.0; D ?
olcese 2003: olla type 2/Bouma 1996: jar type Ivc (for example J399 
and J488) (5th - 3rd century)
Probably related to site 12411
49) N’08 1596/01-1
Decorated wall fragment
Glazed ware (inside green-yellow with brown dots)
Flaring wall with three applied ovals on the outside
ext 10yR 8/4 very pale brown; glaze 2.5y 8/4 pale yellow and 10yR 
4/3 brown
L x W 2.5 x 2.1; twall 0.5; tdeco 0.7




straight rim thickened on the outside; flattened lip
ext/int 2.5yR 6/8 light red; core 5yR 4/2 weak red dark reddish grey
h 2.0; L x W 1.7 x 2.4; trim 0.9; D ca 12
51) N’08 1598/01-1 
Rim fragment of a jar
Coarse ware (grey with some augite)
outcurving/turning rim thickened on the outside; convex lip
ext 5yR 6/6 reddish yellow; int/core 10yR 5/2 greyish brown
h 2.0; L x W 1.7 x 2.4; trim 0.9; D ca 12
Possibly related to site 12420; not drawn, eroded




Ring handle, round in section with one flattened side
Core 10yR 7/6 yellow; glaze 7.5yR n2 black
h 1.7; D 0.55
Probably half of double bar handle; morel plate 239-type 2  
(2nd half 4th century)
Possibly related to site 12421
53) N’08 1612/01-1
Complete loom weight
Coarse ware (pink with augite)
Rectangular loom weight with round horizontal hole, groove on top; 
rectangular in section
5yR 7/6 reddish yellow
h 8.0; s 6.4 x 3.5
Bouma 1996: LW 1-5 (5th - 3rd century, perhaps later)
54) N’08 1612/01-2
Rim fragment of a tile
Coarse ware (pale with augite)
Rectangular profile with rectangular internal and external angle
10yR 8/3 very pale brown
hrim 5.8; L x W 6.7 x 8.4; tplate
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